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MID-COAST ROUTE 1 ASSOCIATION
NAMES SECRETARY; ANNOUNCES
$15,000 PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
Doris Bowers of Lincolnville
Beach has been named acting
executive secretary of the Maine
Mid-Coant Route 1 Association, ac
cording to Frederic Bird of Rock
land, the Association president. The
post was created by recent action
of the promotional group in a meet
ing at Rockland.

In addition, the Association au
thorized its publicity committee to
initiate a full-scale publicity and
promotional program for the MidCoast Route One area. ‘We are
planning now", said Bird, "to pro
vide the Mid-Ccast Route One area
with a sustained promotional pro- j
gram in order to meet the com
petition from other states and rec
reational areas. It is our plan to
build this program up to full
strength by the time the new inter
state highway has been com
pleted?’
Joseph Crowley cf Rockland,
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Waldoboro Lions Provide Skating Rink

chairman of the Association's pub
licity committee, said the program
will be financed entirely by mem
bership and subscription of all the
business operators in the associa
tion’s area between Portland and
ElDworth.

The program,” said Crowley,
"will include every accepted pres
ent day method of publicity and
promotion. During the next few
months it is our intention to raise
$15,000 to meet the budget which
has been approved by the Board of
Directors, subject to the final suc
cess of the fund-raising campaign."
It was also voted at the meeting
of the association to publish a
series of six special bulletins ex
pensing in detail the publicity pro
gram in 1958. This bulletin will
go to all members of the associa
tion. as well as to all the other
business operators between Port
land and Ellswcrth.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK REPORTS
INCREASED BUSINESS PAST YEAR;

DEPOSITS NEARING SEVEN MILLION
President Joseph W. Robinson re
ported to the annual meeting of the
officers and directors of the First
National Bank of Rockland Tuesday
that the past year was a profitable
one for the institution.
He said that deposits and loans J
increased during the year to the
point where deposits totaled be
tween six and seven million dol
lars. While costs increased also, j
he said that added business resulted
in a net gain.
Capital surplus and undivided
profits amount to $550,000.
He commended the staff of the
bank, faithful directors and friends
of the bank with making the prog
ress possible.
Mr. Robinson was re-elected to
the presidency, as were all other
officers. They are: Joseph Emery,
Homer E. Robinson, and Chauncey
M. D. Keene, vice presidents; Her
man M. Hart, cashier; C. Maxwell

Ames and Francis D. Hedrich, as
sistant cashieis. A new post was
created hy the directors, that of
auditor, and Mr. Hedrich named
to it.
Attorney Chiisty C. Adams was
named to the board of directors to
succeed the late Judge Harry Wil
bur. A graduate of CoJby and Bos
ton University Law School, he has
been in legal practice in the city
seven years, five of which were in
the office of Stuart Burgess. Active
in community adfaiis, he is secre
tary-treasurer of the Knox Bar As
sociation and a member oi the
committee on ethics and law of
the American Bar Association.
Continuing on the board of di
rectors were:
Chauncey M. D. Keene. Joseph
Emery, Joseph W. Robinson, Ken
nedy Crane, Sr., Hcmer E. Robin
son. James M. Pease and Harold
S. Leach.

LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION
REPORTS 225 LOANS MADE TO
HOMEOWNERS IN THE PAST YEAR
At the annual meeting of the loans were paid in full.
A total of 2299 members shared
lareholders of the Rockland Loan
in the association's payment of
id Building Association held
earnings for the use of their funds.
iondav. the following directors For the year ending December 31.
ere elected: William K. Bicknell, dividends to savers amounted to
homas H. Chisholm, Walter P. $54 364.08.
onley, Burton E. Flanders, Wil-;
im A. Glover, Leray Hunter, liver P. Ingraham, Edward R. , Council Provides
add, M. Elmer Montgomery,
rdrey E. Orff and Roland G. For A Super
'are.
Commercial Zone
Auditor of the Association is
Passed in final reading and pub
liver P. Ingraham.
At a meeting of the board of di- lic hearing by the City Council
•ctors held immediately followMonday evening was an ordinance
ig the meeting at the ehareholdproviding for the voluntary estab
■s, Roland G. Ware was re-e!ect1 president. Other officers arc: lishing of restrictions in future in
ce president. Ardrey, E. Orff;
•cretary-treasurer, M.
Elmer
tontgcmeiy; attorney, Alfred M.
trout. On the finance committee
■e: Thomas H. Chisholm. Ardrey
. Orff and William A. Glover.
Despite the increased competition
r savings and the "tightest"
oney situation in the post war
>riod. Rockland Loan and Buildg Association, in $987. achieved
ibstantial gains in assets, savings,
ime moi-tgage portfolio arid cusmei».
Two hundred and fitty-five loans
ere made to homeowners for conruction. purchase, repair or im■ovement of homes in the Knox
aunty area, thereby increasing the
ortgage loan portfolio to $2,014.7.26 as of December 31.
During the year, 119 mortgage

dustrial zones.
The restrictions which apply to

building types, odors, smoke, noxi
ous gases, fire hazards and indus
trial wastes as well as landscaping
would be self imposed upon appli
cation to the Council for what could
best be described as a super Com
mercial Zone C.
The intent of the originators of
the ordinance was to provide for
the strict control of any industrial
park set up in the city. They would
assure prospective industry 'hot
the area in Which it would locate
would have plants and industrial
procedures equal to its own.
In such an area, off street park
ing facilities would be required of
a plant, plus proper landscaping of
the areas about tbe site.
No wooden buildings, and no bill
boards. except those on the imme
PUBLIC SUPNR
diate property and used to identify
T. BERNARD'S CHURCH HALL the plant, would be permitted.
rtonby, Joe. 25-1 to 7 p. ■. The ordinance in no way alters
AM, BEANS. SALAM and PIE the provisions of the existing Com
Benefit K. of C. Equipment
mercial Zone C, or plants and in
FuAd Fur New Kitchen
dustries now in operation.
6-11

The skating pond provided by the Waldoboro Linns Club on Route 32 has proven to be a popular
spot with both children and adults. In the picture, Mrs. Douglas Taite adjusts her daughter Jill's skates
before the young lady ventured on the ice. At the left is Sally Pinkham. At the far right, standing, are:
Julie Waltz, Mike Abbotoni and Jane Mayo.
Photo by Warren Genthner

HOSPITAL OFFICIALS ASK LIBRARY

Council Approves

LAWN AND WHITE PARK SPACE FOR Appointments of
Eight To Boards
PARKING LOTS FOR INSTITUTION
Several vacancies on municipal
The problem of future parkirg case with the hospital.
Both
groups
agreed
to
continue
boards
were filled by appoint
facilities for employees of Knox
Hospital, physicians, and persons the study in an effort to solve the ments approved oy the City Coun
visiting patients was discussed in problem which promises to become cil Monday. Included were:
formally with the City Council more acute in the years ahead.
Harold Leach to the Personnel
Monday evening. A group head
Examining Board for three years.
ed by the hospital president. Rob City To Grant
Recreation Advisory Board ap
ert W. Hudson, and its adminis
pointees wore William Butler,
trator, Henry X. Jackson, spent Tax Discount To
William Karl and Mrs. Virginia
some time with the councilors fol
Knight, all for three years.
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., and
lowing the close of the regular Early Payers
Mrs.
Dorinda
Coughlin were
Council session.
The City Council on Monday eve
named to the Library Advisory
The recent start of enforcement
ning gave approval to the grant
Board for three year terms.
of a parking ban on the north side
Named to the Board of Zoning
of Maple street by police prompted ing of a one per cent discout to
the meeting. Some six months taxpayers who are prompt in meet Appeals for three years were
Blaine P. Merrill and Everett
ego, the Council closed one s!de ing their obligations.
The order passed provided that Spear.
of Maple street to parking, but
All appointments were effective
lack of signs warning motorists the discout will be allowed those
delayed enforcement. The signs who pay their personal and real immediately.
were placed recently and the citv estate taxes in full on or before
July 19. Automobile excise taxes
ordinance enforced.
Lincoln County
The hospital group presented are not included.
Interest
rates
of
six
per
cent
will
plans for the establishing of ad
Democrats Meet
ditional parking space through be charged from September 1 to
those
persons
who
have
not
paid
use of a portion of the west lawn
In Waldoboro
In
ef the Public Library and a part their* taxes by December 20.
At a large turnout of Lincoln
cf White Park adjoining St. the past, the interest charge* have
County Democrats at the Waldo
Peter's Church and the Commun not been applied until December.
As people have formed a habit boro municipal building Monday
ity Building.
of
paying their taxes in late De night, a lively discussion of the
Councilors pointed
out that
cember. the municipal officials de basic issues of the present and
they would hesitate to take th»
cided to ofifer the discount as an future, as they affect the people
property
named
for
parking
inducement to pay earlier.
of the county and state, was car
spaces until the hospital had
More than half the city’s annual ried on.
made use of all possible space
tax committment is paid in De
Frank Houdelette of Dresden
now used as a lawn on the east
cember, necessitating the borrow led a study of the agricultural
side of the Medical Arts Building.
ing of large amounts from local situation.
The library space would pro
banks in tax anticipation notes to
Education and the Sinclair Bill
vide an estimated 12 parking
meet the municipality’s obligations came in for attention as did the
spaces while the White Park sec
from month to month. Such tax health and welfare program of
tion would accommodate 24 cars
anticipation notes bear an interest the state.
A possible 18 cars could be ac
rate in thae vicinity of three per
Hugh Williams of Bremen led
commodated on what is now the
cent.
the discussion on industrial devel
Medical Arts Building lawn anil
opment of the county. An eleedriveway
tionics industry was favored by
It was also pointed out that work Thomaston Bank
Raymond Genthner while Walter
men. of which there are 40. on the
Cowan proposed study of the pos
Re-elects
Elliot
new hospital wing were probably
sibilities of an industrial park
causing the crowded conditions in
And Other Officers which would benefit the county.
parking near the institution. Hos
On the issue of fisheries, the op
pital officials agreed to check this
The directors of the Thomaston portunities of the industry led the
possibility and ask their co-opera National Bank continued Richard
group to issue a special invitation
tion in parking seme distance away O. Elliot in office as president at
to fishermen to attend the next
from the area.
the annual meeting of the bank meeting to discuss problems of
It was pointed out that when the held at 10 o’clock Tuesday morn
today and possibilities of the
hospital wing is completed and al! ing. The event marked the open
future.
the planned services in operation ing of his 39th year as the bank
that the parking problem will in head.
Sometimes the first to suggest
crease. Out patient service is ex
Lionel F. Jealous was elected a reform is last to accept it.
pected to be extended and thereby vice president; Harold M. Dana
bring more cars to the area. An the cashier and Miss Ethel Upham
additional 20 beds in the institu assistant cashier.
a a PHONE 408 Mg
tion will also bring additional visit
Directors named were: Fred C.
ors and added paiking problems.
Black of Rockland, Harold F
When buildings used by the con- Dana. Richard O. Elliot and
stroction crews are eventually Lionel F. Jealous, ail of Thomas
cleared away, some added apace ton; Foster D. Jameson and John
will be available for parking, but H. Miller of Waldoboro and Willis
not sufficient to solve the prob R. Vinal of Warren.
lem.
St. Peter's Church Is faced with
The only driving force found in
the same problems as the hosp tai. some men is the force of habit,
ABBOTT and
but not on a daily basis as is the vice is bound to become its slave.

KnoX

KIDDIE SNOW
Saturday 2 p.m.

A CARD OF APPRECIATION

COSTELLO
KNOX COUNTY SCVBffH ANNUAL FINNISH-AMERICAN

I wish to take this moans of expressing my heart

felt appreciation of the many friends of my late wife,

POLIO DANCE

Mary Cross Epps, who followed her expressed wish and

Saturday, Jan. 18 - 8 to 12 p. m.

donated moneys to the Concer Fund instead of sending

ALVIS EPPS.

Rocklond, January 13, 1958.

PLUS

Rockland Community Building

flowers to her funeral.

FULL LENGTH FUTURE

DONATION 75c

DOOR PRIZES

FisnUi Coffw
mJ CgWm
BANCS THAT OYNBRS MAY WAIK

45 MINUTES OF

GIANT

KARTOONS

87.66 per year
83-76 six months

TWELVE PACES—10c COPY

h
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Commissioner Green Assures Maine
Fishermen Seed Lobster Law Will
Stand And Be Enforced
A ruling by Portland Municipal 90 per cent of lobsters notched are city the Portland case has reCourt Recorder Walter F. Murrell by fishermen wbo are interested in * ceived, a few might feel the law
j was not good and start taking
Monday that the state law against preserving the breeding stock.
V-notched lobsters “because if I
Most
lobsters
so
notched
are
in
the taking of seed lobsters applies
the one and one-quarter to one and don’t, someone else will”.
only w*hen they are bearing eggs
Sea and Shore Fisheries war
one-haif pound bracket. The notch
touched off a turmoil in the indus will not disappear from the tail dens, Green noted, have been in
try.
until the lobster has shed several structed to continue to enforce the
The oflfice of the commissioner of times and reaches the vicinity of law as it is on the books.
“There is no question at all re
Sea and Shore Fisheries in Augusta three pounds and over at which
point it exceeds the maximum in garding the good faith of the court
was deluged with calls. The same
official who ruled on this case”,
size which may be taken.
condition existed Tuesday in the
iMuni-cipal Court judges in the the Commissioner said. “He was
headquarters cf the Maine Lobster- coastal counties have habitually up in possession of all the facts and
men’s Association at Rockland.
held the seed lobster law and there made his decision accordingly.
Fishermen who habitually throw have been countless convictions His judgment must be final as to
| this particular se+ of circumback seed lobsters, and even likely over the years.
females without seed, were disCommissioner of Sea and Shore 1 -•t a nces. But this Department is
tui bed that the ruling might result Fisheries Ronald Green on Wed 1 concerned with possible misinter
in the wholesale retaining of such nesday reassured Maine fishermen pretations which the public may
lobsters., The result could be the that their breeding stock would be make relative to V-notched lobwrecking of the conservation prac protected and asked them not to sters. We believe it would be un
tices long in effect, both through become alarmed at the news re fortunate if anyone were to get
law and the willingness of the lob ports of the Portland court decision. the idea that all V-notched lob
ster catchers to co-operate.
Some fishermen had interpreted the sters are legal, except when bear
When the state buys seed lobsters decision as “opening the door” to ing visible eggs”.
from fishermen or dealers, coastal the taking of V-notched lobsters.
In conclusion Green stated: “I
wardens notch the tail of the crea
“The fact is”, Green stated, have every assurance that future
ture and returns it to the sea. The “that in the future, as in the past, cases involving V-notched lobsters
V-notch is a mai’k of state prop- all cases involving V-notched lob will be judged on their individual
' erty and forbids the taking of the sters will be prosecuted”.
merits, and the Department will
j lobster under any cir cumstances.
The
Commissioner said
he continue to prosecute all violations
Dyer commented Wednesday that feared that, because of the publi in all courts having jurisdiction”•

Vandals Damage

A. C. McLOON, 20 YEAR MEMBER OF

Stage Curtain At

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

Community Bldg.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, RETIRES

The stage curtains at the Com
munity Building, installed last
year by the Knox County Com
munity Concert Association at a
cost of $2,550, have been damaged
by vandals.
Monday, it was discovered that
someone, or some several persons,
had ripped away the chain which
weights the bottom of the two 23
foot sections making uip the back
curtain. In some places, stitchirg
which held the chain gave way.
In most of the width, the threads
held and the chain was ripped
out, taking with it chunks of the
curtain material, resulting in
ragged tears.
Police have been investigating
the act of vandalism, but to date
have not solved the case. The 50
feet of chain has not been found.
The curtain is insured and will
be repaired at a cost estimated
at $200 or more.
Hugh Benner, who headed the
committee which raised funds for
tbe curtain, said Wednesday that
the final payment on the curtain
was made only recently.

The officers and directors of the ital reserves and undivided profits
Knox County Trust Company ac amounting to $501,000.
Officers of the bank, all recepted with regrets Tuesday the
eleoted, are: Herbert C. Newlbegin,
decision of Albert C. McLoon not
president; Morris B. Perry, vice
to stand for re-election to the board president; Harold S. Davis, Cam
of directors.
den, vice president; Lendon C.
President Herbert C. Newlbegin Jackson, treasurer; and Zenas W.
said that the entire board extended Melvin, assistant treasurer.
its best wishes to Mr. McLoon who
Directors are: Grevis F. Payson,
chose to terminate his 20 year Union: George H. Thomas, Cam
period of service to the institution. den; Putnam P. Bicknell, Charles
The vacancy created by the H. Berry. William K. Bicknell, Ed
resignation was not filled' at the ward C Ladd, JohA H. McLoon,
annual meeting of the bank held Earle C. Perry. Heibert C. NowTuesday.
begin and Morris B. Perry, all of
Newlbegin reported that the bank Rockland, and John C. Creighton
has deposits of $5,800,000 with cap of Union.

Six Accidents
Due To Storm
The heavy winds, snow and sleet

resulted in six accidents in the
area Wednesday that caused about
$1,425 in property damage.

Rockland police

report that a

car. operated by David O. Knowl

ton, 45, of Owls Head, collided

Teel Appointed

Thomaston Chief
The selectmen of Thomaston ap
proved the appointment of Patrol
man Alfred H. Teel as chief of the
Thomaston Police Department Mon
day evening.
Teel, a Rockland resident, has
served as night police officer on
the town's two man department
the past four months and has been
the community’s only peace officer
since the resignation of Chief
George I. Shaw.
The Board of Selection and Town
Manager Leon Fitts will interviewapplicants for the position of pa
trolman at a meeting in the town
office next Monday night.
Pre
viously. the chief has worked days
and the patrolman from 7 p. m. to
3 a. m. In the future, according
to Mr. Fitts, the two officers will
alternate between night and day
duty.
Persons wishing to apply
for the patrolman's position may do
so at the town office prior to Mon
day night.
Teel is an amatur radio enthusi
ast and is a member of tbe Radio
Relay League and Military Ama
teur Radio System.
Prior to going to the Thomaston
department, he had experience as
a special deputy sheriff and special
police officer in Rockland as well
as belonging to the Auxiliary of
the State Police.

with a vehicle driven by Alton D.

Rogers.

32,

of

137

Thomaston

street. Rockland, at the corner of

Broadway and Thomaston street
about 4.04 p. m. Wednesday.

' front side and undercarriage of
] the car.
Trooper Harvey Childs reports
that he investigated an accident
! on Route 90. near Route 1 in Rock
port. at about 5 p. m. Wednesday.
The operator of the 1956 Dodge
[ sedan. Mrs. Theresa M. Pahlerla,
32, of Camden, told the trooper
that as she was approaching Route
1 fi-om 90. she pulled over to the
right hand side of the road to give
more room to an oncoming truck.
She said that her car went in a 10
foot hole, causing about $200 dam
age.
About 7 a. m. Wednesday, Childs
remarked that a wrecker, owned by
Alden Stanley of Rockland, was
backing out of a driveway onto
Route 1 in Glen Cove when it col
lided with a 1949 Chevrolet, driven
by Leroy H. Gray, 22, of 43 Glen
Street. Rockland.
Operator of the wrecker was Lawrence Dugas. 23. of Glen Cove.
Damage to the wrecker was esti
mated at about $175 and $200 to the
car.

Damage to the Knowlton vehicle
was estimated at $50 and about
$45 to the other automobile.
Trooper Oliver Dore reports that
he investigated two accidents
Wednesday, both in Warren, that
resulted from the hazardous road
conditions.
The first one, that happened
about 6 a. m. Wednesday on
Route 131 resulted in about $250
damage to a pick up truck that
People who have never failed
was carrying bundles of the Ban can never appreciate success.
gor Daily News.
The driver, Charles Morsn, 26.
Beware of the man who insists
of Carmel, told the trooper that that honesty is the best policy.
the truck skidded into the side of
the road, due to the icy road con YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ditions. causing damage to the
If I had my life to live agate,
left side of the vehicle.
I would have made a rule to read
About 12 45 p. m. on Route 1 in some poetry and listen to some
Warren, the trooper investigated music at least once a week, “rte
an accident near the North East loss of these tastee It a lorn af
happinete—Charles Darwin
Ice Company.
MORNING PRAYER
A 1956 Ford station wagon,
Father,
we thank Thee for the
driven by Priscilla Whalen, 27. of
night
Eastport, landed in a gully, caus
And for the pleasant morning
ing about $500 4amaSe- but no in
light;
For rest end food and loving care
juries.
And all that makes the world so
The driver told the trooper that
fair.
as her car was coming down the
hill, she lost control and the ve Help us to do the things we should.
To -be to others kind and good.
hicle collided with five guard rails In all we do in work or play
and skidded over the road and in
To love Thee better day toy day.”
The Phoenician traders, history to a gully, causing damage to the
Selected.
tells us. brought bread to Eng
land. and there it became Import
ant more repidiy than anywhere
else.
Probably because of the
MY HEARTFELT THANKS
difficulty of growing vegetables,
bread and meat became the main
I am taking this method of thanking the many friendi
my late wife. Mary Cross Epps, for their numberless act,
stay of the English diet.
kindness and consideration to her daring her long illness
Io oar motherless sons.

APPLIANCES
ww jpiuMiy
R. F. ILABKLL A CO.

Words cannot express my gratitude te the dorters i
narses of Knox Hospital lor their many
ol ronsldrratlon Io her when they meant so

ALVB EPPS.

January lg,

Twtday-Thuraday-Saturday
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MAINE'S POSITION IN

FOREFRONT

OF NATION'S DEFENSES, AND AS

TARGET, CITED BY SENATOR SMITH
As I listened to the President of the first earth satellite”, it wa*
the Union with much gratification that I
knew that Maine people were not
speech. I repeatedly thought of
guilty of such lack of anticipation
how our State of Maine has be as I remember the great concern
come literally the front line of that so many Maine people ex
defense of our country. No other pressed to me immediately after
State occupies a more strategic the first Sputnik started its orbit
place in our national defense than around the world.
When the President spoke of the
Maine.
For example, when the Presi need for stimulating and improv
dent said. ‘The most powerful ing science education and said
deterrent to war in the world to that it meant hard work on the
day lies in the retaliatory power part of all of us “perhaps most
of our Strategic Air Command important of all—the student him
and the aircraft of our Navy”. I self. with his bag of books and
thought of our SAC bases at Lime his homework’’, it was with great
stone and Bangor and our Naval pride that I thought of the leader
ship that Maine is showing on
Air Station at Brunswick.
W’hen the President said. “We science education with such en
must have sure warning in case couraging developments as the
of attack. The improvement of science program at Maine Central
warning equipment is becoming Institute in Pittsfield.
My major reaction to the Presi
increasingly important as we ap
proach the period when long- dent’s State of the Union address
range missiles will come into was one of great pride in my own
use’’. I thought of our radar sta State and in the people of Maine—
tions at Topsham and other places pride that Maine has such a great
leadership and responsibility in
in Maine.
W’hen the President said. “We our national defense—and even
must maintain deterrent retalia more pride in the wonderful way
tory power. This means, among in which the good people of Maine
other things, stepped up long are living up to that great respon
range missile programs; acceler sibility which has been placed up
ated programs for other effective on them.
deliver the State of

missile systems”. I thought of our
BOM ARC missile base at Ban Shells Challenged
gor and our SNARK missile base
at Presque Isle.
For American
When the President said, “W’e
must maintain freedom of the League Crown
seas. This means nuclear sub
Little late in reporting and a
marines—”. I thought of our Navy
lot
has happened in the past few
Yard at Kittery where nuclear
submarines are built and of our months. The new entry in the
Bath Iron W’orks.
league. 40 Fathom has taken over
Yes. the State of Maine is cer first place. The 40 Fathom team
tainly on the National Defensestarted out with a bang and then
map of the United States setting
the pace for the other 47 states. the Shells took over and took a
But by the same token, the vital big lead only to have the other
importance of Maine in our na teams come on with a rush.
tional defense has made our State
The Spruce Head team which
one of the primary targets by
was buried in the cellar a few
Russia in the event that Russia
weeks ago have at last found
makes an attack on the United
themselves and are making their
States.
bid. The Maritime Oil team has
For some people that might
been in or close to first place all
cause great fear and make them
year.
oppose having in their area such
The Shells team opened up a
strategic defense establishments
big lead to start the season but
that might draw the fire of Rus
have fallen off drastically since
sia. It certainly has caused such
then. The way they stand now it
a reaction in some nations in
I is anybody’s league and every
Western EiBope where we have
match is a tough one.
air bases and missile bases. W’hen
Last week the pins were really
I was on active duty in my status
flying as the Spruce Head team
as an Air Force Reservist at
beat the Shells by 168 pins. This
these air and missile bases in
is the first time in two years that
Westem Europe I saw some of
the Headers have beaten the
the foreigners show fear, a little
Shells but boy what a job they did.
panic and faint heartedness on
I Their grand total for the night
this point.
was a whooping 1591. R. Kleiwere
In my talks and efforts to brace
I was hitting on all cylinders as he
up their courage, it was with a
posted 358 for the night and Bill
great deal of pride that I told
Legage had 323. Not to be out
them of Maine’s air and missile
done. Jim Alley threw in a triple
bases and how such bases made
1 strike in the last string and fin
Maine a prime target for Russia
ished with 143 and 331 for the
but how Maine people were not
night. The last two strings the
afraid. I pointed out to them that
Spruce Head team rolled 558 and
instead of being afraid. Maine
554 respectively.
people wanted more missile bases
| The other match of the evening
in Maine citing the efforts of the
saw 40 Fathom beat the Maritime
good people of Houlton to get a
i Oil team in a wild affair. The
missile base established there.
Oilers rolled a very respectable
When the President said, “But
1499 but lost all five points. The
it can serve neither cause (secur
Perry family was really hot as
ity and peace) if we make either
Fran was over 340 for the Oilers
of two mistakes. The one would
but Dad Perry (Frank) did him
be to overestimate our strength,
a few better in the 346* s. Capt.
and thus neglect crucially import
Graham was in the 300’s to help
ant actions in the period just
carry his team. Every string was
ahead. The other would be to un
close and in doubt to the last few
derestimate our strength. Thereby
boxes. This league realiy looks
we might be tempted to become
good at the time with no team run
irresolute in our foreign relations,
ning away at present.
to dishearten our friends, and to
The Spruce Head and Shells
lose our national poise and per
have a very important makeup
spective in approaching the com
match to roll which would mean
plex problems ahead’’. I thought
a lot to everyone.
of the good people of Maine, their
American League
good judgement and how they
Woo Lost
keep their poise and cahn heads
32
28
40 Fathom
in times of Mress.
31
29
Maritime Oil
When the President said, "Ad
29
26
Shells
mittedly, most of us did not an
29
26
Spruce Head
ticipate the psychological impact
E. R. Cook
upon the world of the launching

A super-safe atomic reactor,
which produces just about enough
UNDER BODY WASH
Service Offered To Motortot*. power to light a flashlight bulb,
e yoor car under body waubed
bas been installed at the Naval
> prevent corroaion and rw»t
Postgraduate School. Monterey.
ONLY Sl.dO
Calif. The new reactor is a low
AARITIME GULF STATION
Talbot Ave. and Mala St. cost. low-power model especially
3-tf designed with safety in mind.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

UPSETS ROCKED VINALHAVEN

President Lists

Lincoln County

Editor and Publisher. John M. Richardson
Three Timee a Week
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846 In 187s
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette In 1882. The Free Press was established In 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name th the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions 87.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

BOWLING CIRCLES LAST WEEK

$25,000 For Work

Rifle Club Notes

EDITORIAL

TO PROVIDE SOME INCENTIVE
The Courier-Gazette feels that the activities of young
people are vital to the development of good citizens hence
we have long tried to offer proper incentives to the end that
the good work of the young folks be encouraged.
For many years this newspaper has offered a plaque
to the 4-H Club in the area doing the most commendable
work, and the Courier Sportsmanship Award in the form of
a handsome banner is offered to the baseball and basket
ball team of the ten teams in the area displaying the best
sportsmanship by the team coaches and spectators. Under
this plan the advantage of size is offset ’by good sports
manship alone.
Last year’s award, a 40 to 60 inen banner, went to Union
High School.

THEY DID NOT SIT IDLY BY
An intelligent attack on an acute over-supply which
exists in the Maine sweet corn canned product has been
made by the Maine Sweet Corn Growers’ Association.
The Association, together with Maine's Governor Muskie
and Vermont's Governor Johnson, met with New England’s
big wholesalers and distributors in Boston and laid before
them an appeal for help in marketing the product. Some 15
factories are included, largely in this aiea.
Maine and Vermont together packed 698.000 cases in
1957 and at the moment have 568.000 cases yet to dispose of.
a veny* serious situation for the packet's.
Chain store officials and distributors will do all in their
power to relieve the situation which is vital to this area, fot
not only are 60 farmers engaged in raising the corn but
another 450 of our people are employed in packing it.
How much better for the association to aggressively
step out and get help in moving the crop than to sit idly by.
do nothing and bemoan the condition.

UNUSUAL DEMANDS MADE
The nation has been forced to makt* unusual demands
the past year on the American Red Cross due to many dis
asters taking place in various parts of the country.
The fundis for disaster relief can come only' from the
people themselves and that means all of the people, includ
ing of course Knox County.
The quota this year for the county is $1.1 490 with John
Edgerton of Thomaston as general chairman and’Elizabeth
Leavens of the same town as junior chajiman.
Plans for the drive foi funds are being made and will be
announced through the columns of The Courier-Gazette in
the near future.

ON GETTING WHAT YOU WANT
John Pugh always wanted a steam engine. He‘had
wanted it ever since the first time he saw one when he went
to the railroad depot with his father
Now. according to the United Press, he has a steam
engine. In fact, he has had it for five years. which indicates
he likes his bargain. The engine is a ten ton locomotive
txuitt in 1913. and it sits on John’s farm near Grand Junction.
Michigan.
Not everyone could manage quite t-o well Lt he got what
he most desired when he was a boy. Think how many back
yards would be decorated w.th rusting fire trucks. An old
saying warns, “Be Careful what you set your heart on;
for you may receive it.” But Mr. Pugh is a toolmaker and
doubtless keeps his puffing locomotive in good operating
order.
Fortunately, .most ol us have outgrown the impulse we
had to want to own a whole circus the first time we saw one.
Yet fortunate.too is the man who gets what he wants and
finds it good.

DEMISE OF THE DAILY WORKER
Had the Communist Party organ, the Daily Worker, been
a bona fide participant in the American forum of opinion
most newpapers would regret its passing. For they believe
that voices coming even fiom extrem* - of the Left and Right
contribute m their way to ensuring free and fui discussion of
public affairs.
But the Daily Worker existed from the very beginning a.much the voice of Moocow a> it was the voice of Ameticans who. for one reason or anothei. had been won over
to Marxist social and economic doctrines. And by all ac
counts it was by action of the Kremlin that the Daily
Worker folded up.
We would like to think that this represents some change
of heart—that the Red high command had “seen the light-’
and decided no longer to cloak its message in the garb
of a newspaper operating among free newspapers. It is
more likely, however, the Kremlin saw that the Daily
Worker’s steadily shrinking circulation was no ht jp to
Moscow's prestige. And that Khrushchev et al will seek
some less conspicuous vehicle foi exporting Communism

-

NOTICE

25th Anniversary
The second big upset and the one At Fisheries Lab.
the I that really made the tongues was
Vallis Weaver of Waldoboro, past
Senator Frederick O. Payne said
the defeat of the Palefaces by the
whole town talking the past week. 1
president
and one of the older mem
Tuesday
that
the
president
’
s
bud

Blackfaces on Thursday night. As
when on Monday night the Ducks sisted hy a couple of young subs
get contains a request for funds bers of the Lincoln County Rifle
upset the league leading Pirates who have been burning up the
for improvements and repairs to and Pistol Club, spoke at the club's
and again on Thursday when the | alleys of late the Blackmon caught building and grounds at the U. S.
supper meeting Monday night in
once down trodden Blackfaces the Palefaces with their powder Fish and Wildlife Service Labora Damariscotta.
wet and proceeded to give them tory at Boothbav Harbor
rose up and smote the haughty I
The 35 members present recalled
the first drubbing of the year, tak
The senator indicated that he had
Palefaces and made them bite the • ing all five points amid the huzzas
the
activities of the club during its
been advised that Uhe principal
dust. It was a terrible night for ! of the multitude and the blessings
Weaver
part of the work to be undertaken 25 years of existance.
the Pirates who just couldn’t do of the spectators.
will consist of repains to the wharf brought to light many of the earlier
anything right while the Ducks I Of course the Palefaces hollered
and the construction of some new matches.
could do no wrong.
“foul” and protested the use of re floats. The total estimated expendi
Other members described such
Joe Nelson of the Ducks came . serves from the bench, but is was
ture is $25,000 and Payne said he things as the ham radio controlled
out of his winter’s slumber to top a rather half hearted protest as
understood that this included some shoulder matches conducted in the
, all comers with his single of 164 the Palefaces had been going on
load paving in the vicinity of tbs late 1630’s by the club with out-ofand total of 294. while Wymie the assumption that there was no
town competitors.
Guilford bowling as sub for Capt. one available from anywhere that laboratory'Three generations of the Day
The Boothbay laboratory is part
Poole did his little stint with a could take them over. But they
of the Bo logical Research Division family showed the oldest 25-target
287. The best the Pirates could had a bad night when the opposi
of the Bureau of Commeicial Fish gun. a Winchester, used by Jake
j show was Capt. Shields’ 268 and tion had a good one and they fell
eries of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Day. and his sons. McClure and
the Pirates strength was sadly before a better team and a bigger
Service and at the present time Danny.
lacking. After the match Capt. score. Fred Philip subbing for H.
Among the committee assisting in
is principally engaged in work in
Wymie discovered that if his Chillies subbing for H. Chilles won
conjunction with the current sur preparing the lobster stew supper
Worms could take five points high single with his 108 and his two
vey of the Passamaquoddy Tidal was Stan Hanna of Waldoboro.
from the Pirates when they tangle strings combined with H. Chilles’
Power Project. The laboratory’s
this coming week they would be first string of 107 produced a 302 studies are designed to indicate the LEGAL NOTH E
in a first place tie. When this which was the best total. N6w that potential effect of the proposed STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF
match comes off it promises to the ice has b£en broken around
Quoddy project on the local fish SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
be a dinger.
the Palefaces the other teams arc eries—particularly the sardine fish
PUBLIC NOTICE
Score Pirates vs Ducks:
beginning to get ideas and the eries.
Acting under authority vested in
the Commissioner cf Sea aad Shore
Pirates
future should produce some strong
Fisheries of the State of Maine by
Mitchell, 235; Olson. 256: John efforts to break the monopoly the
Section 5. Chapter 38. R. S., as re
son. 262; Sanborn. 267; Shields, Palefaces have heretofore had on Toastmasters Club
vised. and 'with the recommenda
268; Total. 1288.
victories.
tion of the Comm ssioner of Agri
Dicusses Several
culture. the rule and regulation
Ducks
Score Palefaces vs Blackfaces:
promulgated on August 15. 1957.
MacDonald. 234; Oakes, 237; Palesface*
Vital Subjects
closing certain Chores and flats in
Nelson. 294; Smith. 263; Wymie
Davis. 241; Littlefield, 238; H.
the City of Rockland, designated as
for Poole, 287; Total. 1315.
At the meeting of the Rockland Closed1 Area No. 29; Rockland, to
Conway. 252; Mills. 274; Oakes.
The poor old Ganders those de 269. Total. 1274
Toastjnasters Club at the Thorn all digging of clams, quahogs and
mussels is hereby amended, to be
voted inhabitants of the cellar Blackface*
dike Hotel Tuesday. John Shaffer come effective January 17, 1958, as
were kicked around a bit more
presided
as
toastmaster
while
six
follows
.
H. Chilles and F. Philip. 302;
on Wednesday night as the Worms Ros-n and D. Martin. 265; E. Con naembeis each gave six minute
RULE AND REGULATION
Closed Area No. 29; Rockland:
polished them off three straight way. 264; Winslow. 266; J. Chilles, talks.
The shores and flats of Rockland
strings to take five points. It was 256. Total. 1353.
Clifford R. Lucas discussed Harbor. Broad Cove and Deep
a bad night foi- the Worms at that,
The Fishhawks took a low score i “Something To Think About”; E. Cove, 'within or west of the Break
but it was worse than bad for the but close game from the battling j Allen Gordon’s topic was “Swim water and a line drawn from the
Breakwater headlight to Owls Head
Ganders who seem to be in a Dogtowners this week. l»y winning, ming Facilities In Rockland".
lighthouse, except that between
state of paralysis as far as get-1 the first string by 36 pins, a lead 1 Darrel R. Dunton gave a talk on January 17 and May 1. 1958. both
ting aead is concerned.
The | which they saw whittled down by i “Chase Away Prosperity Is Not | dates Inclusive, it shall be lawful
Worms left themselves wide open the Dogtowners in the next two. | The Road To Fortune”; and “A to take clams from the shores and
for a defeat with their low’ score leaving them but 14 pins up at the Look At Our Schools” was given flats of that j>ortion of the closed
area southerly and easterly cf a
1276 but the Ganders could not end of the match. H. MacDonald - by Joe Kacic.
line draium from <a red painted wood
capitalize on it and produced a flashed a 114 in his second string
William Chester was the mod- post located on the Ovls Head
1221 score that looked more like which helped him get high total of eratoi for a panel orf critics which shore approximately three-quarters
a small boys team effort, than a 290. Freddy Philip, who has been | included Ralph Cowan, Russell of a mile northerly orf the South
Thomaston-Owls Head Road junc
bunch of men who have been doing so well on other teams tied! Woltfertz. Galen P. LaGassev. Clair tion. northeasterly to the southern
bowling for years. But as the for low man with H. Philbrook. an-1 Millet and Harold Ka-ler.
most point of the Rockland break
feller says. That’s the way the ball other sdb. The old saying is “What | Tcipie master was John Aziz and water.
Whoever violates any provision
bounces'*.
goes up must come down” and it1 the timer was Everett Spear.
of this rule and regulation shall be
Score Ganders vs Worms:
certainly applies to bowling aver-! Next meeting of the Toast subject to a fine of not lew thar.
Gander*
ages. One night you’ve got it and masters' Club will be Tuesday at $16.03 noi more than $300.60 and
costs, ci by imprisonment for not
Pendleton. 241; Drew. 238; Sut- rhe next night you haven’t and' th<’ Thorndike Hotel.
more than 96 days, or by both mx h
Iiffe, 230; Peacock. 249; Goose. when you haven't you might as ■
fine and imprisonment.
263; Total. 1221
well pay in advance.
240; Total. 1277
Dated at Augusta. Maine, this
thirteenth dav of January. A. D..
Worm*
Score Fishhawks vs Dogtowners: I Dogtowners
Grimes, 217;
Bickford. 255; Fishhawks
H Philbrook. 240; Walker. 262; 1958
RONALD W. GREEK,
Peterson,
239;
Haskell.
282,
Norton, 247; Hildings, 272; J. Thompson. 229; H. MacDonald, Commissioner of Sea and Shore
Wymie, 283; Total 1276.
Bickford. 274; White. 244; Philip,' 290: Young. 242; Total. 1263.
Fisheries.
7-11
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In the low-price “3

THIS PLYMOUTH IS
THE LOWEST-PRICED
HARDTOP YOU CAN BUY

-

I with to inform the general public that my Bird
Seed Mixtures and Parrakeets are net available any
where except here at my own place of business.

$104 less than Car "C”*...$49 less than Car "F

FOREST VIEW AVIARIES
MRS. CHARLES A. SWIFT

9 BOOKER STREET

That's right For all its years-ahead beauty . .. for all

THOMASTON, MAINE
7’lt

hardtop in the low-price “3.” it still offers Plymouth7*

Savov is America’s lo»est-price 2-door hardtop.

exclusive features as standard equipment.

Aire Ride at no extra cost... breath-taking Silver Dart

with art ion: aition that saves you dollars —and lots of

Styling ... safer, surer Total-Contact Brakes... dozens

Sure.

more!

But don’t just take our word for it.

In Bath Our

Men's and Boys' Departments

f»o to your

Drive it and discover Plymouth's dazzling per

formance . . . greater comfort . . . easier handling.
You’ll agree that Plymouth is the hardtop for you!

Plymouth dealer now and get the actual figures in dollars

JOIN

REMAINS IN FULL SWING

Many Choice Items Remain

Torsion-

But it's talk that we back up

Strong talk?

OUR JANUARY

even though the Plymouth Savoy is the lowest-priced

the luxury-car comfort and performance, the Plymouth

’em —when you trade for Plymouth.

CLEARANCE SALE

tf

SKVWATCH

and cents.

Then compare features.

You’ll find that

* Burd on fartory rrltil price*, Detroit, Mich.

*1
I
WrN $500 A MONTH FOR LIFE I
in Plymouth’s big Contest
I
Other giant prizes include 18 new Plymouths and 450 wonderful Motorola
I
all-transistor portable radios. ... It’s fun ... it’s eas
eaa^^ . and there’s nothing
to buy. See your Plymouth dealer now for free entry
l and uomplete details.
I
“FiW

your Hope Chest," says Boh Hope, Plymouth TV Star
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County Industrial

Group To Moot
With Camden Lions

Coming Events

A representative of the Internal
Revenue Service will be in their
local office at the Post Office
Building from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
on Friday, Jan. 17, to assist the
public in any type of Internal
Revenue problem.

[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly
commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
>
Jan. 5-19—Evangelistic Crusade at
City Councilman Henry Marsh
the First Baptist Church with Dr. proposed Monday night that the

PoQt nww

Little Folks Hold Polio Skating Party
•?- fc
a

Red Cross Aide

Set For Pemaquid

Course Open To
Men And Women

Pond Sunday

M

The Knox County Industrial and
Development Association will hold
a joint meeting with the Camden
Lions Chib at the Congregational
Parish House in Camden the eve
ning of Tuesday, January 21.
F. A. Milliken, representing the
Department of Economic Develop
ment will be the guest speaker. His
subject will cover local and regional planning, a problem with
which the Knox County group is
now concerned.
Supper will be served at 6.30
p. m. and reservations should be
made with Town Manager Sterling
Morris of Camden prior to Monday
noon.

Horse Ice Racing

M,

A group of harness horsemen
Knox County Chapte: of the
from the Coastal Area are reacti American Red Cross an I Knox
vating ice racing at Pemaquid Hosp ta! wil! sponsor the thii 1 Case
Pond. North end. at Route 1 in in nurses aide ilrain.hg on F bruary
Nobleboro with racing every good 1. Applications are now b ng ac
Both
weathered Sunday starting with cepted for the 40 hour cour:
men and women are elig-b if they
this Sunday at 1.30 p. m.
Entering will be Sandstorm and can meet health and edu uonal
Callie the Kid, owned and driven requirements and will ag: > c vol
by Carlton Farrar of Bristol; unteer their services to Kn x Hos
Verna Hanover owned and driven pital for a minimum nuc ,ber of
by Leland Johnston of Waldoboro; hours each year.
The training is not dee — ed to
Biev/er Budlong owned and driven
hy Virgi’ Burns of Thomaston; prepare people for paid job- Vol
and MacBrewer Abbe owned by unteers assist the nurse, un t her
-npls
Dr. Richard Waterman of Waldo supervision, by performing
nursing
procedures,
thus
teeing
boro and driven by A. Burn^ of
the nurse for those serv e
only
Friendship.
Horsemen from the Gardiner a graduate nurse can perfo a.
Mrs. Margaret Gutcekc P. N.,
Drivers Club will make entries
director of education at Kit x Hos
Thursday evening at a meeting at
pital, will again be the in.-t uctor
Waldoboro w’hen classifications
for the course. The basic t: ning
»nd matches for the event will be
will be given in three sc tt.ons:
made.
classroom instruction, 20 hours;
training and supervised practice in
the hospital, 18 hours; and cr entaMunicipal Court
ttion to the Red Cross, two hours.
Before Court Recorder Domenic
For further information contact
Cuccinello Tuesday morning in the Red Cross Headiquarte-s 447
Municipal Court,
William G. Main Street, Rcckland, oi Mrs.
Lemar of East Union pleaded Charles H. Stenger, R N
hairguilty to speeding 55 miles an man, Thomaston.
hour in a 40 mile zone. He was
fined $15.
Court Wednesday mernirg
The Sheriff's Patrol stopped
Judge Alfred M. Strout sus
him Jan. 13 on Route 17 in Union. pended the fine and levied $5
...
court costs after the respondent
The court recorder continued told him that he was stopped on
from day to day a charge of the Gay street in Rockland Jan. 14
illegal possession of liquor against when he was on his way tc take
a 16 year old Rockland youth.
the examination for a driver's li
Rockport
Constable
Forest cense.
Doucette arrested the teenager
Jan. 11 in Rockport.
Welders melted more than 2 400
• • •
miles of welding rod into the USS
Michael Grbgor of Rockland was Ranger’s seams to hold frg ther
found guilty of operating a vehicle 53.000 tons of steel that form the
without a license in Municipal hull and deck.

*

s

J

1

■ w.
Bill Finer.
Jan. 17—Educational Club meets at City Council officially commend
the Famswortts Museum from C'ty Manager Lloyd Al'en for his
work in so handling the finances
2.30 to 5 p. m.
Jan. 22-25—110th poultry Show and of the city this year that all tax
New England poultrymen’s Con
ference, Mechanics Building. Bos anticipation notes were met, as
well as current bills at the year’s
ton. s
Feb. 7—Methebesec Club meets at end.
The members of the city
the Farnsworth Building at 2.30 governing boaid gave unanimous Flu Shots Given
Feb. 11—South School PTA Card
Party at 7.45 p. m. at the South and enthusiastic approval.
Vinalhaven Pupils
School.
£
March 7—Methebesec Club meets at
The Rockland Fire Department
Vinalhaven School Nurse Mar
lit
the home of Mrs. Marguerite
answered an alarm Monday night jorie Rascoe reports that she and <
Photo by Shpar
Perry at 2.30
Two enterprising youngsters thought up a wonderful idea to raise some money for the Polio Drive.
March 25—Rockland Garden Club at 147 Talbot Avenue that a garage the school physican. Dr. Ralph
meets at the Farnsworth Museum was on fire. Upon arrival, the fire Earle, administered 162 doses of Barbara Small, 9. and Roberta Gordon. 7. decided to open a concession stand behind the Gordon house on
Shaw Avenue in Rockland Monday afternoon and invite their friends over for a skating party. They sold
at 2.30.
men found only a rubbish fire burn the new a-b type virus flu vaccine popcorn and cookies to about 12 youngsters and collected $1.40. In the picture, Roberta Gordon, right;
ing next to the garage, owned by to school children Monday.
hands the box with the money to I'onna Penney, 9, center; who has been afflicted with polio so that some
The Kiwanis Better Homes Show
Francis Havener. The fire was ex
Sixteen high school students day little Donna will be able to skate just like the rest of her friends. Looking on is Barbara Small.
will be held at the Community
tinguished with no damage to the took advantage of the program,
Building March 2-4 and 25. accord
building.
with the remainder being elemen
Halligan, Trafton
ing to Anthony Cevasco who will
Beans Take To Committee Buffet
tary grade students.
serve as general chairman with
Those receiving the vaccine
The Coast Guard base in Rock
Cited For Study
Francis Orne as co-chairman.
land received Monday an 83 foot were asked to pay $1 to cover the
In Administration I
wooden Coast Guard boat that had crest of the dose.
The City Council on Monday
Pupils will receive their second
been formerly used at the Beals
Two city employees, Superinten
evening approved a 5200 trust
Island Station in Jonesport. The shot of the same vaccine In about
dent of Public Works Harold Ha!li-i
fund for the care of the Ida M.
boat had been replaced by a newer two weeks, Miss Rascoe added.
gan and City Engineer George
Patterson lot in Achorn Cemetery.
craft that had come from Boston, i
Trafton were the principals in a
About $300 damage was estima
An ordinance designed to govern Ccast Guard officials remarked
ceremony held during the City
Council meeting Monday evening.
the speed of vessels and small that the old craft will be stripped ted to a 1950 Chevrolet, said to have
boats in the harbor, which was of electroutic gear and stored in been driven by Kenneth Thompson.
Both men were awarded diplo
mas for having completed corres
scheduled to have final reading Rockland until final disposition of 20. of Friendship when it backed
and public hearing before the the craft will be made by the Coast into a tree on the Johnson House
pondence courses in public works
Road in Friendship about 2.30 p. m.
administration with the Interna- j
City Council Monday evening, was Gua rd.
_____
I Tuesday, according to Trooper
postponed by the Council for
tional City Managers Association, j
A Glen Cove housewife has had a Oliver Dore. The troeper remarked
The presentations were made by
further study. , Also tabled was
on ordinance prohibiting the aban continuing interest in the road con that the accident, which was re
Council Chairman Osgood Gilbert.
donment of vessels on the shores struction project in front of her ported by Thompson at 8.30 a. m.
home. She has even got in close to Wednesday, is under investigation. '
of the harbor.
watch the dynamite crews place!
What may be the last of the old
Mrs. Effijean Bldeitone of Dark their charges and then has been
Harbor was admitted to Kncx Hos on hand when the blast was touched wood burning lime kilns in the city J
pital Wednesday morning with four off. On one or two occasions, the is being dismantled just north of
fractured ribs. The hosipita! super dynamite boss has let her press j the E. L. Spear lumber yard. The
(AND WHO ISN'T THESE DAYS)
visor reports that the Dai-k Harbor the button setting off the charge. ancient stone structure, unusued
resident fell through a door, lead A day or two ago. they were work for decades, has a 12 foot tree
RICE—Can be served in many ways
16oz. bag 10c
ing to the cellar of her home.
ing right in front of her home, drill growing from its summit.
ing to remove a ledge very close to
Robert A. Mayer, Engineman
Major-General frank E. Lowe her front steps. Again, with great
PEA BEANS
2 pound bag 29c
USAR (retired). Harrison, has interest, she watched the progress First Class of the local Navy Re
YELLOW SPLIT PEAS
16 oz. bag 17c
been appointed state chairman for and wound up with a finger poised cruiting Station, announced today
the 1968 Cancer Crusade of The over the battery box and the little that Patrick E. Moran, son of Ray
Maine Cancer Society, according red button which sends the cur mond E. Moran of High Street,
SPAGHETTI AND CHEESE
25c
to an announcement today by Rob rent into the cape and causes the , Rockland has been accepted for a
7 MINIT FLUFFY ANGEL PIE MIX
pkg. 19c
ert E. Owen chairman of the So boom. Yes. she did it. The last : four year enlistment in the Regular
ciety’s executive committee. This couple of days she has been super Navy. Moran wilt leave Rockland
The fireplace glows as do tile members of the committee on your
club’s money-raising project. Committee plans are set, and now the
TOMATO KETCHUP
2 bottles 29c
is the third consecutive year that vising workmen as they put her on Monday for Portland where he
members need a snack!
General Lowe has volunteered his front steps back together and I will be sworn into the Naval Serv
Here's a buffet idea which can be prepared ahead of time, or during
GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS—
50 oz. tin 49c
services in this capactiy, Owen worked to shore up her front lawn ice on Tuesday morning. He will'
the closing minutes of the committee meeting. Take out your bean
pot. open a can of pork and Iteans ithe kind in the bright red tomato
said.
which
suddenly developed
an than go to Great Lakes. Illinois,
saucet then roll out a few small “burgers" from chopped meat Brown
SWEET MIXED PICKLES
26 oz. jar 35c
alarming crack and slid street-: for recruit training.
the small burgers, then combine with the beans. Now bake for about
Third and final polio shots will
25
minutes.
ward. She may be a little ruffled
he administered to 36 men.oers of
TOMATO SOUP
giant size tin 39c
As the wonderful odors waft through the kitchen. tosR together a
CARD OF THANKS
about the whole thing for the road
colorful winter salad . perhaps grabs! carrot and raisin. Dress it
The family of Mrs. Marion A.
Limerock Council.
Knights of
job had taken a big chunk o>f her Ingraham gratefully acknowledges
up with mayonnaise and commercial sour cream.
MACARONI — Elbo
Columbus, Thursday evening, at
2 16-oz. pkgs. 35c
A big pitcher with lots and lots of hot coffee will complete the
front lawn even before the Mast the kind expressions of sympathy
6.30 by Dr. Wasgatt at his office.
menu . . . and you'll be the hit of the drive, with a Committee Buffet.
took still more. Oh yes. the ledge sent from their friends and rela
TOMATO SAUCE
Previous shots were given in May
3 8-oz.tins 25c
tives. They were deeply appreciated
BEANS ’N MIDGET BURGERS
came out just fine.
at this time.
7-lt'
and June to the saihs. tpembers.
’s pound ground beef
2 rang (1 pound each) pork and
2 Ib. jar 39c
ORANGE MARMALADE—Pure
1/4 teaspoon salt
beans with tomato sauce
BORN
CARD OF THANKS
Have your old Itxx" coat re
Donh blaek pepper
t^ teaspoon prepared mustard,
Butler—At Knox Hospital, Jan.
We wish to thank Dr. Heath and
I tablespoon shortening
if desired
modelled Into a modem cape. Be
PREMIUM CRACKERS —Nabisco
2 1-lb. pkgs. 49c
14. to Mi . and Mrs. Alfred Butler all the nurses at the Knox Hospital,
Mix
beef,'salt
and
pepper;
lightly
shape
into 8 meat balls. Cook
ready for Spring
Lucien K. of Rockland, a daughter.
also Dr. Earle of Vinalhaven and
meat balls in shortening until done. Add beans and mustard. Spoon
Green and Son, 15 School Street.
Ripley—At Camden Community our many friends for being so kind
COFFEE—Perry's Instant
16 oz. jar 79c
into bean pot or casserole. Bake in hot oven (400“ FI about 25
City.
W» Hospital. Jan. 10, to Mr. and Mrs. during the Captain's illness.
minutes or until bubbly. Makes 4 servings
FNS
Clyde Ripley of Searsmomt, a
Capt. and Mrs. Albert M. Ripley.
Matinicus, now 34 Thomaston
Telephone 76 tor k».«ocKI Karns, daughter—^41 icia Ganan.
Bray—At New London. Conn.. Street, Rockland.
7-lt
quests. parties, et*..
tor
The Jan. 12. to Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Camden National '.ed president
Other officers are Lawrence N
Oouner-Gaxette, Mnfc
Margaret Bray of Grotton Long Point. Conn.,
IN MEMORIAM
Winchenbaugh, 16J Uaaerock St former’y of Rockland, a daughter
Hcpkins. cashier; Olive A. Coates.
In loving memory of Sister Clari- Bank Holds Its
Crabtree—At Camden Community bel Walls, who dhed January 16,
Emer W. Wadsworth and Ed.th H
social reporter.
«
Hosp.tal. Jan. 4. to Mr. aid Mrs. 1957.
Where Low Prices and S. & H. Green Stamps Go Hand
Annual Meeting
McCobb. assistant cashiers.
EJverett Crabtree of South Hope, a You left us just a year ago and yet
Named to the board of directors
daught er—Cynthia.
the time has gone so slow
At the annual organization meet
In Hand — YOU Save Double With No Trouble
FINEST FOODS - jn perfectly
were: Charles W. Babb, Jr., Har
And now. I think, in some far
prepared and •egjM la a
ing of the stockholders ot the Cam old S Corth*
DIED
Heavenly place
E. Maynard GrafLITTLE PIG PORK-AT ITS BEST
pleasant New England at
Copeland—At Thomaston, Jan. 11, You’re waiting still, and yet are den National Bank in Camden Tues- fam Gilbert Harmon, F. L. Spear
not
distressed.
Mrs.
Eda
O.
Copeland,
widow
of
mosphere . . .
reasonable
LEAN RIB
day. Clayton R McCobb wan eloc- end Albert U. Rhodes
Charles Copeland, age 95 years. But rather as one who after life’s
prices. Why not dine here
long race,
Funeral services were held Tues
CUTS
day from the Davis Funeral Home i Has found contentment in a well
earned rest,
in Thomaston w.th Rev. John Mor
PORK CHOPS—8«st Center Cuts,
Ib. 79c - PORK LOIN ROASTS
lb. 59c
BELLA'S ACRES rison of the Federated Church offi There is a peaceful dream like re
verie,
ciating;. Interment was in Village
Located on Ronte 1
| You wait from earthly cares for-)
Cemetery.
3 Miles from Thmmiaston
ever free.
Huntley—At Rockland. George S.
1 Mile from WSsrren
Bister, Mrs. Floyd E. Young, and
Huntley, husband of Mrs. Jesece
UPPER PARK ST. ±
57~R
ROCKLAND, ME.
Tel. 4 Restwoo* B-2S81
7-lt
Riley Huntley of Old County Road, relaitives.
7’lt age 87 years. Funeral services to
HONEYCOMB
PORK
day at 2 p. m. from the Russell
FRESH NATIVE
IN MKMOIUAM
Ib.
39c
—
TRIPE
SAUSAGE
Funeral Honr with Rov. Merle S. . In loving memory of Freeman
Conant officiating. Interment will C. Brower who passed away JanCHICKEN PARTS
be in Mountain View Cemetery in I uary 15. 1956.
MILLER'S
Camden.
Your presence is eiver near us.
C’nrte—At Damariscotta. Jan. 13. Your love remains •with us yet;
GARAGE
Roxanne Ina Crate of Cushing, age You were the kind of huobar.d and
Ib. 45c Breasts
Ib. 49c
Legs
two years, nine months and 12
father
days. Funeral services today at 1 Your loved ones never forget.
Km Bm» Ftoc« T«
Ib. 49c Wings
Ib. 19c
Livers
p. m. from the Davis Funeral Home
Wife, Son and Daughter.
Ivy •
in Thomaston with Rev. David Bell, | ____________________________Tit
SERVE ALL THESE
6000 USED
CAR
pastor of the Broad Cove Church
SALTED DANDELION GREENS"
DELICIOUS < UTS WITH
Necks and Backs
Ib. 2c
SMI Rankin Street
officiating.
Interment will be in
34-ThAS-tf Norton Cemetery. Cushing.
1956 VOLKSWAGON FOR SALE

Just for BUDGET MINDED folks!

giZToT™

PERRY’S

ROASTING PORK

SMALL 'S

Ib. 39c

HAMBURG

2 lbs. 79c

CHICKEN LEGS

CHICKEN WINGS

HIBUC PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.
of Cotambw
47-TATh-tf

Big reductions on cloth coats
and dresses. See them at Lucien
K. Green and Son. IS School
Street. City.
6-8

like New

SIRLOIN STEAK

E 6. WINCHENBAUGH
179 SOUTH MAIN ST.
TEL. UM-R

7-8

HAMBURG

A CLEAN SWEEP
9

OLEO

STEAK
Ib. 59c

TOT ROUND OR CUBE

PORK CHOPS

STEAK

OX HORN INN

Ib. 75c

2 lbs. 39c

3 Ib. tin 69c

QUICK FROZEN PIES - BANQUET BEEF, TURKEY, CHICKEN
YOUR

PIES

CHOICE

TANGERINES

ORANGES
Ib. 59c

SWEET, JUICY
LARGE SIZE
LARGE
FLORIDA

_5 for $1.00

doz.

BE SURE TO VISIT OUR MODERN HMT AND VEGCTAME

BROCCOLI, CAULIFLOWER, GREBI PEPPERS, TEXAS SPINACH,

ROUTE I

WISCASSET

6 tins 75c
FOR ALL
COOKING

BONELESS CHUCK

35c Ib. - 3 lbs. $1.

formerly

TALL
EVAPORATED
YELLOW
QUARTERS

SHORTENING

POT ROAST
Ib. 59c

LEAN, ALL BEEF

NEW POLICY

FOREST

Ib. 49c

T-BONE OR PORTERHOUSE

MILK

PHONE TU 2-5500

OPEN KVKBY FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL NDfB

e-7

7’lt

B &

M

Green Tomato Relish

59c
FOR FRESH

10c

ONIONS, ETC

Pap

Fob?
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The Regal Lancer, A Study In Bronze

Buyers Digest
Devotes Edition
To Pine Tree State
In an exclusive interview with
Governor Edmund S. Muskie, the
January U. I. Buyers Digest, na
tionally circulated business publi
cation. finds that t>r.e can make
money and live happier in Maine.
‘“The Pine Tree State".
Governor Muskie. the number one
salesman tor the State or Maine,
says:
“The State of Maine currently is
moving ahead on all economic
fronts — in industry, agriculture.
fisheries and vacation travel. This
diverse and “’balanced" economy
has become a pail of our heritage.
to she point where we can point
with pride at our belief that “Vacationland is the Ideal Industryland".
o
Contributors to the January issue
of the U. I. Buyers Digest, featur
ing Maine, number among the
State's largest organisations and
include: Maine State Chamber of
Commerce,
Augusta - Hallowell
Chamber of Commerce. Office of
the Governor. Department of Agriculture and many City Chambers of
Commerce who helped make this
an outstanding issue. A copy of
this 260 page Maine edition, for
those interested in buying a business. farm, or income property,
may be obtained without cost by
writing to the U. I. Buyers Digest,
Dept. PR. Interchange Building.
Hollywood and Sunset Boulevards,
Los Angeles 27 California.

CLOTHES SHOP - ROCKLAND

BRONZE AND BEAl 1111 I—Newest addition to the 1938 Dodge line is the glamorous ‘Regal
Lancer, a distinctive two-door hardtop available in combinations of bronze and eggshell or bronze
and ebony. Special features of the luxury hardtop are highlighted by new side moulding treat
ment and boldly different headlamp “eyebrows”. Custom-crafted interiors feature the new Acousti.
roam headliner, a bronze instrument panel, bucket-seat styling, deep-pile foam rubber seating,
and padded-and-ribbed door panel design.

Searsmont
MRS ELINOR MacKENZIB
Corresponded
Tel. Liberty 63132

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gardner of
“Happy Acres" were recent dinPer ?uests of Mr. an<l Mrs. John
Lewis of Northport.
Rosewood Chapter No. 172. OES
held a stated meeting on Fridav
evening. Jan. 10 with 19 members
present. Refreshments in charge
of Sister Louise Robbins. Sister
Marietta Packard and Brother
Don Lucas were served after the
meeting and Christmas gifts were
exchanged, each one having to
-——------------------------------------------
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-The smallest
47-Angers
Il7-lmitates
50-Solitary
19-Evergreen tree
particle
;51-Numbers (abbr.)
i 21—U nits
5-Box
52-A voyage
9-Took notice of
i22-Length measure
56- Prefix. Asunder
11-Most destitute
24-Requ ites
57- Half an em
13-Father
,25-Equipment of a
14-An emperor of Rome 58-Lucid
draft animal
59—1 r.shman
j27-Awaits
15-One
l61—A coin (abbr.)
16- Egyptian god
28-Examines
j 52-Salty
31- Vein of a leaf
18-A serpent
,64-Follows
32- Maritime signal
20-Tormented
|56-R.ver
in
N.
England
36- English title (pi.)
22- Chart
67-Canvas shelter
37- Greek god of war
23- Agitate
39-Helps
25- Secrete
VERTICAL
41- Without feet
26- Dogma
1- You and I
42- Keepsakes
27- A wager
2- Fowl
43- Alcoholic beverage
29- Stories
3- Opimon
46—Bird home
30- Recent
4- Gull-like birds
31- Ascends
4S-Kind of velvet
5Walking
sticks
33-Carmine
49-Promoter
6Dry
52- Ache
34- G reedy
7- Appoint
53- Look
35- Shortly
8- Plural suffix
54- High card
36- Hinder
9- Hurry
55- Otherwise
38-Flogs
10- A title (Sp.)
58-T ricky
40-Corn-spike
11- Purchase
60-A large cask
43- Turm aside
12- Exchanged
63-Near by
44- Little girl
13-Gone by
65-And (Latin)
45- A tree

It’s the bigger, more powerful
Forward ControrJeep’Truck!
Take your payload* to areas
impo«*ible for ordinary
trucks to reach, with the new
bigger Forward Control
‘Jeep- FC-170 Truck. 7.000• pounds G\ W. It ha* a huge
9-foot pickup box on a
103‘u-incli wheelbase. It's
the only truck with so much
cargo space per inch of
wheelbase—the only 4-wheel
drive truck with ‘Jeep’ ma
neuverability that carries
payloads up to 3500-pounds
almost anywhere!

read their fortune before receiv
ing a gift.
Victor Grange No. 2*6 will ho'd
a regular meeting on Thursday
(tonight) when the men will pro
vide the refreshments.
It Is
hoped there will be a good attendanCe.
Searsmont PTA will hold a
regular meeting at the Schoolhouse Friday evening. Jan. 17 at
8 p. m. Please try and attend.
The Couples Club of the Searsmont Methodist Church held a
monthly meeting preceded by a
wonderful supper on Saturday
evening. Jan. 11 with about 30
present.
Games were enjoyed
after the supper.
George Baker of North Sears
mont is ill at his home.
Sunday callers of Mrs. Ada
Howard were Mr. and Mrs. Amon
Morse. Isabel Merish and child
ren. Raymond Morse all from
Northport and Mr. and Mrs. Wil
bur Buck of Belmont.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Shaber,
Sr.. and William Perry are back
home after a month's vacation
visiting Charlotte Shaber in San
Francisco, Calif.

especially for off-road travel
— hut shifts ea-ily into 2wheel drive for economical
highway performance. It's
[lowered by the jw-rformance-proved high-torque
Hurricane 6-226 engine. Its
spacious Safety-View cab
puls you in a Forward Con
trol position for greater
command of any driving sit
uation. on or off the road!

THORNDIKEVILLE

This community was saddened to
hear of the death of Kenneth
Gillette which occurred on January
4 at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Wiiiiam Woodbury, in Thomaston.
Mi. Gillette was a life long resident
of this place and had miany friends.
Although he had been in all health
the past few years death came un
expected. Sympathy is extruded
to his relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Push aw visit
ed Mr. and Mrs. Gil Bryant in
Camden Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Frye and
son of Rockport called on Mr.
and Mrs. C. C. Childs recently.
Mr. and Mrs. A C. Ingraham en
tertained friends on New Year's
Eve. watch ng the old year out and
the new year in.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw and
son John spent Sunday at their cot
tage on Sennebec Pond.
Sunday callers at Lester Merrills
were Hai land Prescott, Robert Rus
sell of Union and Owen Chase of
Somerville.

Appleton
RUBY CHAPLES
Correspondent
Tel. West Appleton 8-14
MRS

FC17O

int

w Mar tar a aHfee-jtf fcMutntM

PARK STREET MOTORS, INC.
68 PARK STREET

TH. 700

ROCKLAND

SALE NOW GOING ON !
A
Q
MK

Otf*
K MM

BOYS’ ‘‘BAR’’ 3
WES1ERN DUNGAREES

BOYS' MITTENS
6O'l WOOL - SIZES 5 to 10

29C
°**

EXTRA
SPE( IAL

SPORT COATS
New Ivy Stripe
Sizes « to 12
Keg. 11.95

A
K Mil

MEN'S SPORT COATS
ABOVT 1 OB 5 LEFT
“

MEN'S SPORT COATS
ONE SPECIAL GROUP

19-50
“

B»eati
n o w —

MEN'S SPORT COATS
32.50 to 35.90

Keg.

So

22.00

“MEN'S'ATHLETIC socks
50'; W ool — Special Lot

LOTS AND LOTS OF

2
QQ
OB • BT BT

Sizes 34 and 36
Reg. 4.95—NOW

1
//
"■ ■ *

Ree. 2.49
NOW ONLY

BOYS’ CORDI ROY
SPORT SIGHTS

1
00
•
xr

Reg. 2.98
NOW ONLY

BOYS’
FLANNEL PAJAMAS

1-66

S-i".

I
OC
•■
W

Reg. 1.49
SAVE! , N O W —

Pleasant Point

FOR

woX/V

MEN’S WOOL MIXED
UNDERWEAR
s^t,TS
DRAWERS -

20%
fcV/O off
VII

4,90

—NOW

T MEN’S EXTRA HEAVY
MARINE GREEN WORK PANTS
Special Ixtt

f
5.99

BOVS’ LONG SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
Some Wash
And Wear
Rt g. 2.29

1 C&A
w

BOYS' PANTS
100% WOOL SERGE
Reg. -.93
Khaki. Pine
Size 8 Only

A AA

BOYS’
COMBAT BOOTS

"i-ONG SLEEVE—TOP MAKE
BOYS' JERSEYS

BROKEN SIZES AT

LOW LOW PRICES!

2

NOW

MEN'S WORK SHOES
BOYS' UNDERWEAR
SPECIAL PVRt HASE
TWO PIECE SETS
Shirts, Reg. 89c
Now 59c Oxfords
Regular
Drawers, Reg. 1.15 Now 88c Value 6.95
:t
ROCKLAND HIGH
MEN'S OVERSHOES
TIGER SWEAT SHIRT
-HEAVY 4 BICKLE

KB .A
AAA

1 AQ

Reg. 69c
NOW-4 PR-FOR

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS
Good A*st., Good Size Range
Reg. 3.95
(-

BOYS' COAT SWEATERS
All Wool, Heavy Shaker Knit

BOYS’
HEAVY PANTS
Green
zB
W ool Mix
Reg. 5.95—NOW

GIRLS’ AND MISSES’
WESTERN DUNGAREES
Broken
tf
Sizes
■
/ /
Reg. 2.9S—NOW
“

Polio Clinic
There will be a clinic h»'ld Wed*
nesday, Jan. 22 at 9.30 a. m. in
the clinic room at the Community
Hall.
Physicals will be given
Burkettville and High School stu
dents and polio shots will be
given any student who needs
Those coming for polio
them.
shots should bring permission
slips from parents. This is the
clinic posted for Wednesday. Jan.
8 and was postponed on account
or the storm.

™

2pr.4.88

M

11.00

^•iaTn,.
NOW ONLY

1 AA

Reg. 1.98
Sizes 4 to 16

BOVS’ IVY LEAGUE

BLl'E WORK

MEN’S GREEN TWILL
WORK PANTS

YOUNG MEN’S — 13V, OZ.
WESTERN DUNGAREES
Sizes 27 to 31
Reg. Value
3.95—NOW
■
**

BOYS' PARKAS
HEAVY QCILT LINED
Convertible
a*
Hood
Reg. 12.95—NOW’

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Moody of
Bangor. Miss Vanessa Moody of
Beverly Farms. Mass., and Al
bert Moody of Massachusetts,
spent the weekend with their par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody.

4.44

n s“

discount DAYS

MRS FANNIE DAVM
Correspondent

2

utki«.«•»««
dress pants

«*

"rtCIM Un-M W
mf.vs

Mr and Mrs R°y Vo,eRoy \ose ar.d Edward Ross
pPeI>t a few days in Canada on
business last week,
A surprise party was given to
and Mrs. Riley Davis from
Advent Church of Port Clyde,
There were 35 present.
They
san‘f hymns. The pastor. Rev.
William Mather read a chapter
^rom the Bible and Rev. Guy
Vannah offered prayer.
Rev.
Kenneth Davis presented them
*'*th a gift. Mrs. I. ma Vannah
read two selections.
Refresh
ments of coffee, sandwiches and
cake were served by the girls.

BIGGER DISCOUNTS THAN YOU'D EXPECT I!
-I,

MEN'S

BOYS'

EXTRA HEAVY

PARKAS

PARKAS

DISCOUNT SALE

10.77

FINAL

&

BEST GRADE

DETACHABLE HOOD
HEAVY QUILT LINED
KHAKI OR GRAY
Reg. 17.95

TOPCOATS
CLOSE-OUT

CONVERTIBLE
HOOD TO COLLAR
HEAVY QCILT LINED
Extra Heavy Zip.
Button Over Flap
Reg. 14.95
Size* 6 to 20

CALIFORNIA
WEIGHT
J WITH

SPECIAL LOW PRICE

ZIP-IN LINING

10."

Reg. $42.50

NOW ONLY I

Films Developed
ENUMB)

B

EX-41 MHO PRINTS
IN ALBVM*
It EXP «Oc — 14 EXP MR*
te EXP 01.44 — »4 EXP 5I.7B
— (OM)K DEVELOPED —

• - it - ie exp dou> si.ee

20 EXP KOI.LH 41.
M EXP ROLLS 42-Se
Plmwe Remit With (•*■ Or Chreh

MEN'S 18 OZ.
ALL WOOL
ARMY SERGE

MEN'S ALL WOOL
ZIPPER FRONT

PANTS

SHIRTS

Reg. Vote 12.95

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE

EXTRA SPECIAL
LOW PRICE

P. O. Box 5M. Dept. A
BAB HARBOR. MAINE
»tl

25.00

JACK
ARRIVED TOO LATE
FOR CHRISTMAS

Reg. 9.95-N0W

SPORTCOATS taw
50% off

SHELL
SONITOR
r.uu
w

mi
Sm

— TREMENDOUS DISCOUNTS —

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart were
recent supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Wentworth.
Mrs.
Hattie Wooster of Searsmont was
also a guest.
Miss Maureen Mitchell has returned from Boston where she was
guest for several days of Miss
Fstelle Harrington.
Rev. John Beauregard is on a
short business trip to Boston.
Mrs. Joseph Moody. Mrs. John
Chaples and Rev. John Beaure
gard attended the Waldo Larger
Parish Council meeting in Wash
ington. Monday night.

'ForwardControl

The FC-170 has the extra
traction of 4-wheel drive for
tough going. It's engineered

Merchandise At Once At Sensational Markdowns—

Mrs. Florence Orne is spending
Miss Helen Small passed the
the winter with her daughter in
weekend at Boston.
Mrs. Lottie Tanner of Jefferson Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. William McClus
was a caller one day last week of
Mr. and Mrs. S Austin Wallace. key have gone to California for
Mrs. Della Black was a guest,
"'inter.
Sunday of her twin sister, Mrs. j -Mrs. Homer Marshall is a paSteE-a Turner, in South Waldoboro, i tie nt at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Chester Hayes was in Port- \ B>uce Archer of Canada is visit-

The Navy reports that more
than 25 000 letters have been dis
patched to “Operation
Deep
freeze". Peak load was 5 000 in
in one week.

PRICES

We Take Stock Soon and Must Clear Out All

See These STARS

DUTCH NECK

land last Fr day.
,
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Fred Genthner and
Mrs. Albert Genthner of South Wald-oboro were guests Sunday evening \
of Mr. and Mis. Fred Chute.
Miss Rita W’otton was home from
Gates Business College, Augusta
over the weekend.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Edward Fairbrothers and son Edward of East
Edgecomb weie guests last Thursday evening of Mi and Mrs. Thomas Winchenbach, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Shaw of
Rockland were Sunday guest* of
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Day.
John Stahl has employment at
the Bonnar-Vawter, Inc., in Rock
land.
The Waldoboro Fire Department
was called to the W’aitz Homestead
last Saturday at 11 P m. for a
chimney fire.
A loaded lumber truck from the
mil! on the Harrison place skidded
off the road on ice and hit a tree
in the woods on the road from
Dutch Neck to Route 32.
The
truck received some damage but
the driver escaped unharmed.

THE

JANUARY SALE

The tax collector wishes to re
mind tax payers the books will
close Jan. 31.
•

Miss Frances Gushee. who has
been confined to her bed by ill
ness, is able to be up around the
house.
Miss Linette Gushee, who suf
fered an injury to her eve, when
struck by an achorn thrown by a
schoolmate, has returned home
from Knox Hospital and is able
to attend school. Miss Gushee is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlton Gushee.

GO

SLASH!

ECONOMY

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
1

Tueiday-Thureday-Saturdaf

Heating oil storage tank
corrosion k rust inhibitor

MEN'S HEAVY HOODED

SWEAT SHIRTS

0W

TO
CUSTOM!*} WITH
SMtU FINMACt Oil

S-M-L-XL

A. C. McLoon & Co.

J49

ECONOMY
Clothes Shop
•US MAI N ST
ROCKLAND

men-s - boys'

Sweaters

ORLONS - WOOLS - COTTONS

QCfl/

ALL STYLES
ALL SIZES

NOW

^9/0

0TI
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Federal Housing

Junior Women

Eases Burden For

Study Package Wrapping

1R.H.S. Juniors Looking To Trip In ’59

Home Purchaser

Tips on Touring
■■m

By Carol Lane
Women's Travel Authority

A change in FHA practice that
Mill be a distinct contribution to
the purchasers of lower priced
homes was announced by John H.
Magee, director for Maine, of the
Federal Housing Administration,
in a letter addressed to all ap
proved lending institutions in the

Christmas Tips

That drive you take next week
to spend Christmas with family or
friends will be easier and more
fun if you do a little planning
now. Here are a few tips for hol
iday motor-visits.
First, about the gifts. This is
especially important if you take

State.

Magee points out that now the
amount of the closing costs will
be no longer required as an ad
ditional cash investment in con
nection with FHA financing. The
cost of closing the loan may now
be included in the amount of the
loan if the value of the property
is high enough or builders and
sellers can arrange to pay the
c'osing costs.

He also announced at the same
time that due to the increasing
U3
availability of funds for home
children and if you leave home on
purchasing, no change is contem
Christmas eve. You’ll probably
plated in the maximum rate of
want to take things the children
interest that may be charged on
can open Christmas morning.
Wrap the gifts now and pack
FHA insured loans. Since mort-,
A demonstration on wrapping packages was given Tuesday night at the meeting of the Rockland
them in a carton. You can slide it
gage funds are becoming increas- Junior Women's Club at the Farnsworth Museum hy Mrs. Kay Lnnt, an employee of Huston Tuttle Book
into the trunk at the last minute.
ingly available in Maine, with rc- Company In Rockland. Mrs. Lunt allowed the numerous ways In which packages could be wrapped to fit
This will save time and avoid
spect to all applications post- t*,e tlme of the year' ,n
picture, Mrs. Lunt. center; helps four members of the club decorate a packdamage that can occur if gifts are
, . ,
.
1
age. From left to right: Mrs. Anita DeNapoli, Mrs. Shirley Lombardo, Mrs. Lunt, Sirs Florence Teo
tumbled in.
marked after Jan. 10, the max;- a*d m|(M( Mary
•
Photo by shear
If you make the round trip on
mum allowable discount has been
Officers of the Junior Washington Club at Kockland High School surround the club's treasurer, Faye Christmas day, the children will
probably
open their gifts before
decreased from one to one-half
Billings. Standing from left to right: Priscilla Smith, secretary; Anna Coughlin, president; and Joanne
NORTH WALDOBORO
Grfspi, vice president. Aim of the school's Washington Club members is to raise sufficient funds dur you leave home. They will want
The Great Liberator
point.
ing their school careers to finance in pan the traditional trip to the nation's capital during the Laster to take some of their own things
Mrs. Laura Mank, Mr. and Mrs.
vacation of their senior year.
Photo by Shear with them. I-et them, take small
Ernest
Benner
and
Eugene
Cal

gifts that take little space in the
“Wooden snips and iron men”
car and that they can enjoy and
is not entirely a thing of the past. derwood of Warren were at York
O’er his task, waits wealth or share at someone else’s house.
As you drink fate's bitter tonic
SMILES
The Navy's new ship, USS Bittern Saturday to attend the funeral of
glory;
Second, about the car. You’ll
Smile act ass the cup.
probably leave it outside if you
He who smiles achieves.
(MHC 43> is constructed of wood
Smile a little, smile a little.
Mrs.
Richard Russell.
Mrs.
Smile upon the troubled pilgrims Though you meet with ioss and sor go for an overnight visit. If there’s
to reduce Magnetism—a vital nec
As you go along;
a chance of cold weather, be sure
row
Whom you pass and meet;
essity in performing her mission Russell was formerly’ of Waldo
Not alone While life is pleasant.
the car is ready.
Frowns are thorns, and smiles? are
In the passing years.
But when things go wrong.
boro. They also called on Mr.
And third, about you. Christmas
of hunting mines.
blossoms
Smile a little, smile a little,
is wonderful but wearing. Try to
Even through your tears.
Oft for weary feet.
and Mrs. Zollle Mank.
I Smile a little, smile a little,
do your driving before it gets too
Don’t make the way seem harder
Read The Courier-Gazette
Bv E’.lia Wheeler Wilcox.
1 Al! along the road;
late, and avoid the hazards of
Mrs. Elva Borneman was dinner
By a sullen face.
fatigue.
Every
life
must
have
its
burden,
guest on Sunday of her son and
Smile a little, smile a little.
Every heart Its load.
Brighten up the place.
Everyone makes mistakes — the
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Why sit down in gloom and daikThe man who lacks confidence
TAKEOFF
most successful make them at
Raymond Borneman in Warren.
ness,
Smile
upon
your
undone
labor;
in thia
has two strikes against him.
With
your
grief
to
sup?
someone
else
’
s
expense.
•
1
Not
for
one
who
grieves
Mrs.
Lavander
Newbert
and
new kind
ef carl
Mrs. Joe Jameson were Saturday
guests of Mis. Lester Post in
Rockland.
A birthday party was held for
Miss Rhonda Mank at her home
Monday afternoon, Jan. 13. it
(toy ‘ sohb 'l
, being her fifth birthday. Guests
Built by Sweden’s foremost
present were: Mrs. Roger Shu
producer of jet aircraft, the
man and two childen. Timothy
Saab has a fresh distinction
Simon Bolivar, who liberated six South American republics
all its own. Exciting fea
from Spanish rule, is one of the most colorful figures in
and Neal. Mrs. John Dawson and
tures include front-wheel
World history. He fought Spanish legions with ragged armies,
two children, Jackie and Candrive, twin-stroke power,
led them in marches over'the treacherous Andes Mountains,
dance,
Mrs.
Earl
Reynolds
and
wind-foil design. Driving ia
and established the first South American constitutional gov
believing!
two children, Johnnie and Walter
ernments. The Great Liberator, as he is called in his native
IMMtDIATt DtUVfAYl
of Thomaston.
Venezuela and throughout South America, died penniless in
ICMwmy priced • templet* porit lervlce.
DREWETT’S GARAGE
<J. S. Rt. 1
Warren, Me.

1830 at the age of 47. To commemorate the life of this great
patriot the Creole Petroleum Corporation, a U. S. company
and Venezuela’s largest oil producer, has published a ‘‘His
torical Map of the Life of Simon Bolivar.” The map is in
full color, measures 18 inches by 23 inches, and is obtainable
free of charge from the Creole Petroleum Corporation, Dept.

Some ipeoole wou’d be in serious
trouble if others did the right thing
by them.

128-EOTh-M
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R-6, 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N. Y.

January CiC3l<IIICe Sfllfi
The keel for the Navy's sixth
supercarrier, the Constellation,
has been laid. The carrier bears
the name of the first vessel ever
built specifically for the Navy
over 160 years ago.

Tto (Voiiuut'ft Stop
Misses' and Women's Winter Coats
Reg. Price 32.50 ........................
Reg. Price 35.50 ........................
Reg. Price 42.50 ........................

Sale

Price$25.69

Sale

Price$2849

Sale

Price$32.69

Price $ 9.49

GOLDEN SMCKED - 4 - 6 LB. AVZRAGE - SAVE 12c LB.

8

The nautical term Cumshaw
comes from the Chinese beggar's
plea for alms, "Cum-a-shaw”.
With Navy men, the word has
come to be synonymous with graft
or rake-off.

Navy pilots have been testing a
new automatic carrier landing
system which makes it possible
to land planes aboard carriers
tA„^btng the controls, in
weather so bad that a conventiona, ..UU.I1K would be impossible.

CHILDREN'S COATS

Values to 26.95 .................... Clearance

SAMPSON’S

WHITE MEAT

Advertise In The Courier-Gazette

Winter Dress Sale
Junior - Misses’ and Half Sizes

Reg. Price 10.95........................
Reg. Price 12.95 ........................
Reg. Price 19.95....................................

Sale Price $ 7.89
Sale Price $ 8.99

Sale

Price$1449

ONE RACK OF DRESSES - All Sizes

Values to

19.95............................ Clearance Price $ S49

Children's Snow Suit Sale

Every $1 send* a 22 lb.

Sizes 1 to 6x

Food Crusade package

Reg. Price 10.95........................
Reg. Price 12.95 ... .....................
Reg. Price 19.95....................................

Sale Price $ 749

te the hungry abroad

Sale Price $ 849
Price$1449

Sale

CARE, Naw York 16

JANUARY CLEARANCE PRICES ON CHILDREN'S SNOW
JACKETS ANO PANTS - Sim 8

or your local

to 14

CARE

Martin's

office

Children's Nitey-Nite Pajama Sale
Sizes t tu 14
Reg. Price 3.75........................... Sale Price $ 2*99
Reg. Price 2.98.........................................Sab Price $ 249
Reg. Price 2.50.........................................Sab Price $ 1.99

Small

Quality
White

Here is $— for the Food

Beans are carefully selec

Crusade.

ted and packed from the

Name.

end hand-picked. Look

best lots. Twice recleaned

for them in

Address-

the

bright

yellow carton at your
grocer's today.

Misses* Wool aad Orion

Jersey Blouses
All Sizes—Values to 7.95....................... Sab

Boston

California

;

$3.99

I

Misses* Wool and Orion

Pull-Over Sweaters
Values to 8.95............................................ Sab Price $ 4.99

Fall and Winter Suits

giUNiixIpoot

Misses* and Half Sizes

Reg. Price 42.50
Reg. Price 65.00

!

$1249

........................ Sob
......................... Sob

$4949

WASHER-DRYER
Dee* the work of 2 mechine*

—so vOs the space of 11

WeYoo WM

GVUel* “™

Who

Winter Car Coot* —
CUMna'i Skirts -

HASKELL & CORTHELL
CAMDEN, MAINE

PHONE CEdar 63284
leeeeeeeaeeaeeeeaea

Washing, riming, drying—all
in one continuous automatic
operation—and in one beau
tiful appliance that fits easily
in kitchen or laundry room.
See it now.

A. C. McLOON
515 MAIN ST.

TEL 1510

■Etn-RDU

a CO.
ROCKLANO

PILLS BUSY’S FLOUUfa !1.79
EG GS (Ungraded) °°Z’ 45C
inc
QCp
Cheese 69c
Peacl IGO
MAWIRONI JZx,, 45c
suhc*^

js.

- 99c
CO FFEE
GRAPES
225c
BANANAS lb. 10c

TuMday-Thursday-Safurtfay
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RgiSS

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST . TEL. 156-5

National YMCA

ROCKPORT BUSINESS ASSN. MAY

Week Opens At

SEEK TWO ADDITIONAL SELECTMEN;

Camden Monday

EARLY PUBLICATION OF REPORT
of the especially in the line of combinAssociation ing on legislative matters.
Several proposed articles
was held on Monday at the Town
deemed desirable for submission
Hall with about 45 businessmen of
to the voters at March town meet
the town attending.
ing were referred to the standing
After committee reports which legislative committee for study.
indicated the association well or Among these were articles seeking
ganized and financed the new to move up the publication date of
business agenda brought forth the tewn report so that voters have
some member ideas for the gen sufficient and reasonable tine to
eral welfare of the business in study the report before election
terests.
day and another seeking to In
Douglas Ladd was named chair crease the number of selectmen
man of a special committee to in and assessors from five to seven.
vestigate the use of roadside signs
Referred for further study was
and other publicity aimed at en action aimed at co-operation with
couraging local business.
the State Highway Commission,
Ambrose Cramer reported on which recently purchased land at
progress of the formation, of the the Glen Cove beach adjacent to
Rockport Civic League and the the new highway to be developed
membership voted full co-opera by the state as a Class A picnic
tion with that taxpayers group, area.
The

National YMCA Week activities
school of religion at the church
this fall.
Girl Scout Troop 6 met Monday
at the Scout hall with seven mem
bers present.
Work has been
completed on .the Interior Decorat
John Egerton is serving on the ing badge and at the next meeting
Federal Traverse Jury* in Port they will start on the Rock and
Mineral badge. Assisting Mrs.
land
Guy Ro-bbins. leader, at this meet
Lawrence Carroll has returned
ing was Mrs. John N. Morrison.
home after having been a patient
Members of troop 6 who plan to
at Knox Hospital.
attend the hobo party at the
Miss Ethel Upham entertained
Rockland High School Saturday
at her new home on Knox street
afternoon are to be in front of
Saturday evening. Mrs. Gwendolyn
Watts Hall at 12.30 for transporta
Upham, Mrs. Hilda Keyes and
tion.
Mrs. Dorothy Welch.
Mrs. Jessie Burkett was guest
Fifteen couples attended the
of honor at a dinner party Satur
supper meeting of the Wed-Co
day given in observance of her
Club Monday night at the Baptist
92nd birthday. A special cake
Church. Robert Andrews showed
was served made by Mrs. Hazel
colored slides.
Pease of Warren. Four genera
The Parent-Teachers Associa
tions were present. Guests were:
tion will hold its January meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Burkett. Mrs.
Thursday evening at 7.30 at the
Hazel Pease and Charles Pease.
High School. Dr. Johan Brouwer
Susan. Jeffrey. Clarence and
of Rockland will be guest speaker
Barbara Morse, children of Mr.
with his subject being • Education
and Mrs. Richard Morse, arose at
In Holland". Refreshments will
daybreak Saturday to sing “happy
be served by mothers of first
birthday” to their great grand
grade children with Mrs. Robert
mother, Mrs. Jessie Burkett, on
Mitchell as chaiiman.
her 92nd birthday. Later in the
The Thomaston members of the
day they also sang happy birthday
Hospital
Auxiliary
will
meet
to their great uncle, Ralph Bur
Thursday at 2 o’clock at the home
kett, whose birthday is the same
of Miss Hilda George.
■ day.
The Knox County Council of
J O. Y. Fellowship Guild met
American Legion and Auxiliary
Tuesday night with nine members
will meet Thursday at the RockI present. Plans were discussed of
and Legion Home. Installation of
: coming events.
Games were
officers will be h<*!d.
■ played and refreshments served.
Women’3 Auxiliary of St. John's
Councillors are Mrs. Russell Se
Episcopal Church «••.... meet Fri
von and Mrs. Donald Chase.
day night at 7.30 at the church
The Luther League1 of the Holy
Undercroft. Mi's. Evelyn BrenTrinity Lutheran Church elected
necke and Mrs. Margaret Rogers
the following officers at a meeting
wi 11 be co -host esses.
Sunday night: President, Sonia
Sunday School teachers and
Korhonen; vice president. David
leaders of the Baptist Church will
Salmi; treasurer. Mary Korhonen;
meet Friday night at 7 o’clock at
secretary, Diane Salmi.
the church with the new Sunday
The Fireman’s Auxiliary met
School superintendent. Mrs. War
Monday night at the Fire Station.
ren Ford, in charge.
At the business meeting, plans
Rev. John A. Morrison, Gordon
were made to hold a cook- d food
DeWolfe and Forest Stone plan to
| and rummage sale at the fire sta
attend the 6 30 supper meeting of
tion on Jan 25. Rummage com
the Down East District of Pine
mittee appointed was Mrs. Lloyd
Tree Council of Boy Scouts at
Smith. Mrs
Winfred Williams
Newcastle Thursday
The meetMrs. Lewellyn Baines and Mis.
in will begin at 7 30 at which time
John Upham On the cooked food
reports will he given by the
committee will be Mrs. Orrin
Health and Safety Council, by or
Benner, Mrs. Rogt 1 I.ibby and
ganization and extension commit
Mrs. Helen Anderson M’.=s Nora
tees. Election of officers will be
Scaver will be in charge of grabs.
held. Clinton Rose, council Scout
Games were played and refresh
executive will show slides of his
ments were served
trip through Europe and of the
Jubilee Jamboree.
The Religious Education Com
mittee of the Federated Church WALDOBORO
met Monday night at the home of
MRS. RENA CROWELL
John Egerton.
Rev and Mrs.
Correspondent
Carl Kingsbury of Brooks were
Main Street. Waldoboro
Tel. TEmple 2-9261
present. Plans were made with
Mrs. Kins'bury to hold a second
Mrs. E. R. Moss has returned
from Boston where she has been
staying for the past week. She
reports that Dr. Moss’ convales
cence following surgery is satis
factory.

AS IT DESTROYS SOOT

OMIT

Clayton Gros-s of Litchfield was
a guest Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
A. D. Grey.
Hairy Allaid of Rockland was at
Byron Mills’ Saturday.
Meadowlark Troop Girl Scouts
will hold a skating party Friday
at 3 p. m. at the Miiler School
skating pond

$]69

STUDLEY

HARDWARE
THOMASTON

PHONE 40t

* —

KnoX
MM

celebration

of National Y •

Week and the 45th Anniversary

of the Camden Area Y, a distribu
tion of Y pins and stickers will be

made to all boys and girls of the
grade school age.

The Tri Hi-Y Club will be the
guests of the Rotary Club in Cam

den on Jan. 28 at which time they J
will

present

a

program.

Mrs.

Marian Hopkins is their advisor
and also caterer to the Rotary
Club.
The boys Megunticook Hi-Y
Club will attend the Congregation
al Church on YMCA Sunday, Jan.
26. The Tri Hi-Y Club attended
tbe Baptist Church last Sunday in
a body. Each month these clubs
take turns visiting a church.
The highlight of the week will
be the 45th annual meeting at the
YMCA when reports of the past
years work wiU be heard and
special recognition will be given
to the many laymen who make
possible the Y program through
their leadership in group work.
Saturday. Jan. 25 will be a big
day for the boys and girls at the
Y. The cadet age foul shoot and
howling tourney will be held in
the
morning beginning at 9
o’clock.
In the afternoon, the
junior age foul shoot and bowling
tourney will be held beginning as
near to 1 o'clock as possible,
following the cadet program. In
the evening the Hi-Y Club is
sponsoring a dance for the young
people.

THURS. • FRI. - SAT.

6.99 - 7.15
Last Feature at 9.10 P. >1.

Maine Folks Pay

Seven Times State
Budget To U. S.
Maine taxpayers

POLICE WANTED
. TOWN OF THOMASTON
Applications are being received
for the position of Police Offi
cer. Please state qualification*
and references upon applica
tion. All applicants to be con
sidered Monday evening, Janu
ary 20th.
LEON E. FITTS,
Town Manager.
7-8

billion

THE CALL OF THE OPEN ROAD Americans
have always been anxious to see what’s over the
horizon. It’s the method of getting there that
has changed. These two maps, which were taken
from THE STORY OF ROADS, a teaching aid
published by Esso Standard Oil Company for
schools, point up the evolution of American roads

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6*2197

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Johnson. Jr.,
ar.d Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nash
left Monday for Boston to attend
the capping exerciser at the Massa
chusetts General Hospital where
Mss Elizabeth Johnson is a student
and will receive her cap.

NOTHING LIKE THIS IN All THE HISTORY OF HORROR!

THKU JANUARY 25th
2o__

Body ol s BOY

’DM
THE TOWN...
THE PEOPLE. .
EVERYONE’S
TALKING ABOl'T

BlOODof

FRANKENSTEIN
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__ ■ twist lots
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TIME OF SHOWS:

STARTS
SUNDAY

WeeMayc MaUMe I.» lay, Coat. 1.0MJT4JMJK
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'THE DEEP SIX

a Fellowship song period.
The stockholders' meeting of the
Camden National Bank was held
Tuesday afternoon and the follow
ing were elected directors: Charles
W. Babb. Harold Corthell, E. May
nard Graffam, Gilbert Harmon.
Clayton R
McCobb. Albert U.
Rhodes and F. L. Spear. Following
this meeting, a meeting of the or
ganization was held with the fol
lowing elected: President, Clayton
R McCobb; cashier. Lawrence N.
Hopkins; and assistant cashiers,
Miss Olive A. Coates Elmer Wads
worth and Mrs. Ed.th H. McCobb.

I «.U - S.B2

sx: Cwt 9.9M.S7-B.M

body.
Those present were: Mrs. Mabel
Wright, Mrs. Doris Pitcher, Mrs.
Velma Harding, Mrs. Catherine
McFarland. Mrs. Hazel Peabody.
Mrs. Bertha Sylvester. Mrs. Mary
Alley. Mrs. Hazel Joy. Mrs. Alice
True, Mrs. Mary Mitchell, Mrs.
Charlotte Upham, Mrs. Lillian
Shaw, Miss Doris Sylvester, Mis.
Margaret Sullivan, Mrs. Gertrude
Fogg. Mrs. Christine Raynes. Dan
Harding, Frederick Sullivan. Philomen Pitcher and Elmer Tiue.
Seaside 4-H Club Meet*

The Seaside 4-H Club held their
meeting at the YMCA on Monday
following school.
The cooking
girls held a judging contest on
hems. Refreshments were served
by Pam Wadrworth, Karen Guptbl. Amber Mitchell and Diana
Robarts. The next meeting will
be held at the YMCA on Monday,
Jan. 27. following school. Re
freshments will be served by
Brenda Chapin, Sharon Leach,
Georgene Kacic and Anne SuPivan.
Those present were: Brenda
Chapin, Sena Leonard. Georgene
Kacic. Shirl Whittier, Jean Thom
as. Debbie Buck, Carol Lammi.
Norma Dickey. Sharon Leach,
Karen Guptill, Diana Robarts,
Anne Sullivan. Joan Kaler, Am
ber Mitchell, Pam Wadsworth,
Carol Welch and the leaders. Mrs.
Lucinda Waterman, Mrs. Mary
Leonard and Mrs. Alice Buck.
Liz Hail was a guest.
Church Notice*

Rev. Kenneth Mavity. a new
J appointee of the American Baptist Home Mission Society will
speak to the Sunday School pup*l3
Mr*. B*-**ie H. HerMOl
at 9.30 a. m. and will give the
Honor Guest
morning message at the 10.45 a.
Following the regular meeting of
m. worship service. Rev. Mr.
Seaside- Chapter. OES. Mrs. Bessie
Mavity has recently begun his
Hardie Heraom was honored with
work in the Mevico Baptist Mis
a surprise post-«biidal shower. Mr.
sion. He has already spent some
Hersom was a spec al guett at the
t’me in the field in Mexico but is
shower. Refreshments were served ,
in the States during these winter
with Mrs Catherine McFarland in
, .month* preparatory to returning
charge. The bridal cake was made
k i
j
, ,
o
there for his full term. Rev. Mi.
and decorated by Mrs. Haze. PeaMavity is of Southern Baptist
background.
His father has been a Southern
Camden Theatre Baptist
preacher, serving mostly
SHOW S( HEDVLE
Friday. One Show. 7.15 p. m.
Sat.: Mat 7.00; E»e. 6.S0-X.S0
LISTENI
Sandsy: Mat. 3.00; Eve. 7.15

NOW SHOWING
FRIDAV-SATl KDAY-Sl NDAV
JAN. 17-10-10
Double Feature Program

MONDAY tbrn SATCRDAY
(.30 a.m., Il.ao a.m., 4.30 p.m.

"Run of the

"HIGHWAY

Arrow"

LOWDOWN"

Witll ROD STEIGER
SARITA MONTKIL
— F L f 8 —

Cnrrrnt Report oa Highway
Driving Condition* B<-lfa»t to
Waldoboro and Moot to Port
land Inrlnding Rontr* 17 and M.
Aim Statu* of Rorklaad Street*
and Sorronndlng Town*.

"Screaming
Eaqles"

t»bC LHKfeK

ALAN LADD la

gg

of yesteryear, today—and tomorrow. The top
map shows the trails and traces our pioneers
used in their westward march to the Pacific,
while the bottom map shows the new 41,000-mile
National System of Interstate and Defense High
ways, which will be completed within the next
13 yeaiu.

The Camden Junior Extension
met at the heme of Mrs. Gladys
McKenney Monday evening with Surprise Birthday Party
17 members present. The subject
The young people of the Camden
was “Mending for Moderns” with
Pentecostal Church enjoyed a skat
Mrs. Kav Wieners as the leader.
ing party and surprise birthday
Refreshments were served by the
party recently. The group following
hostess assisted by Mrs. Virginia
the meeting at Allen Harvey's
Thomas and Mrs. Frances Clement.
home, went by car to the Snow
The next meeting will be held in
Bowl where the group enjoyed skatFebiixary at the home of the chair
i ing and sliding. The group then
man, Mrs. Florence Cotta.
drove to the pastor’s heme where
The following members of the the young people had a surprise
Senior Youth Fellowship of the birthday party for theiT leader,
Methodist Church attended th Mid- Lewis Cushman. Refreshments of
Winter MYF Rally at the West sandwiches, cookies and ice cream
brook Methodist Church in West w th a birthday cake made by’ Mrs.
brook on Saturday: Martha Hunt- Linwod Cushman were served.
ley. Layna Osgood. Estelle Carr,
Those
present were:
Gloria
Florence Chapin and Robert Lynch. j Keizer. Mr and Mrs. Lewis CushMrs. Marion Huntley furnished i man. Allen Harvey, James Heard.
transportation and chaperoned the , Beverly and Bernard Cushman.
group.
| Rev. and Mrs. Lawrence Heard.
The Senior Youth Fellowship of Woodrow Cushman. Mrs. Raymond
the Methodist Church met Sunday J Harvey, D« ll and Eugene Hender
afternoon at the hom< of Miss Flor son Mi. and Mrs. Everett Baaford.
ence Chapin. The worship service, i Priscilla Baaford. Priscilla and
led by Mi.ss Chapin was followed by Deborah Cushman, Mr. and Mrs.
the business meeting, conducted by John Small, Barbara. Marilyn.
Robert Lynch, president
Plans 3an<jra ar.d Alfred Green. Gilbert
were made to attend the sub-di®-1 and Beverly Basford, Sharon, Paul
trict MYF meeting in Belfast or. and Earle Cabman
S'-inday. The meeting closed with

NOW SHOWING

IWaSATOiGE

proposed

Eisenhower for

MMM:'s>:

MONSUP

re

taxes as
When making out your will
their share of the cost of the Fed member your church and y
eral spending program of $74.9 hospital.

FIENDISH FRENZIED BLOOD-CHILLING!

mind of a

be

$303,100,000 in Federal

MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOE
Correspondent
Tel. STate 5-2333

Celebrate* Third Birthday

will

OAKY

quired to pay out approximately

UNION

Mi. and Mrs. Melvin Gleason and
family spent Sunday as guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Huntley in
Brooks.
Mrs Veda Scott left Sunday for
Colorado Springs. Colo., to visit her
daughter and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Clarke will
entertain the Coupler of the Com
munity Friday evening at 7.30 p. m.
Family Living” will be discussed
led by a representative from the
University of Maine.
Anyone wishing tickets from
Union for the Finnish-American
Dance Saturday at the Rockland
Community Building for the March
of D.mes campaign. please con
tact Mrs. Barbara Rich, local
chairman. at once.

meeting

Business

OUR AMERICAN HIGHWAY NETWORK

(C) General Drafting Ctf-. Inc.

Little Kevie Leonard, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Leonard, cele
brated his third birthday Saturday
with a party at his home here.
Guests were: Kerry Watts of
Thomaston, Candace Siilii. Randy
Butler Mark and Carl Erickson,
Jr., all of Warren, and Philip
Bruce and Polly Thibeault of
Mt. and Mrs Byron Mills were Rockville
A good time was had by all and
guests of her brother, Jon Barnes
host received many nice gifts.
at Wileys Come: Monday.

MAKES COLORFUL FLAMES

«

with opening of the eighth Annual
I.ions-Y Game Tourney.
,

Douglass McLain, Gordon Perry,
and Perry Hooper attended the
Ford Service School in Needham.
Mass., last week.
Mrs. Robert Hanrahan enter
tained Mrs. Axice Nickerson. Mrs.
Virginia Abbotoni and Mrs. Thelma
DePatey at a birthday party for
Mrs De Patsy

CHIMNEY SWEEY FIREPLACE POWDER

• Makes a spa'R'ng ra'noow
of flames ail even ng long
• Destroys soot in fireplace,
chimney
• Keeps hearth and homo
cleaner

begins Monday at the Camden Y

In

January

Rockport

WRKD - 1450 Or Your DM

A local Sarvica, Compfimaiiti

wMk TOM TRTON
ut Ike lOlat
(■(■■try Dtvtiiaa

A. C. McLom IC .
T-t

by
the

President
fiscal year,

1958-59, according to an estimate
made today by the Maine State
Chamber of Commerce.
The State Chamber pointed out
that any reduction that Congress
may make in this budget will, of
course, reduce the amount that
taxpayers will have to bear.
Paul C. Emerson, Executive
Manager of the State Chamber
said that, “The $303,100,000 share
of the burden which would be
borne by Maine taxpayers to sup-1
port the President’s budget is
more than seven times the $42.6
million appropriated to finance the
entire State Government General
Fund budget”.
Emerson added. “The State
Chamber's calculations show that
Maine residents and taxpayers
presently bear .41 per cent of the 1
total Federal tax burden and on
this basis the cost to Maine tax
payers for nine of the major Fed-'
eral spending items would be $187.9
million for major national security;
S5.4 million for foreign affairs;
$20.5 million for veterans’ af
fairs; $14.9 million for labor and
welfare; $6.1 million for natural
resources; $6.7 million for com
merce and housing; $5.8 million
for general government; $32.3
million for interest on the debt;
$18.9 million for agriculture and
$4 6 million for contingencies”.

Tenants Harbor
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
Correspondent
Telephone 59

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Colson are
on a vacation trip to Florida.
Eureka Lodge No. 84. AF&AM,
will install its officers Wednesday
' evening. Jan. 22
R. W. D. D.
David Duncan will be the instalPng officer for the ceremonies at
8 p. m. A 6.30 p. m. supper will
t e served previous to the cere
monies.
Mrs. Rubie Bragdon of Portland
has been a recent guest of her
son and daughter-in-law, Mr .and
Mrs. Harland Bragdon.

ROXANNE INA CRl’TE

Roxanne Ina Crute, aged 2.
died suddenly Monday in Dam
ariscotta.
She was the daughter of Donald
K. and Shirley Prior Crute of
Cushing.
Surviving besides her parents
are one brother. Karl Crute, one
sister, Mrs. Kay Brooks, her
paternal
grandfather,
Frank
Crute and her maternal grand
mother, Mrs. Mary Prior, all of
Cushing.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday afternoon at 1 o'clock
from the Davis Funeral Home,
Thomaston.
Rev. David Bell,
pastor of the Broad Cove Church
officiating. Interment will be in
the Norton Cemetery, Cushing.
GEORGE 8. HUNTLEY
George S. Huntley. 87, husband ot
Mrs. Jessie Riley Huntley o-f 4 Old
County Road, diied Monday night.
He wm born in New Brunswick,
Canada. October &8, 1870. the son
of Andrew and Georgiana Wilbur
Huntley.
He was a retired carpenter. Mr.
Huntley was a member of the
Methodist Churoh in New Bruns
wick; a past master of St. Paul’s
Masonic Lodge in Rockpoit, and
a member of King Hiram Council in
Rockland.
Beside* his widow, he is aui’vived
by two daughters. Mrs. Marion
Fickett of Rockland and Mrs.
Georgia Blish of Portland; a sister.
Mrs. Maude Brown of Stockton
Springs; a niece, several grandchil
dren and great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Russell Funeral Home with
Rev. Merle S. Conant of the Pratt
Memorial Method'st Church officia
ting. Interment will be in Mountain
View Cemetery in Camden.
•

After six years of experiments.
Navy scientists have successfully
bounced radar beams off the
moon, indicating the moon can be
used aa a radio relay station.

New pictures of the sun taken
from a Navy baboon at 81,000 feet
revealed that the face of the sun
was a mass of gaseous eddies 200
in rural areas. His parents have
to 500 miles in diameter, with a
been serving under the Southern
temperature of about 9,000 to 12,Baptist Foreign Board in Brazil
000 degree* Farenheit.
and Mis. Kenneth Mavity was
bom in Brazil. Last spring he
finished his work for his B. D.
E. T. Nelson, Inc
degree at Southern Baptist Se
minary. He has had considerable
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
experience in a
number of
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
churches in the field of Christian
nnt Choice Used Car*
education. He will be visiting a
number of American Baptist TEL. 720
BOCKLAMI
Churches during the month of ■ BT. 1. NEW COUNTY BD.
104-t
January doing deputation work.

KILROY’S
Store Wide Clearance

NOW GOING ON
COME II Ml SAVE
6*7

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

EGGS

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HEBE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
■to to thia colamn Mt to exceed three lines Inserted
thee (or OS cento, three times, ose dollnr. Additional lines 19 cents
tor each Une, half price each additional time need. Fire small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “bHad ado” so called, L e„ advertisements
which reqaire the answersJo be seal to The Courier-Gazette office
tor handling, coat M cento —1
A name shoald appear oa an classified ads to seeare beet resalts.
Those with phoae or street namhers only are not advised.
ALL ci.Aaanmr.na—r anw
Ne elaseUleA eds will be accepted wlthoat the cash aad m book
keeping win be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or ladlvldaals matatalatag regalar
•ecoanto with The Coarier-Oasette. Coast the Words—Five to a

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

LIVE Bait lor sale. HENRY
WRISTh Watch lost vicinity Main
KONTIO. JR., 165 Main Street. Street. HAZEL CHAMBERS. Tel.
Route 1, Thomaston, at south end of 866.
7-9
Mall. Formerly located at West
FEMALE
Beagle
Hound
los-t.
Rockport. Route 90.
7*9
black with tan and white markings.
TWO Chests of drawers for sale; Collar bears name of R. Whittier.
also, dining room table, refinished, Contact HUGH SMITH. West Mea
Clarion wood stove. 36 OLD COUN dow Road.
5*7
TY ROAD. Tel. 1894.
7-9

j
!

'

I

a

I

I
j
[

I

B
1

EIGHT Piece Painted Bedroom
Set lor sale. Excellent cond. $50.
ALICE FERNALD, Tei. 986 W. 7’9

WANTED
PART-TIME Office Worker want
ed—typing, filing, some dictat-on.
Write REM. c/o The CourierGazette.
7-9

BABY Parakeets, Cages. Stands,
Toys for sale. Also, coihiplete line
of bird foods for 'keets, canaries.
codkattels. love birds, parrots and
finches. FOREST VIEW AVIARIES.
9 Booker Street. Thomaston, Maine,
Mrs. C. A. Swift, prop.. Phone 374.
7-tf

HOUSEKEEPER foi Elderly Wo
man wanted. 11 MASONIC ST..
Tel 173-R
7-tf

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS for
1958? A Rawleigh Business is hard
to beat. Permanent and profitable.
Opening available neaibv. Call oi
write DEALER C. F. ORCUTT. 693
Main Street. Rockland, Maine.
Phone 391-WK.
iy-7&13
AVON Cosmetics has immediate
CHINA Closet lor sale, $7 00. opening for mature weman to serv
TEL. 186-M
6-8 ice established territory. Oppor
TWO Chests of drawiers for sale; tunity to earn $3.00 an hour partPleasant, d gnified work.
also, GE ii-oner and cast iron i time.
stoves. SIMMONS. Summer Street. ' Contact FRANCES H. FIDES. Bow
Rookport, Tel. CEdar 6-3642.
6'8 doinham. Tel. MOhawk 6-2939 . 6-8
CHURCH Organi.-t wanted. Raplv
USED Easy Washer for sale. to BOX CB, c/o The CourierTEL. 1510.
6-tf Gazette.
6-8
ANTIQUE Fireplace Stove with
WHITE (Standing! Birch uantwl,
medalions for sale. $35; also, din-' large or small lots, for Immediate
ing room set, $40; maple divanola. operation
Write MERRILL
$35; breakfast sets. 2 very nice bed DRINKWATER. 48 Pear-1 Street.
room sets, and many other articles. Camden. Maine.
6-8
MRS. ELSIE J. WALLACE. War
•51 to '57 CHEVROLETS wanted.
ren, Tel. CRestwood 3-2551.
5-7 BEE LINE Service, New CountyRoad.
6-8
SPECIAL
Alnmlnom Combination Windows
PRACTICAL Nurse wanted. 7 to 3
Extruded welded corners (Alcoa, shift. References. Write to P. N..
Aluminum). KENNISTON BROS., C/O The Courier-Gazette.
5-10
Call Rockland 1430-W, Crestwood ” LOBSTERS
wanted.
top
4-2686. or Vinalhaven 96 or 74. 132-tf PRICES
PAID
FOR
GOOD
LIQUIDATING TV and Radio STOCK. REGAL LOBSTER CO.
116-tf
Tubes, over $1,000 worth.
$400 PHONE ROCKLAND 1705.
takes the whole lot. First come. ! DON'T Discard Your Old or
first serve basis. Sold separately Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
at our cost. R. F. BLALSDELL dr NEWMAN for restoring and reCO.. Rockport.
4-13 Hnishing. 46 Masonic Street, Tel
1-tf
BALED Hay for- sale, early cut, 1106-M.
by the bale or by the ton. Tel.
ROCKLAND 1592-W1
6*8
ALUMINUM Combination Win
dows and Doors for sale; also, side
wall shingles, plain and in colors,
rock wool insulation. Home Financing Plan. Phone 1503 or 163-M.
E T. LONG
143-Th-S-tf

PRIVATE ' Party offers 1955
Dodge V-8 half ton pickup/or sale.
LWB, less than 20.000 miles, excel
lent ruble-r. May be seen at
ELLERY NELSON GARAGE, Rt
1, Rockland. Price $985.
1-tf;
complete Stock of
| '

Clayt Bitler

Wants Ta Sat You About

Goodyear Tires
135-tf

GAS AND ARC
PAINTING and Paperhanging
inside and out all work positively
WELDING SUPPLIES
guaranteed. Will furnish material
Morris Gordon A Son
_ 55-tf Work accepted Warren to Camden

Estimates free.
VAN E. RUS
SELL. Phone 676-M, Post Office
Box 701 Rockland
T3-tf
MASON work wanted, chimnevs
fireplaces, cellar floors, block
foundations, also asphalt roofs
and general carpentering. AL
FRED NICKLES. Mason, Tel.
969-M, P. O Box 493.
23-U

- LARGEST
Linoleum Selection to Town
• Ft. - » Ft. - 12 Ft. Widths
Expert Mechanics For
Installation If Desired.
Tel. 939 For Free Estimates
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
Where Willow aad Rankin
Streets Meet
179 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
48-Th-tf

maaiajzjznjzizrazjBJZfZfZja

CROSS

GOOD USED CARS
We finance our own cars. No!
nnance or interest charge. MUN

CHICKS

PHARMACY

“OCEANFRONT Ranch Houtclor
Kale. 6 rms.. fire-place. 2 car ga
rage. 7 acre-s land. Alum, screens
and storm windows. Year 'round
home. SECURITY RE*L ESTATE
WB BUT Scrap Inm. Metal* CO.. Dorothy Dietz. Elm Street,
Bats and Batter!©#.
across from Village Green, Gul
MOBIUS GORDON and SON
den. Tel. CEdar 6-2117 or 6-3240.
fjJaad Street
Rockland
7-tt

___________________________ 4*11

roasAidE

BILL'S Siiai p, ning Service
skates and scissors, knives and
saws. BILL BLACK. 427 Old Coim
,tv Road
.
6*8
PAINTING-! ONTRAfTOR
Inside' or Outside
Work Guaranteed
Chimneys Cleaned
albert brown
7 Cottage Street
Tel. 451eR

MISCELLANEOUS
AUOHOU4 S ANONYMOUS

Mixed group meets Sunday.

8

p. m, GAR Hall. Limerock Street.

P. O. Square. Also. Wednesday at
8 p m. Legion Hall. Thomaston.
Address P. O. Box 711. Rockland.
Blaine.
140-Th-tf
BOARDING Heme for elderly
people. Reasonable rates. ELM
MANOR, Lincolnville, Tel. ROge,
3-4191
6-8 j
•»Pr*UTUAIJST Medium will ad-1
vise, mav a.sk 10 quest ons. $2 06
MRS E. MBRITHEW 838 Cypreas
Avenue, Ukiah. California
5*7

_____
___
2-tf
WILL GO ANYWHERE!
For inside or outside painting.
also paper hanging. Cal! FRANK
BRIDGES, JR. The best of work
fully guaranteed. Tel. Rockland
1624-R.
39-tf
Advertise la The Courier-Gazette

WELL! WELL! WELL!
If It is water you need, write
R. W. DRINKWATER Well Drill
ia* Contractor, P. O. Box 139.
Camden. Tel. 3798
Inetallmen' ,
Man also available, so down pay
ment necessary. Member of New
England and National Association
______________________________1-tf
FLY Nuitkiaet Airlines, cnsmrr'inaa
made
for
all
lines.
GIFFORD'S. Boekland. Me. 98-tf

FREE INSPECTION
I
SEPTIC Tank and Cesepool
cleaned and repaired, reasonable
Free estimate.
34 hoar service.
Tel ROCKLAND 8900.
122-tf
-------- LITTLE* BOFFBES--------Building Contractors
TeL 170-11
50 High Street. Thomaston. Maine
Kitchen-Bathroom Tile A Linoleum
Foundations - Chimneys
CKF00U AMD HffK TANK
Remodeling A House-Builders
Cleaned, repaired and Installed
UO-tf
ilng equipment

■

HAD BALANCE AT YEAR'S END

Martinsville
MARJORIE HUPPER
Correspondent

Tax f ollection Department

G

rings. For church repairs. Mail
to PALISADE AVENUE CHURCH.
2310 Palisade Avenue. Weehawken
New Jersey. We will refund post
age.
140-11

INfOME TAX ASSISTANCE
A E AMES
formerly
Deputy Colloctoi Internal R'venue
Tel. Union STate 5-2664

TAX LOANS; MET CURRENT BILLS;

Parsonage Ot The Ridge Church
I was involved -in grading ditohee
Invaded
The tax collector had an extreme i grading and repairing streets. The
On Jan. 10 at 7.30 p. m. cars
ly busy month in which he collected Maverick Stieet storm drain was
drove up to the entrance of the
$367,200.54 on the current year’s completed before the ground froze
taxes. $39.09 on prior years’ taxes, and several culverts were replaced. Ridge parsonage, light flashed on.
and abatements and write-offs were Work since the ground has frozen and a group of “eager beavers”
has consisted primarily of ditching, c’ad in work clothes dashed in
$676.91.
TO LET
j with brooms, ladders, scrapers
Supplemental taxes assessed were patching, and cutting bushes.
and two wall paper steamers. The
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let.
$180.30. excise taxes amounted to Welfare Department
Inquire 16 LAWN AVENUE, Tel.
whole house rang with excitement.
$2,907.25,
and
interest,
fees,
and
1*21-W.
7-9
The report of the Welfare Depart- Those using the steamers, not
co.sts were $3.60.
: ment show’s a continuing increase ! only performed a good deed but
HEATED, Unfurnished 4 Room
Total payments to Che treasurer
Apt. wilh bath to let in Thomaston.
in the number of cases, starting o.5f were rewarded with a nice steamby the collector amounted to
Phone ROCKLAND 1148-J.
6*8
the month with 16 fam,lies ar.d 58 bath almost equal to those famous
$370,150.48. This, along with the
UNFURN. 4 Room Ground Floor
persons and ending up with 22 fam Finnish baths.
®
balance of cash at the beginning of
Apt. with private bath to let. $8 per
ilies and 75 persons.
Sixty-nine
By
10.15.
four
rooms
were
week We pav water.' TEL. 1058.
the month of $16,862.37, and $772.62
people received full relief, six
_____________________________ 6*8
ready for the paper hanger and
from tax Liens, $841.36 from park
supplemental relief, and there was
FIVE Room and Bath Apt. to let. ’
the group, slowed down by the
ing meter receipts, $89.02 from
one
institutional
case,
eight
inmates
2 small children acceptable. Call
evening’s work, but none the less
parking fines,* $1,231.10 from Com
at the City Farm, and 164 cases
at 89A PARK STREET, upstairs.
happy, climbed into their cars
munity Building receipts. $859.90
______________________________ 7-9
receiving Aid to Depend-, nt Chil
in licenses, permits, fees, etc., and
and drove to the home of Mr. and
dren.
HEATED Room with board to let.
miscellaneous other receipts w-hich
Mrs. James Chadwick where reMan preferred. Tel THOMASTON
included the state school subsidy of Public Library
i freshments were ready and wait
213
2-7
$97,554.05. gave us available cash
The report from the Public Li ing.
Each member brought a
FOUR Room Apt with bath to
let at 17 Main Street. Thomaston; !
for the month o-f $448,361.20.
brary for Decemlber shows a circu treat which was shared from the
also. 3 rm. apt. with hath, partlyPaid out in warrants during the lation of 2,940 volumes loaned to attractively decorated table set by
heated. 608 Main Street. City. TEL.
month, which included repayment adults and 996 volumes to children;' Mis. Chadwick, who also served
1051IR.
5-tf
of all our outstanding tax anticipa 150 reference questions were an- the coffee. Those helping to get
FOUR Rm. Apt. with bath to let.
tion notes, in the amount of swered. Forty-eight ne-w borrowers the parsonage in readiness for our
heated, hot water; also. 2 furn.
$300,000, was $479,026.00 leaving a were added and 14 new junior bor new minister were: Mr. and Mrs.
rooms and flusih. 34 FULTON
STREET Tel. 1379-R
5-tf j
cash balance at the end of the rowers were added so that we had Brian Routledge, Mr. and Mrs.
FURNISHED Upstair Apt. to let. '
month of $9,335.20.
a total registration of borrowers Richard Percy. Dr. and Mrs. ElThree rms. and bath, cont. hot
at the end of the month numbering ward Brown. James Chadwick,
Recods Department
water. Tel. 1074-M or call 33 PUR
2,005 and 819 juniors.
Sydney K. Davis. Henry Lorenaen.
CHASE STREET.
6-7
The Records Deparmtent reports
m$
The book stock as of the end of Mrs. Wyman Hatch and Mrs. Al
FURN. Apt. to let. Attractive,
AILY dressed coloured folk go about in groups during Christmas and for the month one regular Council
reasonable, will accommodate one
bert B. Watts. Jr.
Easter seasons, dancing in the streets to flute and drum. These meeting, one organizational meet the month numbered 25.478.
or two adults. Central TEL. 1620.
visitors are shown here inspecting Gombeys’ colourful costumes, often
The speaker at the “Ridge” on
____________ 3-tf aderned with small mirrors which reflect the sun as performers whirl and ing, and one special meeting held
Jan. 19 will be Mr. Whiting, a
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let. jump. Their tall headdress is made of peacock feathers. Gombeys intricate w-ith the usual agendas, notices,
senior at the Bangor Theological
2nd floor, oil heat. Adults only. dance patterns are believe to be carry-overs from African tribal ritual etc., being prepared.
Two ordi Owls Hoad
Available Jan. 15.
45 TALBOT
MRS FRANCIS DTEb
Semina rv.
nances were published. 21 licenses
AVENUE.
_____________ 2'4-tf
Correspondent
were issued for the City, and 140
Telephone 285-M?
THREE Rm. Furn. Apt. w.th ill
licenses issued for the State.
LAWRY ANO MARTIN’S PT.
bath and shower to let. Cont. H&C
Recordings of vital statistics
ROCKPORT
water, near shopping district. TEL. WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. George Harlow
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Simmons,
totaled 63 consisting of 31 births,
1838.
157-tf
toss DORIS HTLBB
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
have had as guests the past sev Sr.. Mi. and Mrs. Llewellyn Colla
15 marriages. 16 deaths, and one
Correspondent
FOUR Room Furn. Apt. to let.
Correspondent
eral days. Mr. and Mrs. Victor more. Mrs. A. D. Wotton were re
On BEECH STREET, Tel. 1328
Teiepnone CRestwood 4-2421 office
Telephone CEdar 6-3593
stillbirth.
Miscellaneous record
Johnson and family (formerly of cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chest
relephone
CRestwood
4-2038
horn*
M
ings totaled 215 and 34 copies
Ingraham’s Hill) now of Lunen er Carter of Medomak.
MODERN Studio Apt. toilet.
Guests Sunday* of Mr. and Mrs. of vital statistical records were burg. Mass. On Saturday night
Heated, kitchenette, elec, stove and
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Neal, en
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Benner, L. True Spear. Sr.. Main street, issued.
refrig , tub and shower, all utili
they entertained Mr. and Mis. tertained on Saturday at Med-OIn
addition,
the
department
con

ties on separate thermostat. TEL. Eugene Calderwood of Owls Head! were Mr. and Mrs. Philip Spear
Johnson. Mr. ana Mis. Louis Mak Inn. Foster Jameson and
‘V or 1755
152-tf
ducted the mechanics of the city
cf Nobleboro and Mr. and Mrs.
Mathieoon and family and Mr. Mrs. Florence Neal.
UNFURNISHED 3 Room Apt. and Mrs. Laura Mank of North!
election including the two recounts
and Mrs. Robert Cross. Mrs. Sue
with bath to let. Hot and cold wa Waldoboro were in York Saturday! Jesse Keller of Rockville.
with the City Ccuncil.
Kenneth
Winchenbach
and
ter furnished. Adults. TEL. 1624-R.
Nelson of Rockland. Miss Muriel
Guests
Monday
of
Mrs.
Mildred
Total .fees deposited with the City
Dwight Wotton were in Rockland
4-tf afternoon to attend the funeral of j Roberts and children were Mrs.
Harlow of Augusta and Mrs.
! Mis. Richard Russell, the former
Treasurer amounted to $859.90 ol
Friday.
Myrtle Sinclair and Gent Trull of
Hilda Wilson of Waldoboro. Mr. A’bert Baker and children of West wh ch $503.65 will go to the State
Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Belfast.
of Maine.
Russell is the nephew of Mrs. Bon Rockport.
I were in Medomak where they
Joseiph Wtare of Ogunquit sipent
For Lease:
ne i and Mr. Calderwood.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. MaF
Police lh*|»artinent
i colm Sidlinger.
Mrs. Nathalie Leavitt returned Sunday as guest of Mr. and Mrs.
. Modern
The Police D< partment report for Cushing
Gordon WiWnchenbach has re
home by plane Sunday from a Charles Miller, Union street. He th-' month shows 31 arrests, consist
2 Bay Texaco Station
LAWRESTON C. CHUTE
turned to the University of Maine
visit in Providence. R. I., and, was accompanied home by his ing of 12 cases of drunkenness. 17
Correspondent
ON ROUTE 1 (CAMDEN ST.)
wife, who has been guest for the
in Orono, after spending the weekMiami. Fla., with friends.
traffic violations, one vagrancy
Telephone 387-3
ROCKLAND
past wet k at the Miller home.
' end with his grandparents. Mr.
ea.se. and one other • ffensc. Thirty
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Smith and)
SOME CAPITAL REQUIRED ! Pearl Smith of Versailes, Conn.. I The Methodist Choir will meet convictions were obtained for the
The MYF of the Broad Cove and M:s. Willie Pottle.
Excellent Opportunity for
Thursday evening at the home of 31 arrests.
Mr. and Mrs. Llcweflj-n Yattaw
Chunch held a skating party at Ken
'
sp«
nt
the
weekend
with
Mis.
LeRight Man.
Mrs. Amy Miller. Mechanic street.
The motor vehicle accident re dall Orfif's pond on Friday evening and son. Ronnie, were recent
CALL ROCKLAND 16N
I rov Smith. They came to visit
with Leroy Smith at Knox Hospi-j Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wolf re port shows a total of 18 accidents in Thirty young j>ecple attended. Rev I guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Mink
OR CEdar 6-3271
tai.
Mr. Smith shews improve- turned Monday to their home in w-hich there were six cases of bodily ar.d Mrs. David Bel: were the chap in Appleton.
1-18
Mrs. Chester Brown and childmerut. but will be in the hospital Philadelphia, after spending the injury* and an estimated $2 960 in erones.
weekend at the home of Mr. and property damage. Twenty doors
Mrs. Courtland Piior entertained i en spent the weekend at West
AT 81 UNION STREET: Unfum. for rest about six weeks
Mrs. Henry Bohndell and Mrs. were found unlocked at night and at a party on W’ednesday after Roxbury. Mass., with her mother,
3 Room Apt. to let. stove and
Mrs. Leland Philbrook has re-1
refrig., heated. TEI.. 893 days. 233
Ellen Bohndell, Camden road.
52 investigations were made.
noon. celebrating tihe fourth birth Mrs. Helen Cooke.
turned
home
from
Knox
Hospital,
i
evenings.
148-tf
Thi- Baptist Choir will meet
day of her son Bruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Butler
UNFURN Apt. to let. 5 rooms, where she was a surgical patient. Thursday evening after prayer Fire Department
Mrs. Home1. Marshall is a patient l were in Appleton Sunday.
The
Fire
Department
report
bath furnace.
Inquire 12 KNOX
White Oak 4-H Girls Club met
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth WinchenSTREET. Tel. 1382-M.
3-tf with Rilda Saunders Saturday af meeting.
shows a total o-f 48 alarms which at the Knox Hospital in Rockland.
Those from out of town to attend
-An
oil
burner
has
been
installed
1
ach
were in Thomaston and
UNFURN. 4 rooms and bath to
ternoon. They planned a spring the funeral of Mrs. Enos Ingra were made up of eight fires in at the Broad Cove Church
let, hot and cold water furn. and
Rockland Saturdav.
buildings,
four
brush
or
grass
fires,
garage. TEL. 436-W_______ 142tf play and parts were given out for ham were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
four miscellaneous outdoor fires,
FIVE-Rm. Apt to let. 241 Main that, which will be on safety, as Rupp of Stillwater. Mr. and Mrs.
St. Inquire at LAUNDERE, 235 th-eir project is Safety this year. Namston Wyman and children. and one vehicle fire.
There were 28 reecue or emer
Main Tel. 1610.____
142tf Mrs. Hazel Gammon instructed
Dennis. Maygaret and Harold of gency calls, two needless calls, one
FOR SALE
SMALL Rent of 4 rooms at 57 how to clean lint from garments
North Berwick. Mr. and Mrs. out-of-town call (which was to Thom
Gleason Street. Thomaston, water
scotch tape.
The girls Richfi 1
and flush, all newly renovated, can with
Murray of
BOTH MODERNIZED AND IN EXCELLENT REPAIR.
aston.
be heated with
one stove, large worked on their record sheets and Mrs.
Cates,
Cates,
George
Annabel
Fire loss for th« month was esti
garden spot, can be seen by calling then were instructed in the polka
MAY BE FHA FINANCED
Mr
and M rs, Herbert mated at $490. bringing the total for
on premises, rent payable in ad and
played games.
Cynthia
Mr. and Mrs.
njamin the six months to an estimated
vance, and references required.
Apply to HAROLD B. KALER, Leach and Jean Kigei served re Cates of East Vassal boro, Mr. and $11,566.
freshments. The next meeting. Mrs. Arrah Richmond of Bath
Washington. Maine. Tel. 5-25.
_______ __ 113-tf
Jan 25 will be at Jean Kigel’s
Mr. and Mrs. Wes’cy Ryder and Building Inspection
CLEAN Furnished Apts, to let.
The WOW Beys 4-H Club met daughter, Sari, and Mrs. Effie . The building inspector's it-port
free lights and water. 2 to 4
of West Bridgewater. for the month shows a total esti
rooms, heated and unheated, $7 Friday evening with Mrs. Miles Veazie
This is
to $10 week.
V. F. STUDLEY. Leach. the leader.
The boys Mass., Mi. and Mrs. William In-i mated value of $58,460.
Boardway, Tel. 1234. of 77 Park work'd on their road signs, sten graham and daughter, Ann. Mr. quite an unusual amount of activity
Ufrepl T.l 8060
1IW-M
cil inng the letters.
and Mrs. Oliver Ingraham and j for the month of December.

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North 1
Main Street.________________ 16-tf ;
DRUGS • SUNDRIES
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white
porcelain oil and elec comb, gas
TEL 1204
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON OO,
T«1 Uto.
143-tf
373 MAIN STBEET
BOCKLAND, MAINE
SxU LINOLEUMS for sale, reg-|
REAL ESTATE
92-Th-tf
liar 110.96 for $605
NORTH I
laaingraanraaaaaizralSfl COTTAGE IjOTS ON SALT WATER
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST.
Thomaston.
1-tf
$700 to $900
DONATIONS wanted: Metal eye
PIPE FOR SALE
for »ale by
glasses,
false
teeth,
unwanted
or
THE MAINE WAY
Black and galvanized. All sines
damaged
old
gold
and
silver
WALDOBORO MAINE
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. OO,
Ume Street.
1-tf jewelry, club pins, watches, chains,
7-9

SERVICES

ALLEN REPORTS CITY PAID OFF

Bermuda Gombey Dancers

CLEMENT CHICKS - Rugged.
"Maine-Bred” to live better, pro
duce better.
Red-Rocks (Black
Pullets), White Leghorns. Reds. I
Golden Crosses for laying flocks.
White Rocks for broilers and hatch
ing eggs. Golden Cross Cockerels
for broilers. Maine—U. S. Approved
Pullorum Clean. Prices reasonable
-write CLEMENTS CHICKS INC..
Route 33. Winter-port, Maine. (A)

INEXPENSIVE — EFFECTIVE

P

froge Seven
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Tenants Harbor:
8 room house with modern kitch
en. complete bath and new oil fur
nace. Ideal location. Priced for
quick sale.
also
7 room house with 20 acres of
land located about IS miles from
village.
TRUE HAU
lt««U K«tate and InMirwh-e
Tenant* Harbor - Tel. 174
5-7
FOB SALE
Beautifully
Decorated Seven
Room House with three bed
rooms and now
modern bath
room in colored tile. New forced
hot air heating plant. Laundry n
cellar. 2 car garage connected with
h<use. 5 minutes walk to center of
Camden. Near schools and on bu>
llne FRANK CARROLL IS Trim
Street. Camden. T«-l. CEdar 64201
Shown by appointment only
5-trt

Cousens' Realty
■ttoCM. Lata aaO Dwrfflu
lit MAVEBOCK STBEET

; Tri. 1538 «r 1625

Mrs. Arthur Burgess and Mrs.
Joseph Heathcote were called to
Brooklyn, N. Y.. Friday by th<
illness of their mother, Mrs. B
Wyka. They returned home Sun
day. leaving Mrs. Wyka improved

1

OUR NEW OFFICE
ON PAYNE AVENUE
U. 8. ROUTE NO. 1

I
I
I

'
I

I

Is Now Open To Receive j

Phone Orders For

| Cities Service Mooting Oils
I
8.00 A. M. to 6.00 P. M.
I
I

PHONE BOCKLAND 336

ROLAND A. GENTHNER, INC.

( ity Engineer
Frank Priest all of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ray of! The city engineer's report for the
P.ath were dinner guests Sunday i month shows his usual assistance
of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Kenney to the Public Works Department,
and daughter. Janice. Church > the building inspector, assessor,
city manager, and the Planning
street.
Those from Rockport that at Board. In addition to that, he has
tended the dinner and skating been establishing street boundaries,
party of Susan Umberger at her ! on North Street and Dunton Ave
home in West Rockport were! nue and has done considerable work
Sharon Watts, Janice Kenney. in the Lermond Cove area and also
Rose Mary Barrow and Wanda j has made an elevation survey on,
a -proposed sewer running from Cen
Hunt.
Mrs. Herbert Crockett and son. ter Street to the Talbot AvenueCharles, are ill at their home on Bioadwav sewer line. He has also
established boundaries on Luce
Camden stieet.
Street and Railroad Avenue and
The Norfolk Naval Shipyard is made a survey of the High School
not or?l> the oldest Naval Ship and MaLain properties for the
yard in the United States, it is school department and is develop
also older than the Navy.
ing a large-ecale map of Main
Street to assist in traffic control
and parkin-g problems -in this area.

For The Man Or Woman
Who Drags To WorkY«t Foeli More Lika

Staying in Bod —Tired

Worn-out, Discouraged
Thousands of men and women
with their youth behind them are
finding the strain of modern life
and work exhausting—their en
ergy, vitality and strength at low
ebb.
Im it surprising that I4octors tell
such folks to ease up—get more
reet—give their tired nerves anti ment of precious Iodine in proper
l»lood the Vitamins and Minerals combination with the important
they
need to
restore
their Bi and Bt Vitamins. FERRIZAN
strength and energy? Certainly, must help you or your trial will
not! The Vitamin-Mineral way is not cost you a penny.
the modern way — the testedj Acnpt Tbh fiaawaai Olar Teday
proven way. And one srood wav is,
to tak*» FERRIZAN. the marvel You've nothing to lose and ev.
ous new- Iron-Iodine reconstruct <*rything to gain You must (eel
tive Tonic and True dietary sup better—look better—work better

plement that gives you each end and rest better — be completely

Five rooms, including two bedrooms. Lovely new kitchen,
new garage and large back lot.

Public Work* Department
The Public W’orks Department re
port for the month looks more like
an April report than December a*
only about 300 man hours were
spent sanding and repairing snow
gear and over 1.400 hours were«
spent dor the snow removal item
a year ago Most of the work done

AS,EL

REP

ssosn

I3B03

naa nenap
BORSE BSE
BE 3HW

F’lJP OR
(lBnP BEE REBE
3BPI iERRERa
ac SEma a aatsu an

Six rooms with 3 bedrooms. Lovely cabinet kitchen.

All Details from F. H. WOOD
COURT HOUSE - ROCKLAND

ri.UASE MOTH: In rr«pnaw tm out ol Mete sdvertiMng we ere
in receipt ol man* reqo, «t« (or retirement komes, sammer
cottage*, sbnrefrnnt acreage, island* aad term*. Water
front properties ere ia strong demand aad we shall ba
pleated to leara e( any yea may wish to nett.
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WEST WALDOBORO

KAY ANN LITCHFIELD IS

>

11

The Community Club met last
Thursday ever.Ii^r at the Commu
nity House with a 6 o'clock eupper
for the members. 40 were present.;
Officers elected during the business ’
meeting for the coming year were: I
President, Beatrice Prior; first vice,
piesident, D wey Winchenbach;
second vice president, George
Boggs; secretary. Martha Boggs;
treasurer, Frank Sheffield; trustee
for three veais. Eugene Winchen-1

ENGAGED TO JUSTIN A. CROSS
J

r

Mlss Alice E Brown. formerly of
Herbert Richard', n i< serious'y
North Haven, employed by Dr.,
ill at Knox H --pita
Bradford Adams cf Owls Head, is
Percy Reynolds cf 568 Main a surgical patient at Knox Hospital. ,
Street has entered Knox Hospital She would be pleased to hear fiom 1
for observation. He would, be her friends.

\v

bach.
Miss Chalmer Krah attended a
birthday party for Miss Dianne
Miller last Saturday afternoon at
Dutch Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peterson
spent last week in Methuen,
Mass.
*
Mr. and. Mrs. Reuben Chase of
Chamberlain were callers Sunday
on her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Winchenbach.

LOUDVILLE
Monday, January 6, was Mrs.
Dorothy Munphy’s birthday and she
was happily surprised when thp
teacher and each pupil in school
made her a birthday card and pre
sented them to her.
The Mission boat, "Sunbeam”,
was in our hahbor Friday and Dr.
Carr held a service in our island
church Friday evening. It was well
attended.
Alice Gifford was at home with

Slow Down and Live!

her parents, the Kenneth Giffords,
thia xveeeknd.
Evelyn Gifford has been papering
a room for Mrs. Mabel Gifford this
week.
Mr. and Mi's. Edi Murphy and
Mr. and Mis. Cecil Prior were
business callens in Damariscotta on
Saturday.
Mrs. John Anderson of Port
Clyde is here with her daughter
and family, the Cecil Priors.
Read The courier-uaaMM

pleased to hear or see his friends.
Craft Night was observed by the
Ro-ckfand Junior Women's Club
Tuesday night at the Farnsworth
Museum when Mrs. Kay Bunt
demonstrated in her informative
manner the ait of gift wrapping.
Mrs. Alice Hedrick, piesident. pre
sided at the business meeting durng which time Mrs. Mary Duff,
Mrs. James Aylward entertain and Mrs. Edith Levenseler were ap- i
ed the Past Presidents Club of pointed as delegates to attend the
the Ruth Mayhew Tent, Monday Mid-Winter Conference in Portland
evening at her Clarendon street on January 24. Refreshments were i
home for a delicious supper meet served in closing by Mrs. Mar
ing.
A business meeting and guerite Knowlton. Mrs. Phyllis'
social evening followed.
Those Kaler M.ss Mary Egan and Mrs
attending
were
Mrs.
LizzieJ Madekyn Drir.kwatei
French. Mrs. Lena Richardson.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Carroll. Mr.
Mrs Lena True entertained the
and Mis. Louis Pietro&ki, Mr. Ayi- Chapin Class of the Universalis!
ward and Miss Alice Smalley. Church at her home on Oak street
The February meeting will be at Tuesday afternoon for their firyt
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll meeting of the new year. Sewing
on the Old County road.
for the Red Cross and Togus was
continued.
Members
present !
G. Ronald Smith. 103 North Main were Mrs. Mary Southard. Miss
street, who for the past 12 years Jennie Brown. Mrs. Clara Smith.,
has been a meat salesman for the Mrs. Paukne Gregory. Mrs. Kath
Cummings Brothers Co. of Port erine St. Clair, Mrs. Alice Jame
land has been promoted to sales son, Mrs. Ella Bird, Mrs. Kath
manager of the firm. In February erine Haines and Mrs. Leola Wighe will attend classes at the gin. Refreshments were served
American Meat Institute in Chi by the hostess at the close cf the
cago and will inspect the Rath afternoon.
Meat Packing Plant in Waterloo.

SeHtet-Ctwtfi's

The Rockland Teachers’ Associ
ation will meet tonight in the High
School gym for a 6 o’clock supper
meeting with the Future Teachers
of America Club and members of
the School Board and their wives
as special guests.

Iowa.

The Catholic Women's Club met
in the praish hall Monday night
with Mrs. Dorothy Lowell, seoretary, conducting the business ses
sion in the absence of the presi
dent and vice president. A report
was given by Mrs. William Chester
who represented ’he club at a meet
ing sponsored by the Rockland
Business and Prcfessional Women's
Club of civic impiovements. Mrs.
Bruce Gamage and Mrs. Milton
Gamage were welcomed as new
me.mibers. Mrs. Carrie Thompson
was in charge of the auction for
the business session.
Plans for
a Valentine party and white ele
phant sale to fellow at the Feb
ruary business meeting. Refresh
ments were served by the hostesses
Mis. Dan el Gatti. Mrs. Dorothy
Lowell and Mrs. Gerald Margeson.
Members were joined at the close
of the session by Rev. George
Goudreau and Rev. Charles Ben
nett.
Big reductions on cloth coats
and dresses. See them at Lucien
K. Green and Son, 16 School
Street, City.
6-8

Telephone 76 for all social Items
guests, parties, etc., for The
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.,
social reporter.
W

(frur

ph®*/*

Uzzell
Photography

Studio

Storewide Savings in our January Sale
Huge Reductions From Our Regular Stock!
Many New Shipments of Specially Priced Items!
DOMESTICS
Long Wearing, Bleached White

Pepperell Sheets

Miss Kay Ann l.il< lilield

Mr. and Mis Raymond K Litch [College, Waterville, in June. She
field of SsS Washington Street, 1 is a member of Chi Omega sorority. !
Whitman Massachusetts, announce
Mr. Cross is a graduate of Rockthe engagement of their daughter. | land High School and Cobby Col
Kay Arm. to Justin A. Cross, son lege. He is at present a second
of Mr. and Mis. Edward W Cros.- year student in the Faculty cf Medi
ol West Meadow Road Ro -k.and
cine, McGill University, Montreal. ;
Tyler School PTA met at the i Miss Litchfield is a graduate of Canada. Mi. Cross is a member
school building on Monday night Whitman H.gh School. Class o: 1954 of Lambda Chi Alpha and A'pha
for a covered dish supper with and will be graduated from Colby Kappa, medical fraternity.
Mrs. Erlene Harden and Mrs.
Walter Gehrmann, Wayne and
Geraldine McConchie as general
Engagement
Wilma Jean Philbrook. Gwendolyn
chairmen. A brief business meet
ing followed during which it was
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas DePatsy and John Mitch* ii.
voted to spend the sum of $25 for
books for the school library. The
attendance banner was awarded
to Mrs. Sally Haskell's morning
cHss. Guest speaker for the eve
ning was Casper Ciaravino, elc-;
mentary school advisor. It was an
nounced that Miss Priscilla Noddin would be the guest speaker
for the February meeting.

of Waldcboro announce the engage
ment of their daughter. Norma
Jean DePatsv. to Davad Lewellyn Orff's Corner
Osier, r-n of Mr. and Mis. LewelMRS ALBERT ELWELL
Correspondent
lyn Osier of Medomak.
Telephone Temple 2-9454
Both graduated fiom Waldoboro
High School in the Class of 1957.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knight have
Miss DePatsy is employed at MedO-Mak Inn and Mr. Osier is a fresh moved to Damariscotta where he
has employment.
man at the University of Maine.
No date has been set for the
Mr. and Mrs. W 11 Jackson left
by plane on Friday for Hollywood.
Pleasant Valley Grange met wedding.
Fla., where they will vl<it Mr. and
Tuesday evening at the GAR Hall*
Mrs. Helena Ramsdell was Mrs Raymond Jackson.
with supper being served by Mrs.
Nellie Saunders. Mrs. Bessie Hara- chairman of the American Legion
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCloud
den and Miss Harriet Grover. It Auxiliary supper Tuesday night have returned to their home after
for
their
regular
business
meet

was announced at the business
an absence of several weeks.
meeting an rnvitation had been re ing. Mrs. Carolyn Reichel, presi
Herbert Nash, who has been at
ceived to attend the North Warren dent. conducted the business meet
the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Grange meeting on January 24 also ing at which time a donation was
Jackson, is spending the remainder
Brother and Sister Delano of Acorn made to the polio drive. It was
of the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
Grange in South Cushing had been voted by the members to assist
Clyde Borneman.
appointed by the state master a.- the Legion members in the serv
Mrs. Marion Eugley who has
deputies. The chartei was draped ing of the supper for the County
for deceased member, Mrs. Etta Council today. On Jan. 24 the made her horn- in Reading, Mass.,
i Tribou.
It was reported by the auxiliary will prepare and serve for a number of years is now at
.-ick committee that Mrs. Mary a supper to the Telephone Co. and the home of her brother, Harold
Liuzza was a surgical patient at or Jan. 25 prepare and serve a Achorn.
Because of th.- storm on Tu* sday
Knox Hospital. Following the meet luncheon to the Blue Crutch sales
Mrs. Berniece Jackson evening the meeting of the Esther
ing a delightful program which men.
was thoroughly enjoyed by all was gave a report on the Child Wel group of WSOS wa- postponed to a
presented
by
the
“Swinging fare Convention which she at late: date. The meeting was to .
Beavers" who are working for the tended in Portland over the past have been held at the home of
benefit of the State Hospitals in weekend. Mrs. Joyce Champlin, Mis. Cecil Keene.
of the
Community
Tc.gus and Augusta. The cast in chairman
Members of the Extension Asso
cluded: Mrs. Blanche Slader, Mrs. Achievement Project, sponsored ciation will go to Rockland on
Jose-phone Su.in. Mrs. Ruth Maxcv by the Business and Professional Thursday for the area meeting on
Mis. Leila Stanley. Mis. Mildred Women's Club and its president, appliances.
Harjula. Mrs. Doris Delano. Mrs. Miss Ruth Emery, spoke in re
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Viola Littlefield. Mrs. Vinnie Ben gards to the project before the Ray Sprague wen Mr. and Mrs.
ner, Mrs. Leona Benner and Mrs. group. The next meeting will be Ernest C. Foss and son Donald of
Shirley Slocumb as pianist.
An a social meeting on Jan. 28 with Cape Elizabeth, Mrs. Mildred Wal
other featured attraction was the Mrs. Clara Miller. Mrs. Aimee lace and Miss Isabel Wallace of
Blood and Mrs. Flora Jameson in Portland. The occasion being Mrs.
dancing of little Palma Kilpinen.
charge of the meeting.
Sprague’s birthday.
Before drydocks, ships were
careened on their sides in the wa
Restoration of the navy cruiser
ter for repairs.
Matinicus
Olympia is under way. Originally,

ERVENA C. AMES
Have your old fur coat re
Correspondent
modelled into a modern cape. Be
ready for Spring.
Lucien K.
Mrs. Dorothy Teel has gone to
Green and Son, 15 School Street, the home of her nephew. Kenneth
City.
8-8 Ames and family for the winter
months. On the day she moved
there, she took a ride through the
OUR NEW TELEPHONE NUMBER IS CEdar 6-9348
island, the first for several years,
luncheon 12 to 2 — Dinner by Reservation
as she has been confined to her
home for that time.
BROADLAWN INN
The many friends of Bert Ripley
82 ELM STREET
f AMDEN. MAINE
are pleased to learn he is out of
Open All Year
the hospital and that he and Mrs.
Ripley are living in Rockland for
the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Ames went
to Rockland on business over the
weekend.
In spite of the colds and sick
ness. quite a few pupils have
OXFORDS - PUMPS - STRAPS
been neither absent nor tardy
during the third ranking period.
Natural-Bridge
Air-Tred
Among them were: Orel ar.d

Ask About Our
Children's Special For January
TEX. 1438-W
572 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

SHOE SALE

$5.95 $6J5 $7.99 $8.99
RAYMOND H. FOGARTT, Trap.

TEL 988-M

436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

-

MAINE

All SALES FMAL - NO RETURNS

FOR SALE.

ika WiM Repair Instrument

Organdy Curtains

Coats

VISION

72

$1.89
$1.89

72“ - Reg. 3.98

Dacron Marq. Tailored

72", 81" and 90"
72

Pepperell First Quality
GOLD STRIPED

eg. 4.98
eg. 1.00

M.l

Fresh shrimp ( renlc,
1-nng Grain Rier

»Sc

NEW ENGLAND
BOILED DINNER
AS ALWAYS

Saia $1.00

REDUCED

2 Price or Less

Saia $3.98 i

Odd Lot Cottage Sots

Muslin Sheets

REDUCED

Wool Flannel, Charcoal Color
Sizes 10 to 20
CO
REG. 57.98
TJ.zO

Bleached Snowy White
Reg. SAL’
2.19 $1.7
63x99

Fibre Window Shades

2.49
2.49
2.39
2.39

Formaid Bras
REG. 82.00
NEW STOCK

IlNDEE’S FINE! QI ALITY

$2.2

Jacquard Pattern

j

EG. 81.19
I j 7”x28”
$2.1!
EG. «5e

$2.1

BLANKETS
Orion Blanket
Lull 72x84. Full Weight.
Miracle Fibre Washability
KEG.
$9.91
813.98

Electric Blanket

$29.98

Men's & Boys'

"DAZZLE”

Housewares
REVERE SAUCE PAN
2 Qt. Covered

qq

RIS-UR UMPS

$3.98

ONCE A YEAR SALE
REG.
810.50

$7.98

TABLE LAMPS
25” Ceramic Complete
With Shade
REG. 515.08

COFFEE SET
5-Pc. Ceramic
REG. 85.98

CERAMIC VASES

RAYON AND NYLON

Wide Assortment
I sually Vp To 81.48

BARGAIN ATTIC

Blanket
Irr's of 86.98 Quality
72x84 Size
wj

SAVE MORE THAN EVER NOW

-

In "Moss Rose”• and
"Palehwork" Design
ietdga
First Quality
$10.9£
1K6. 812.88

BEACON’S

REGl’LAR STOCK

Shirts

Dresses

Sizes 8 te 16.
REG.
81.88

First Quality

Selected Group of

$3.98

ORGANDY - DOTTED

NEW SHIPMENT

Swiu

Felt Squares

29c yd.

Large Color Selection

15c ea.

$2.25

BEVERAGE SET
8 Glasses In Rack
REG. 83.98

PENNY BARKS
Monkeys, Dogs,
Etc. Reg. 81.98

CANDY BOWL

Odd Lot

Some

Baby Blankets

BOYS’ FLANNEL

Broadcloth

19c yd.

NEW SHIPMENT

Wood
REG. $1.49

CHEESE SERVER
Wood and Tile
REG. 95.98

$198

DUNCAN CRYSTAL HBOS
“
”
■ Tear
T-, Drop
nw
Design—l’p Te

Off

Evening Dresses

Coats & Jackets

BOCKLAND

$3.50

24” Chimney Style
REG. 810.98

Famous Name
B'OOTH SHIRTS
Wrinkle-Resistant Finish
’s Sport
EG.
79c yd. Men
REG. 83.98
4c YD.

Van Raalte

US MAIN ST.
(Over

Arden Blue Grass

BRASS LAMPS

Men’s Flannel
REG. 85.98

OF AU MERCHANDISE

Dress Shop

$1.98

SPORT SHIRTS

BOYS’ AND GIRLS’
-

PALMA'S MUSIC BUNT

FLANNEL SHIRTS

Boys’ Cotton
ALWAYS GOOD QUALITY
REG. 82.98
Extra Large Size
z48
as, HAS RIVER SSmS
EG. 81.19
Boys’ Plaid
REG. 82.98

GLOVES

The Mandarin

6.50

JI

KVERS MUM MMUt

Beacon's Blend of

FAMOl'S QI ALITY
Odd Let Fabric,
$1.98
REG. 88.08

Bath Soap

59c

Broadcloth
(HATHAMS GIARANTEED

$1.00

Nautical
REG. 84.88

SALE

PRICES SLASHED

2.00 Cheramy Skin

ONLY ONCE A YEAR
EAR
AT THIS PBKK
OQe* KKG
*©c
$6.98

Cone's Towels

CHATHAM'S lOOri

$1.59

Besform Girdles

Turkish Towels

$2.2

$1.00

Cream

Set

TOWELS

BIG CLEARANCE

Including Cocktail Dreftne*,
Gown* and Jewelry

2.50 Ayer Hand

ONCE A YEAR SALE

Saia 59e

Complete with Rollers

FITTED STYLES

$1.25

.37 Wrislay Large

Slacks

2.29 $1.9
2.39 $2.1
2.39 $2.1
2.49 $2.2
.55
•«

$1.00

A-D Lotion

Balm

With New Plastic Tapes

Full 88” 8 50'
REG. 82.58
Poly Bagged

2.00 Coty Vitamin

ALL WOOL LADIES’

FIRST QIALITY PEPPEREL’

eg. 1.00

$1.50

Dispenser

Cream

E’ull Stock of
LADIES’ HATS

eg. 4.98

NOW 53c Yt

Blue Only. Full
Size. Reg. 849.98

2.50 Coty Lotion with

Ml Metal Venetian Blinds

BY THE YARD

$1.00

Cleanser

Hats

'dd Chair and Divan Covers

88

1.50 Coty Instant

2.50 Ayer Luxuria

Sale 79c

alue to 1.98

$1.50

Crgam

$6.00

$5.00

45" Drapery Material

Ticks

Reg. 510.98 ap

Sale $1.00 Reg. 86.98

Mastic Drapes

Floral Pink and Blue
FEATHER PROOF

Purrey Blankets
Crisp. Hrnwneil < bicken
Drum Sticks. Smoky
Bacon

i va|UPX>

One Color Only

pr

CHATHAM'S FAMOl'S

THCHSDAY LI X<HEON

AH Wool Skirts

See the tweeds, Shetland*. hcrr_|. <1 AO ringbones, etc.! Many imported
eg. 1.98
fabrics, many slim line styles.
CA" upnoKiery
llnkalctarw lasuuslc
gored .
on
Kentnanis Man
[ 4 >leMpleated
Se(. and
theM,fully
r(.markabl(

T128 Bleached with Gold Hem
Reg.
SALE
$2.49
72x108 2.79

Dbl. Top
Dbl. Bottom
Twin Top
Twin Bottom

2.00 Coty Cleansing

Manufacturer's < lose-Out of

Sole $2.49

48" Drapery or
Slip-Cover Material

Sheets

72x99
72x108
81x99
81x108
42x36

Sale

Tailored Dacron
’2" - Reg. 2.98

2.98
$2.69
1.39 pr. $1.19

Toilet Goods

Your Choice ot 2 Racks Full

$5.00 $7.00 $9.00

”

Reg. 3.79

$1.00 pr.

SI.65. SI.S3

Dresses

Dacron Priscilla Curtains

With Embroidered Scalloping
Size Hix 10k Only
$2.55
SS.9H VALVE

REG.
51.06

GREAT SALE OF

$1.98

Beautiful "Scroll”

Percale Sheets

Reg. 85c - - -

$34.00

S59.9H

ROM

.39

FINE COMBED VTICA

81x108
42x36

w,th “,paCtt lln‘nK'

Sole $3.69

REG.

ROC KI.AXD HOTFX

COFFEE POT

8 LESSONS GIVEN
With Each
New Inatrnmrnt Pan-baited

81 WASHINGTON STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE

HOSIERY

FAMOUS DONNYBROOK
FIRST QUALITY NYLONS
- Reg. 3.29 Sola $2.89 ’ style and Fabrics — Manufac
Odd Lot — Not AU Colors la
turer co-operated to bring you
Wide Ruined
this outstanding value — Mostly Every Site — What a Bargain
Shear Dacron Curtains
Imported all wool tweed — I
REG.

$1.59

REG. 86.98

NEW AND USED

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Raymonds Shoe Store

she was the flagship for Commo
dore George Dewey, and sea his
tory was made when Dewey de
livered th-‘.se famous words fiom
her bridge. “You may fin- when
ready Gridley**.

2.19
2.49
2.49
.55

APPAREL

Wide Ruf. Permanent Finish
~
a
. ■ ......

Irr’s of Famous Type 128
SALE
II Perfect

63x99
72x108
81x99
42x36

CURTAINS

All Reduced

, _
Salesman s Samples
Over «t T. Choose From

Reduced

$9.98
Disc. Cetera
First Quality

pr.

SeKiei-Ouwe'6
:9teL

SIZES

mini

20% Off

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
FUTURE TEACHERS TO BE GUESTS

Nancy Norwood Warren Junior President

OF ROCKLAND TEACHERS ASSN. AT
C&VERED DISH SUPPER TONIGHT
The Rockland Teachers’ Asjsocia- members and husbands and wives
tion will entertain member# of the are expected to bring the attendRockland High Future Teachers of , ance to 200.
America at a covered dih supper in
The affair is a part of the teacher
the high school gym Thursday eve recruitment program of the Rock
ning at 6.30. Also invited are hus land Teachers' Association.
bands and .wives of the teachers.
Members of the FTA at Rockland
■Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin, faculty take classroom duty as a part of
advisor to the 116 members FTA their club training.
The club,
Chapter at Rockland High, said which has been in existence sev
Tuesday that more than 90 of the eral years, has created a desire to
members have signed to attend the teach in several students who have
supper.
She expected close to gone on to teacher training in in
100 iper cent attendance. Faculty stitutions of higher learn ng.

«»* • ■
* • « e•
t

• » »j

i M

THREE KIPPY KARNIVAL BOOTH
1 COMMITTEES NAMED AT R. H. S.

• * «,
•

Leaders Of The Sophomores At Union

‘ •e

The members of the junior class ing of the Kween who will reign
hot dog, popcorn and dart booths over the annual affair will be Febcommittees at the forthcoming rua‘>'1 at the^Community Building
With Mi«s Eleanor Sherwood as,
Photo by
Rockland High School Kippy Karni
Next to Secretary Audrey Goff, the other officers of the Sophomore t'Ia»s at Union High f
val were announced Tuesday after
President Larry Griffin, Treasurer Roy Gould and Vice President Ford Powell.
noon
iors "'ill assist at the hot dog stand:
The theme of the Karnival. which ^leanor Batty’, Fay Billings. Carothe February meeting as special
Third and Fourth
Officers of the Junior Class at Warren High School gr«*t together for a bit of informal discussion. take# place January 31, will b<.,‘>'n Bird. VioIPt Carr. Judy Carver. School Officials
guests.
Dorothy Childs, Mary Cole and
From left to right: Nancy Starrett, treasurer; Nancy Norwood, president; Paul Wood, vice president and High Society.
An auction was held in the dinThe Karnival .ball and the crown- I Anna Cough.in.
To
Study
Area
Grades
Winners
In
Dorcas Jones, secretary.
Photo by Shear
room with Willard Hardy as
______________________________ ___ ! Also, Beverly Dorr, Lynda GoodLincolnville Contest auctioneer. The proceeds of $16 50
' now, Joan Knowlton. Priscilla New School Possibilities
will go toward music books for
bert, Donna Poulin. Bruce Ruben
The Rockland School Board will
The Lincolnville PTA met at the school students.
stein. Earlene Sayward. Sandia
IGA TABLE RITE YOUNG CORN FED STEER
Sleeper, .Priscilla Smith. Mary hold an informal meeting with the Central School Jan. 13 for its
j Soule, Russell Spear, Barbara members of the school boards of first meeting of the year.
French Instructor
Staples. Sandra Stinson. Fred Stod Rockpoit, South Thomaston and
The president .announced the
dard. Elizabeth Sulides and Patri- Owls Head this evening
. fire bell system was completely Shows Slides of
; cia Wade.
•
Discussions will center around! installed,
France To Kiwanis
Co-chairmen are Joanne Grispi,
the possible establishment of an
The membership contest was
Todd McIntosh and Louise West.
Mrs. Norma Hoyle cf the Rock
area
school
Bystem
embracing
the
"
on
b
y
th<
'
third
and
fourth
«
rade
Under the supervision of Charles
communities.
,00m
o(
which
M,s
'
Virginia
Wiiland
High School (faculty was the
Foote, Jr., and Chaiiman Robert
The Sinclair Bill and it# benefit# bur
1,ur is
* the teacher,
teacher'
PTA guest speaker at the Monday eve
Hunt, the following juniors will
voted to give $10 as
operate the dart booth: Richard to area, or district, systems voted to «five S1° “ a Pri2c t0 ning meeting of the Kiwanis Club.
the winner.
promipts
the
discussions
locally
Ames, Walter Leo, John Richard
She projected colored slides taken
The third and fourth grade
son, Fred Ripley, James Tinker. where area high schools have been
room also won the attendance the past summer in Paris, Nice and
discussed
before,
but
not
in
the
Woodbury Post and Joseph Terrio.
banner ,or
for January. There »<rrc
were , Rome.
Juniors operating the popcorn exact combination now proposed.
Ow-’s Head and South Thomaston 16 Parents and
teachers at- ; Mrs. Hoyle, a French instructor
booth are: Chaiiman Mary Soule,
tending.
, at RHS, studied in France six weeks
Beverly Dorr. Violet Carr. Judy Hi&h School s<tud> nts now attend
The president suggested invit- ' in the summer under a Fulbright
Carver, Wait Leo. Anna Coughlin, Rockland High on a tuition basis.
ing some of the school officials to echolarshi,p granted her.
Louise West, Barbara Staples, Rockport maintains its own high
school,
but
employs
Rockland
’
s
Donna Poulin. Carolyn Bird.
Sandra Sleeper. Gail Ladd. Mary superintendent jointly.
CHARGE
School officials of South Thomas
OWNED and
Jean Rowling, Hazel Bickford, Fay
Billings. Jerry Furrow, Pat Graves ton and Owls Head have also been
or
OPERATED
Joan Knowton. Dome Childs, Ro- meeting with Thomaston official#
BUDGET
By the
with the same possibilities under
land Groder, and Darold Poulin.

MA rs

LB.

BONE
CLUB
CUBED
SIRLOIN
ROUND
PORTERHOUSE

BROILED — TABLE RITE STEAKS
Preheat Broiler, Place Steak on Rack of Broiler Pan 3
to 3'/j Inches from Heat. Broil fer Half the Required
Time, Season, Tarn and Finish Broiling. TIME FOR 1
INCH STEAK: Rare, 10 to 12 min., Medium, 14 to 16 min.

IGA CREAM STYLE

CORN

TABLE RITE CORN FED STEER BEEF

8"V“*100

PINE CONE

Tomatoes 7fe(“3$l.(MI

OVEN ROAST-DELUXE STYLE-25% LESS BONE AND FAT

RIB ROAST

lb

69c

IGA GARDEN RUN

PEAS

6 "•<“ *1.01)

MARLENE YELLOW SOLIDS

Margarine 5 i£*1.0<1
NABISCO PREMIUM

pancake

*1.0<1
4^$! d,I

IGA
FRUIT
J No. 303$1 Af
COCKTAIL* Cans
IGA STRAWBERRY

A.W1

Preserves 4

'L?

*1.01 1

IGA INSTANT

*1.011

Coffee

BANQUET FROZEN
BEEF - CHICKEN OR TURKEY

Dinners 2

6

And Cement Plant

*1.01 1

I

V£*1.0l

Teachers Attend
English Clinic

Seniors of the Rockland High

School science class recently visit
ed the Dragon Cement Company

plant and the State Prison, both in

Thomaston, under the supervision
of Kenneth Brigham.
Students making the trip were;
Ma! Allen, James Barnes, Toni
Bryant. Don Demmons. Steve Dun
can, David Hall. Peter Kail, Rusa
Lunt, Charles Mahoney Douglas
Rave. Dick Ridgewell. Ted Talbot.
Dick Young. Barry Black, Gilbert
Post and Donald Lewis.

Four English teachers from
Rockland High School attended the
Fourth Annual English Clinic at
Crosby High School in Belfast on
Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Martha Viik was one of
the four panelfsts and a discussion
group leader on the subject of a
functional reading program for the
terminal student.
Other Rockland teachers attend
ing were Miss Priscilla Noddin,
Miss Catherine Duncan and Donald
Ziegler.

annual sale
Mo-iaay. January 13 thru Saturday, Jonuary IS

V

STEW BEEI

:

lb.

69c

Clothing
up tc

Sale

Sliced Cheese'Z 29c
138 Outercoats

JUICY, SEEDLESS PINK MEAT

Grapefruit <£, 12:25c

on e.e-y ba* of

Originally $33.75 to 545.00

NOW $29.95

Originally 547.50 to 555.00

NOW $39.95

Originally 560.00 to 569.50

NOW $49.95

U. S. NO. 1 MAC

3 Lb.

APPLES

Bag

3:

te

2 lbs 29c

BANANAS

________

’COMPLETE

YOUR

JGfC

Four Rockland

LEAN PRE - DICED

MELLOW RIPE - YELLOW

PICTSWEET FROZEN

Peas

Class Visits Prison

IGA TABLE RITE - AMERICAN OR PIMENTO

Saltines 4
IGA

Rockland Science

ACCOUNTS
WELCOME!

RINES CO.
Bangor

discussion.

PARK...
CAMDEN

'

SHOP...
SAV£!

137 Suits
Originally 535.00 to 547.50

NOW $29.95

Originally 555.00 to 560.00

NOW $39.95

Originally 565.00 to 569.50

NOW $49.95

seamless stockings
‘SERVICE SHEER (Reg. 1.35)

1’5

30 Sport Coats
Originally $25.00 to 539.50

NOW $19.95

’REINFORCED SHEER (Reg. 1.50)

3 fn. 3"40

AUTUMN
60LD

ALL GARMENTS FROM OUR

DISHES

’SHEER HEEL Demi-Toe (Reg. 1.65)

REGULAR STOCK

With a
CREAMER,

PUTTERS,

3-w

1-«

SUGAR BOWL

AND

3-30

416

r»-”

*4

TEL.

* ALL SHEER Sandle Foot (Rog. I.9S)

GRAVY BOAT,

SALT AND

SHAKOS, ETC

MAIN ST.

294

1«

»m.

P®

Short, Medium Long ... Lovely Colors
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Waldoboro Radio Club Stages Weekly Show DAN1ELS HEADS RHS

i Vinatfiauen

clUB

Girls Have Two Win Record

Photo by Shear
The Latin Club at Rockland High School recently had a luncheon
meeting in which the members voted to purchase material for the club.
Photo by Shear
Arthur Stilphen. Have Gamage and llonald Gregory were the winners
The spunky Vinalhaven girls squad are off to a good start this year with wins over Brooldin and
Ih» officers ol th» Waldoboro Radio Club rehearse for their weekly fthow. From left to right: Bea of the games, following the business session. In 'the picture, the trea North Haven. The Union girls easily defeated them recently at Union for their only loss. From left to
trice Jacobson, secretary; Suzanne Martin, president; Claire Forbes, vice president; and (arol Bragg, surer of the club. Patricia Stratton, is surrounded from left to right by right around Captain Minnie-Ann White, who is holding the basketball are: Georgianna Hansen, Lauretta
Dave Gregory, secretary; Michael Savitt. vice president and Danny- Shields, Valerie Orcutt, Susan Webster, Janice Wadleigh and Sharon Healey.
treasurer.
Daniels, president.

V.H.S. Forms Two
Jayvee Squads

TIGERS SHAKE UP LAWRENCE

SQUAD IN DROPPING CLOSE

CITY SCHOOLBOY COURT PLAY

In the angur.izational mn-ting on

CONTEST AT FAIRFIELD TUESDAY

Saturday nr.oming, two Vinalhaven

The Rockland Tigers, with two lUnkiand (45)
Jay-vet te stcette: 1 team-- were
Rf Montgomery <2>, Lacroix
•2); Stover <12*; c. Keizer (2); formed.
lev, benched with colds, threw a
The first team, the Juveniles
:g. Stratton «), Coakley; lg,
scare into fifth rated Lawrence 'Glover (17) Rubenstein (6>.
named eighth grade's John Buteau
High of Fairfield Tuesday night Rockland
9 15 32 45 eaptatn. Other team members are
Law-fence
6 18 30 49 Clyde Orcutt. Philip Crosstnan and
at Fairfield.
Fouls- called on the hard fight
Ronald Walker.
The final squad
ing lads and the lack of reserve
member
will
be
named
Monday* by
Teenettes Club
strength in the crucial moments
Buteau.
Coaching is sophomore
are perhaps all that saved the Organized At
Bariy White.
Fairfield crew from a thumping
The Bobt at-o named Joe Neaison
The Tigers drove into the third Vinalhaven High
' a« their c aptain, who is also an
quarter trailing 18-15 and pulled
eighth grade student. On Xealson's
A new- club was formed at Vinal
up to take a 32-30 lead going out.
squad Joel White, Bill Wadleigh
Both outfits legist red in the haven High School last week and and Bob Candagf compose his
twine in the final period to place has been named the "Teenettes”. team. The Bobcats will also select
the Rocklanders in the lead 41-3% It consists of seven girls at present, the final t< arramate on Monday.
with a matter of 100 seconds to who will meet each Wednesday eve Walt White- who is center on the
go. It was then that Lawrence ning from 7 to 10 o’clock. Each high school team, will act as the
clicked.
whipping
11
points Teen eft e will pay 10 cent dues, Bobcat coach.
After an exercise period, a run
through the baskets as the seconds which will be used at the month’s
ticked away to reverse the four end for a special supper or party. of a half mile taken by making 14
point lead and take the contest by
The first meeting will be at sen lape around the gym floor, the
40-45
ior Lauretta Shields’ home, where Juveni.es tipped the Bobcats 20-18
;n a practice session.
For Rockland
Sam
Glover the girls will make ice cream.
Philip and Wh4e have both voiced
paced the Tigers with six baskets
Members of the group are:
and five free throws for 17 points
Happy” and Georgianna Hansen. hopes of a Pi active session dunng
He was closely followed by Gary Janice Wadleigh, Sharon Healey the week with then individua.
Stover with three baskets and six Barbara White. Shirley Dyer, and teams, and a. joint practice on Sat' urday.
foul shots for 12 points.
Lauretta Shields.
varsity m»-n. McIntosh and Rip-

HASKELL & CORTHELL

Men's Suits

MEN'S HEAVY PARKAS
REG. 817.95

VALLES TO 878.00

$14.99

Sale Price $39.99
One Group of
YOI XG MEX’*

Now $19.99

or 3 for $6.50

Special Group of

One Groap of
BOYS* COTTON FLANNEL

Sport Coats
REG VALLES TO K9.05

Shirts

NowOnly $12.99

REG. 81.95 VALLES

Men's Topcoats
and Overcoats
Re?. 899.96
SALE PRICE
Reg. $45.00 and
$49.95—NOW

Sale Price $1.59
2 for $3.00

$29.99

JANUARY SPECIAL
Jersey and AU Monkey

$38.99

Gloves

Men’s and Boji’

Values to 59c—SALE PRICE

Winter Jackets

3 pair for $1.00

Reg.

SI 0.95 PARKAS

REG. 88.05 WOOL GREEN

Sale Price $7.99
Men's 25.95

Maine Guides

Marine Pants
( LEARAN4 E SALE PRICE

$19.99

FRIDAY NIGHT IN HIGHLINER

Bus Line League

OF COASTAL COURT ACTIVITIES

Court Kings
7
1
Eagles
5
2
Terriers
5
.3
North School
Braves
2
5
Tyler School
Tigers
2
5
McLain School
Tigers
2
6
MsLain School
Bears
0
8
Seventh and Eighth Grades
Won Lost
Hawfca
2
0
Misfits
2
0
Rams
1
0
Bomibers
1
0
Bobcats
1
1
Thunderbolts
1
2
Trotters
0
2
South. School
Tigers
0
3
High School
Won- Lost
Trotters
2
0
Gafif Off.**
1
0
Sputrticks
1
0
Black Hawks
1
0
Dubbe r»
11
Celtics
1
1
Tarheels
0
2
Buckeyes
0
3

Walt White Heads

The man who is in the right ran
u'lorti to wait his turn

The game of the week on the ' and four losses.
The Camden girls, who lost last
Wiscasset’s Redskins and Cam- ! week to Boothbay, will play in
the prelim game against the Wis
den’s Mustangs Friday at Cam- ,
casset lassies who have a record
den. One or the other is due to ! of four wins and two losses and
drop from the three way sun-berth ' are a position below them in
tie existing in the Knox-Lincoln I league standing.
League since last Friday evening j League standings are;
when Camden battered the Booth- j Boys
bay Region squad into submission ■
Won Lost Pet.
at the harbor village.
Camden
5
1
.833
Wiscasset, Boothbay and Cam-, Wiscasset
5
1
.833
den are riding on top of the six Roothbay Region
5
1
.833
team coastal league with five wins 1 Lincoln Academy 2
4
.333
and one loss apiece. The Booth- j Waldoboro
1
5
.166
bay crew hadn’t been nipped in ' Thomaston
0
6
.000
p’av this season, as they defended ! Girts
their championship of last year,
1
Lost Pet.
until the Mustangs outplayed and Boothbay Region
6
1.000
outscored them last week.
Camden
Boothbay meets Lincoln Acad- ■ Wiscasset
emy Friday and expects little dif- 1 Waldoboro
ficulty from the Newcastle lads I Lincoln Academy
who have a record of two wins 1 Thomaston

day. Owls Head defeated Thomas coast will be the clash between

ton 35 to 21.

The other scheduled

tilt. Camden at Union, was can '
celled due to a conflicting high

000

.000

school game at the Thompson Me
morial Gymnasium.
The Owls Head five jumped
ahead to an 11 to 2 lead in the
first period and were never in
trouble during the other three
periods.
The Thomaston rally in the
final period of 11 points was just
not enough to overcome the 27 to
12 margin that Owls Head boys
I
held in the third quarter.
Center William Stinson led the
Owls Head quintette with 13
points. For the Thomaston boys, i
John Miller, who played left for
ward, carried the ball with 16 points.
Thomaston (21)
Rf, Watts (3); lf. Miller (16); c,
T. DeWolfe (2); rg. N. DeWolfe, place Rockport to play host to
Littlefield. Wood. Genevicz; lg. Owls Head while Camden travels
Monroe, Strong, Beattie.
to Thomaston.
Du Is Head (35)
In the league standings. RockRf. J. Fournier (6). D. Fournier, . port remains in first place with a
Palmer; lf. Mathies-on, McRae, I perfect record of four wins. Cam
Taylor; c. Stin.son (13); Epps; rg, den and Union remain tied for
Walker (9), Kaler. Meehan (2); third place as a result of their
lg. Kalloch (5), Elliott
postponed game.
Thomaston
2 6 12 21
Won Lost Pet.
Owls Head
11 17 27 35 Rockport
4
0
1.000
3
1
.750
Friday's schedule calls for first ' Owls Head

Needy fo fie Info foepA

Only $6.99

enurfi

Here’s naw

$6>SS

and

IN QUALITY
PERFORMANCE

$7.85

FOR JANUARYfLEARANCE
See This Large Selection of Broken Siaes

19%

- $7.99

MEN'S BEC.UIAR S»»5

JANUARY SPECIAL - ONLY

SOLAR HEAT

$6.99

283-cu.-in. 160-h.p. Trademaster

V8’s (optional at extra cost).

high-compression

1958 pick

And built-in muscle with new

riCKUP 80X18 US TO S WT M
unotn Take your choice of
78". 98" or 108" pickup boxes.
Each offers a full-width (rain
tight tailgate, more load space
(no inboard wheelhousinft).

extra-rigid front end sheet metal
and

hefty

frames!

New

style

fenders, grille and cab interiors
combine good

with can-

looks

up fleet can handle tough jobs

take-it durability.

fast and at lower-than-evcr costs!

Chevrolet dealer soon.

Visit your

HARBWOOO rtOOSS, fUMN TYH
MID (TRIM Sturdy pickup floor*
are constructed of resilient aeasoned hardwood. Skid strips
recessed nearly flush,
plat
form longer life.

N««

;;

CORTHELL

Maritime Oil Co.
PHONE CEdar 6-3284

>oeoooo>>o«oeooeeooooo«osotoooooooM »o »♦«»♦♦♦«! mod

NEW HUSTLE . . . NEW MUSCLE . . . NEW 8TYLE

Nesting oil'J&jfl

Mt PAM 81.

^CHEVROLCTI

TEL. lSTl

BOCKLAND, MAINS

litee♦♦♦»»♦♦♦♦♦<♦

off

HEAVY DUTY 1st FACS

THS WORLD’S FINEST
CAMDEN, MAINE

Cherrolet’e ’58 pickup fleet

brings you a new hi<h in

Chevrolet’s hustling

SHOP OUR STORES DURING TINS SALE FOR MANY OTHER MONEY VALUES NOT LISTED

HASKELL &

145-h.p. Thriftmaster 6's. or new

and

Vt and 6-cy Under engines!

This Includes Men's and Women's Bass Weajuns

SALE PRICE

You’ll find improved fuel-saving

naw stylet

erful

FOR CLEARAMCI

ONE GROUP OF MEN'S SHOES
In Broken Sitea — REG. VALLES TO SIS K

huatle, naw

muicle

efficiency with more pow

AU OTHER WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S DRESS ANO

SPORT SHOES REDUCED

WWO

•rorharMpp/ng tooteroel

WOMEN'S ENNA JETTICK and QUEEN QUALITY SHOES
$12.95 - NOW ONLY

The USS Nautilus has scored an
other “first” for the Navy by sub
merging five and a half days un
der the Arctic ice pack for a dis
tance of more than 1,000 milts
to obtain data on under-ice condi
tions and other scientific informa
tion.

3804 Pickup

FOOTWEAR DEPT. SPECIALS
Reg. Val to

Camden
* Union
Thomaston

THAT EVER HUSTLED A LOAD I

MEN’S BEG. 8.S#
COTTON FLAXJfEL

Sale Price $2.49

Thomaston In

HANDIEST, HANDSOMEST PICKUPS

Shirts

Suits

CAMDEN AND WISCASSET CLASH

In the Bus Line League Tues

Two tilta were played in The
Courier-Gazette sponsoi ed city bas
ketball circuit last week, one in the
seventh and eighth and the other in
the high school league.
The hot content in the Fifth and
Sixth Grade League took a short
recess during the week. The only
activity- in the circuit was a basket
ball -clinic January II in the Com
munity Building under the super
vision of Robert Morrill, city rec
reation director.
In the Seventh and Eighth Grade
League, competition January 13,
the Thunderbolt- won their first
game with a 27 to 8 win over the
South Sc hool Tigers.
In the H.gh School League, the
Rubbers evened up their season’s
tota: to .500 average by squeezing
by the Buckeyes 35 to 33.
Both leagues will play their next
games Thursday. The first .place
Hawk? will face the Bo beats wlho
spoil a 500 av- rage in tht seventh
and Eighth grade circuit; and tluTrotters who dominate the high
school standings against the Celtic**.
Fifth and Sixth Grade*
Won Lost Pet.
Trotter*
7
0
1.000

A dollar in the hand is worth
In an organizational meeting on the 100 you expect to borrow.
Friday, trackman and six loot
Wildcat center Walt White w
named president of the Vinalhaven
Athletic Association. White is sen
ior class president, and spoils re
porter for the school paper. Wild*
cat News
The Athletic Association, for
some time past ha3 been a group
in theory only, having no officers
whatsoever. Because several mat
ters have arisen concerning award
, sweaters and various other mat
ters, students voiced a desire to
form the group.
Cy Davidson. Vinalhaven catcher,
was named vice president. Davidson is also a senior and is Vinal
haven Student Council president.
Bob Bennett was voted secretary.
Bennett is basketball manager and
president of the band as well as
editor of the school paper .
Acting treasurer of the associa
tion is Harry Conway, a classmate
of Wh ite and Davidson. Conway
' is also school treasurer.
The group, consisting of all mem
bers of the athletic teams will soon
meet to discuss the matter of award
sweaters. Because sweaters were
not given last year, the program,
established several years ago by
Principal Charles Berndtson. has
become somewhat confused. The
Association is already making
plans for a food sale.

n?

REG. VALLES TO S32.M

VACATION AND CLINICS

Vinalhaven A. A.

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
One Rack of

BACK ON SCHEDULE FOLLOWING

Owls Head Trips

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Pooler

Tduhiy Thor iritf lulu duy
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Ripley to do one and the boys chose 1 on the bulletin board of common
Waldo Benner, John Economy, foods eaten in the following coun
Richard Carver and Harry Curtis tries: United States, Norway,
Sab-prlmary—Mrs. Eugley
in a recent arithmetic ring-toss to do the other.
Egypt, Brazil, China and Aus
Linda Sullivan. David Stanley, game.
The boys and girls enjoyed mak tralia.
Ceiena Ulmer. James York and
A group of boys enjoyed Dennis ing many Christinas decorations for
Betty Lou Hanley visited her
Cynthia Wolfertz have brought rec Daniello’s SupherJet plane game j their room and tree.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
ords for us to enjoy.
which required adding large num
Returning from two weeks vaca Robertson at Vinalhaven during
We have had many birthdays bers.
tion we have a new member in our the Christmas vacation.
sinee our last news items. In De
Walter Myriek’s Bible story group. Gary’ Staples comes to us
Pictographs have been made in
cemlber they were Constance book has been read in opening from Brooklyn, New York. Richconnection with reading. These
Hallett. Karen Raiford and Jean exercises.
Also read have been lard Carver brought his train for
give the number of states in the
ette McNealy. This month Leiand books brought by Donald Ulmer J everyone to ace. In art Mias Riley
! United States at various dates.
Miller and Jo Ann Gilbert have and Billy Widdecombe.
; taught us to paint with water
Grade 7—Mra. Harjula
celebrated their birthdays.
As a part of reading-language • colors.
We have elected new room offi
Cynthia Wolfertz brought to lessons, animal riddles, have been
We also wrote a story’ and drew
school, for our enjoyment, gifts written by several class members a picture about the Gold Rush of cers. They are as follows: Presifrom Norway, Austria and Den and a riddle day was held, when •49”.
den. David Bird; vice president,
mark.
Lwwis Metcalf; secretary, Karen
many riddles were given orally.
Grade 5—Mra. I-anka.
We have been reading books
Seavey; and treasurer, Shirley
Bruce Gilbert has a new babyRaymond Quimby brought to
loaned us by Constance Hallett, brother named Brian.
Carlson.
science class a bottle and balloon
Debra Hanley, Wanda Dudley. Bon
Charles Barstow modeled one of
During
Christmas
vacation
and we did an experiment to prove
nie Daniello, Charles Brackett. his Christmas gifts, a house eoat
Richard Dondis visited in New
that air expands when heated.
Bienda Curtis, Paulette Curtis, : sent from Japan, for the class. Fun
York City and David Bird visited
Those having birthdays recently
Tnereaa Brown and Rhoda Fields. ' was had with Ruby Hooper ’s viewin Canada.
have been Clinton Young. Kermit
We had a wonderful time at our master and reel of the Seven
Ormond Poland went te Port
Alien, John Gardner and Donna
Christmas parties. We are deeply Dwarfa, and Dennis Daniello’s bino
land to have hs tens ils out. The
Bodiman.
giatefui to Cynthia Wolfertz for culars.
class prepared a basket of fruit
Interest is high in the reading
Christmas cookies. Karen Rafford
In connection w-ith a spelling
for him and Duane Ames and Dacontest. A point is scored as soon
for gingerbread men and to Linda unit, the girls had a doll style show
vid Daniello delivered it te him.
I as a book is read and and a brief
Sullivan for candiy.
with the boys acting as judges.
We hope he will be feeling better
report given. To date the score
The most votes were cast for Fran
and will be back with us soon.
Grade 1—Mrs. Mazzeo
stands: Raymond Quimby’s team.
Bradford Knight brought his
Children celebrating birthdays ces Staples bride doll.
40; Allen Fogarty’’s team, 28.
chemistry set te school and per
during the months of December and Grade 8—Mrs. Dow
Sharon Miller, Donna Bodman,
January are: Linda Allen, James
During the past week, we have Raymond Quimby, Richard Knowl formed an experiment for us.
Brannan, Brenda Cox and Robert enjoyed seeing each other's Christ ton. Karen Mazzeo, Clinton Young Grade 7—Mrs. Harjula
Doran.
mas presents. On one day every and Brenda Bergren have brought
New officers were elected for
James Brannan treated his girl brought her favorite droll. An books from home to add to our the class.
Elected were: Jill
class to ice cream and candy kisses other day was toy day for the room library. Many childaen are Long, president; Charles Dorg&n,
on his birthday.
boys.
also making good use of the school vice president; Patricia Onley,
Gregory Mason. Conrad P.usseU,
Bonnie Shrout. a former mem library which is supervised) by secretary; and Eugene Staples,
Robert Doran, and James Brannan ber of the class, has rejoined the Mias Knowles, our remedial read treasurer.
have brought looks for "Story group, coming from Sidney, Maine ing teacher.
Perfect scores in spelling were
Time",
Brenda Conway and Bradford
Many in the class have been busy attained last week by Jane Ames,
Our first grade won first prize Ames have led in opening exer making miniature covered wagons William Ames, Gerald Beal, Bar
for the largest number of parents cises. Thomas Ames and Bonnie for wagon train, in correlation with bara Bellmore, Charles Dorg&n*
and friends piesent at the last PTA Shrout have been in charge of lunch the reading and social studies units. Clarissa Fields, Elaine Gamage
meeting. We are buying puzzles tickets.
and Gary Smith.
Grade 6—Miss Arrington
for our room with the money.
Bruce Lindsey and Russell Wolf
The class has been assigned In
Jane
Miller
has
recovered
from
Brenda Cox brought some records ertz brought their stamp albums
reading the learning of Lincoln’s
for us to listen to at Christmas and told us about many foreign a tonsillectomy. We are glad she “Gettysburg Address”.
is at school again.
time.
stamps.
In science we have studied
The following spent Christmas
Much
interest
is
being
shown
in
Grade 1—Mrs. Parsons
about the control and prevention
Day
out
of
town:
Hazel
Cushman
Many of the children have our lessons about rockets. Children at Clarks Island. Henry Davis in of fire. An experiment was per
brought Christmas games, dolls, bringing articles or pictures of Portland and Alicia Ziffiriou in formed demonstrating the princimissiles are William Faller, Bruce
and .trains to school to share with
p’e of the soda and acid fire ex
Lindsey,
Donna Curtis. John Kirk, Lowell. Mass.
friends.
tinguisher.
Timothy
Curtis,
president
of
Our
Linda Gamage has been absent and Russell Wolfertz.
Junior Activities Club, appointed
for several weeks.
Grade 4—Mrs. Brooks
the following committees for this SOUTH WARREN
Recent leaders for opening exer
The fourth grade enjoyed many week: Morning Exercises. Henry
Joseph Shannon of Auburn was
cises have been Hiram Broun and Christmas activities during Decem Davis; Hot Lunches and Attenda Monday visitor at O. B. Libbys.
ber.
We
read
many
stories
and
Cindy Richardson. Gerald Willey
* ance Slips. Linda Richards; DustMr. and Mrs. Everett Draper
listened to Christmas records. Most i ing, Randall Billings; Desk Inis our leader for this week.
went to Dedham, Mass., on Mon
Jillaine Nickerson and Joy Mer of these books and records were ; spectors, George Henderson and
day, where the former will at
riam have been taking care of brought to school by the txjys and ’ Dane Winslow; Passing Books
tend for two days a school of in
iunch tickets fcr us. Emily Pease , girls.
, and Papers, Becky Kennison and struction for auto mechanics.
Our most outstanding Christmas
Ls in charge of lunch tickets this
, Peter Peanc; Program, Hazel
Word has been received from
week.
project was a manger scene made ! Cushman and John Gilbert; Room
Mrs. Edna Barrett of the im
j by the children. We were fortunate
Grade 2—Mrs. McLellan
Helpers, Floyd Oliver and John proved condition of her brother,
l to have a wooden stable brought in
Kathleen Shrout has joined our
whose serious illness recently
. Dugan.
i by Donald Rogers. We modeled the
group. She came to us from Sid
Jane Miller, Patricia Dodge, called her to Glassville, N. B.
I figures for the scene out of clay,
ney. Maine. We now- have 31 pupils
Donna Mason and Allan Wilcox
j For the straw on the .stable floor
in our grade.
, have birthdays this month.
PRICES
we colored paper and cut lt into
The following children have
i fine strips. We were all pioud of , Grade 6— Mra. Stubbs
brought story books for us to en
0
Lawrence Gamage has been in
our wo lie.
joy: Rae Ellen Sullivan, Jeanette
We all enjoyed our Christmas the Sisters Hospital, Waterville
Hillgrove, William Falkenmeyer.
GAS RANGES
tree which Chester Robinson got for for a tonsillectomy.
Judy Robinson, Jamie Dondis,
Patricia
Watson
of
South
Main
us.
Bradley Dodge, Christine Ulmer
We would likhe to thank all the street fractured her leg while
and Sumner Philbrook.
parents that did so much for our skating on Stevens Pond.
A pretty plant was given to us
The class has been working for
Christmas party.
by Diane Elwell.
' During January we have cele a record when all members are
Randall Shrout brought an at
QUARTER-CENTWY
brated three birthday’s.
Eugene readin ga book from the school
tractive calendar for our room.
Goss wa-s ten years old on January library. This goal has been ac
OF
Rae Ellen Sullivan and Jamie
6th, Patricia Tolman was ten on complished.
SERVICE
Dondis are celebrating birthdays
The Unit on Germs has been
January 7th and Linda Demetri was
thia month.
| studied in science. In connection
We have enjoyed listening to the ten on January 13th.
We enjoyed a talk on dinosaurs with the reports on the lives of
records brought by Linda Lufkin
given by Pau! Barton of Miss Sleep Van Leuwenhock. Pasteur and
Christine Ulmei, Arthur Garey and
j Koek chemical sets have been
er’s room.
Diane Elwell.
brought in by’ Edson Spear and ft
Diane Elwell’s mother made us a Grade 4—Miss Sleeper
Kirk Wadsworth.
beautiful wreath for Christmas.
Judith Proctor has joinhed our
Dennis Sprowl spent a few days
Jamie Dondis spent the holidays clazss having been transferred from
with his grandparents, Mr. and
in New York.
Tyler School.
Mrs. Stillman Osgood at Vinal
Lynette Small has a new baby
Nancy Torpacka, Henry’ Nare.
haven.
McLoon &
and Bruce Gamage have birthdays
sister, Sally.
Very interesting material has
occurring
in
January.
315
MAIN
ST.
TEL. 1510
Grade 3—Miss Russell
been received from the National
In connection with our study of
ROCKLAND
There are six pupils celebrating
Dairy Council. There is a display
8-8
birthdays this month. They are “The Prairie Farm Children” Bar
bara
Han.«om
brought
her
toy
Shirley Lorenzo, WilllasB Brown.
Roberta Stearns. Beverly Yattaw- farm set for the class to enjoy.
Pupils who were out of town dur
Michael Doran and Jeanette Smith.
Glenda Mason brought some rec ing the recent vacation: Peter
Zafiriou in Lowell and Boston;
ords. all were songs about dogs.
Gregory
Monahan. Waldoboro; Bea
During the first week of Januaryall brought their favorite Christ trice Brackett, St. George; John
Conley, Cape Elizabeth.
mas toys to show.

SOUTH SCHOOL NOTES

-

*You Just
Realize
t Saving
How Much
Add It All
Compared...! Know!
That’* exactly what the happy lady said . . . and the’* so rightl
At First National you save and save, item by item. Finally come* the
pleasant surprise — the thrifty total — the substantial savings . . .
and we mean CASH savings, of course!

Leon, Mild, Sugar Cured

- 45€

HAMS *•*
ib 63€
CHICKENS
SLICED BACON
ROASTING—Plump, Meaty, Tender, 4]/2 to SV2 Lb Avg

OVEN READY

Finast—Mild, Lean, Sugar Cured—A Favorite with Breakfast

Speciald

{m.

1 LB CELLO 1
PKC

Sf'zbta Savintfd.!

O
jft

QC
“90
2 £ 49c
10.«35c
IO’°"35C
2 49e

Chef Spaghetti A Meat Balls
Dill Pickles
Hershey Bars
Nestle's Bars
Educator Cookies
French's Instant Potato
Large Whole

Milk and Almond

Reg. 5c Bart

Milk, Almond, Crunch

Reg. 5c Bart

Fig Bars, Oval Creams,
Chocolate Ice Bo*,
Oatmeal Cookies

15>/2 OZ

cans

For Fluffy

7oz

Whipped Potatoes

Produce fo* Cobra SruMtupi!

Everybody

and Cheese

Two of the finest apples raised in New Englond. McIntosh, the
famous ecting apple and Cortlond, the all-purpose apple. These ore
two of your best fruit buys.

/

CfLLO
PKG

29c

Silver Cake

IN HANDY

INSTANT FELS

OFFER WILL BE WITHDRAWN SOON!

TUNA

New Century

*

Binder Parts 1 & 2
NOW ON SALE

19c
EACH SECTION

14 Vi OZ

CANS
CQC
3“
7 cz AOe
CANS OV
LGf
PKGS

SOAP POWDER

BREAST O'CHICKEN — SOLID SACK

MACARONI DINNER

DICTIONARY
SALE

6

6 CAN PACK

COMPLETE YOUR DICTIONARY NOW

Sections 6-15

35c

EACH

JOAN CAROL

Evangeline Milk

CTN OF

world's choicest Teos
Pekoe and Oronge Pekoe ^3 BAGS

ON

45‘

NOW 5' OFF

Golden Rose Tea

STILL

8 OZ
PKG

Bran Muffettes £& £°.25‘

ANDY BOY—Ci up Pcical
Low in Coloriet

now 10c OFF

•

39c

kalian Bread 22

CRISP, TENDER. NUTRITIOUS
NEW CROP

A blend of the

J~" c”°l pi‘

What could be better
for dessert than hot EACH
Apple Pie and

Cracker Barrel Cheese

U. S. FANCY
INCHES AND UP

Celery Hearts

PIE

Kraft Extra Sharp

U. S. FANCY
2’4 INCHES AND UP

Cabbage

Loves

APPLE

Apples 011 Purmle!

McIntosh
Cortland

jft^r

pkg

TUNA

aqC

IS 02
CANS •>“

MILL'S

STAR-KIST
CHUNK STYLE, WHITE MEAT

DOG YUMMIES

DOLE FRUIT COCKTAIL

I LB I OZ
CAN

27c

ha.isco

COCOANUT BARS

SUNSHINE KRISPY CRACKERS

La Choy CHINESE FOODS
CHOP SUEY

MEATLESS

CHOP SUEY
11

BEEF

CHOP SUEY

CHICKEN

Kraft

MIRACLE
FRENCH DRESSING

Kraft

PARTY SNACK SPREADS
• VARIETIES

LINY'S

«aC

v>*J
1 LB 4OC

CAN

I LB

CAN

I lb
• CANS

BEAN SPROUTS

Beef Stew

1 LB
CAN

8 OZ
BOT

CHINESE VEGETABLES

WV
□▼

SOY SAUCE

-qC

aqC

CAN

3 °Z 1
CAN
3 OZ
BOT

5’2 OZ
JAR

BROWN SAUCE

R&R Chicken

Cut-Rite
1 LB 8 OZ
CAN

1 LB 7OC

MIXED

CHOW MEIN NOODLES

IV

a«C
XI

"Solid Pack" 6 OZ
Boned
CAN

WAXED PAPER

Burgerbits

,0C

125 ft
ROLL

REDUCED
N

NOW

A. C.

Grade S—Mias Kimball

Grage 5—Mra. Hutchinson

New pupiLs in our class include
Billy Widdecombe. formerly from
Rockport, and Dana Smith from
Owls Head.
Class letters have been written
to Mary Madigan ir. Florida.
Donna Litjbey whas high scorer

December was a busy month for
the fifth grade. In the two weeks
before Christmas we planned and
finished two large Christmas
murals for our room. The girls
chose Ronna Townsend. Linda Wat
son. Delores Fitzgerald and Anne

Money.
nnc

for the important
. things in your life

•25-»8O-*1OO
•200 V™ *1500

Z. f

tyou* ftatne

HUNT CLUB

Ot Oh Olhet Plan

Hash,

LIBBY'S
CORNED BEEF

Corned Beef
Kitty Snicker

1 LB
CAN

LIBBY'S

CAT
FOOD

12 OZ
CAN

15 OZ
CANS

FACIAL
TISSUES

Angel Soft

Money ... to pay off a «roup of instalment bills and reduce your total monthly
yments to one small amount. . . make cash purchases of clothing, home need' or
r any other worthwhile purpose... is available here-

33'

OT.

p

national

This big capacity loader mounts on Ford 600 Series,
800 Series or NAA Tractor* to make a loading team
to handle your toughest materials handling jobs. Separate
hydraulic system provides fast control, include* double
acting lift cylinders for “down-crowd” digging, or singleacting lift cylinders. A variety of attachments it available.

G
Potato Chips
S',4 OZ
WISE
BAS 33*

PrieerCffeetive at First National Soper Markets ta This Vicinity. We Reserve the Right ta Limit Quantities

FIRST

• ■NSIOLK PAVMBNT PLANS

i IMt of 10 ft-

TBLIC FINANCE

Kretschmer's
WHEAT GERM

IN 1 DAY

BOXES
OF 400 1

Wesson Oil

stores

Co.

ap to the wat easily.

M* I

ity af 1000 Ika.

CORPORATION

IN (OCKIANO:

OF ROCKIANO

359 MAIN STREET • 2nd Floor • Rhone: 1720
4km
tosmky S'on
me. sratocStos ■
wi row tom « no .4«W.
t. ym, *mw*h Mm Hwxmck M.to.1 lit. Inwronc. Co.
A SIMI1AI UKVICl IS AY4IIA1U FO YOU IN OYtt 400
AFFlUAFfO OFFICM IN U STATB—IOOK FO« WF FMC

F

81

of tractor open, let, you get

DON’T WAIT ... SKI IT NOWI

PAYSON
FARM MACHINERY
UNION — XA1NC

I
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Waldoboro Girls Hold Blue Crutch Sale

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Receiving Flu

The Waldoboro Bluejays ended

Right guard Dana Verge led the
streak Bluejays with nine baskets and
Tuesday night with an outburst of 10 free throws for 2$ points. Cen: ter Dick Lane also found the
points when they set down the
I range with eight baskets and
Rockport Beavers 73 to 67 for the eight foul shots for 24 points.
second time this season.
TSThe big guns for the Rockpoitonly Knox-Lincoln team that the ers were right forward George
Beavers have managed to beat Starr, who put in nine baskets for
this season was Thomaston, who 18 points, and center Dave Pound
is in the league cellar.
| with 10 hoops and one foul shot
A big 21 point jump in the open for 21 points.
ing minutes and another 21 point Rockport (67)
outburst in the second period
Rf. Starr (18); If. Salminen (4);
clinched the contest for the Blue- , c. Pound (21); rg. Winslow (11),
jays.
Kennedy (7); lg, Wentworth <6>.
The
Rockport
attack.
that Waldoboro (73)
started with five points in the first
Rf. Genthner (4), Boggs (2); If,
quarter snowballed to a big 25 Calderwood (9); c, Lane (24); rg.
points in the closing minutes of Verge (28>; lg, Howe (6).
the game but it wasn’t enough to Rockport
5 24 42 67
close the gap in the tally.
Waldoboro
21 42 5$ 73

their five game

Take Union

Tilt By 10 Points
This group of Waldoboro High School girls with their advisor sponsored a sale of Blue Crutches on
The Rockland lassies easiy
the streets Saturday. Left to right are Shirley Euglex. Nicole Kimball. June Elanders and Mrs. Joan Dore,
chalked
up another win Tuesday
advisor. Back row, Janet Blanchard and Alice Calderwood. The girls have previously sponsored a bas
ketball game and food sab* to help raise funds for tile March of Dimes.
right when they thumped the
Union girls 36 to 26.
tion. Classes will be held at girls defeated Rockport and lost
The Tigers went ahead by 10
Maine To Hold
Rockland High School, the first by one point to Wiscasset in over points during the la-t three p
meeting being scheduled for Mon- » time play. The boys lost to Rock icds of the game with the Union
Teacher Course
day Jan. 20, at 4 p. m.
port by one point and to Wiscas lnssies failing to stage one of
In Rockland
set. Friday night T. H. S. pla\s their famous rallies that has put
Waldoboro High at Waldoboro. A them in the top slot in the M Thomaston High
The G •
Ext
lot of support from students and domak Valley League.
of the University of Maine will
adults is hoped for.
School News
The Union sextette came within
offer courses for the spring se
two points of Rockland in the
Trials for the annual prize
mester
in
Damariscotta
ar.d
Midyear Tests
Rockland. Dean Mark R. Shibles, speaking contest hav.. been held
director of ti. divi> n -aid to in all the Engll.-h class- s . x --pt Being Used At
the freshmen class.
Announce
day.
These cour.-' in addition ment of the final contestants wiii V.H.S. First Time
to several p:-viously announced be made as soon as the freshmen
Principal Raymond Sennett stated
trials arr given.
for Maine communities.
Designed primarily for teachers
Roger Bickford and John Fletch recently that he has adopted the
and school administrators, the er of the faculty attended the mid-year test program to be used
courses are also open to others English Clinic at Crosby High in Vinalhav- n. This week teachers
who may wish to enroll.
School in Belfast Monday after have been asked to review material
Dr. Ralph A. Waldron, lecturer noon. Along with other English and tests will begin Monday.
in botany, will present a course teachers from Knox and Waldo
Sennett states that an hour and
called "Plants ard Their Environ Counties they consider d the prob a half will be allowed for each
ment” in
Damariscotta.
The lems of the Engli.’h curriculum. class, thus having the first three
course in Damariscotta will be Most emphasis this year at the periods Monday and the final three
given at the Castner School, the clinic was given to the problems on Tuesday.
first meeting being set for Thurs of the terminal student, the one
Sennett states
that activity
day, Jan. 30, at 4 p. m.
who does not go on to college.
periods will continue as usual, and
In Rockland a course called
Thursday and Friday of this he has asked the students' co-opera
"Legal Status of Public Education week the entire high school will tion in this testing program by hav
in Maine” will be presented by be having mid-year examinations. ing them observe especially care
William O. Bailey, formerly with
In the sports world T.H.S. has fully the rules of classroom con
the State Department of Educa had somewhat better luck. The duct.

SUPER-RIGHT, HEAVY CORN-FED STEER BEEF

period, but failed to score more
than eight points during any of
the other quarters.
For Rockland, right forward
Sherry Hooper paced her teammates with seven hoops for 14
points.
The Tiger attack was
further supplemented by Joanne
Grispi’s five baskets and two foul
shots for 12 points.
The big Union guns were San
dra Calderwood with four baskets
for eight points and Connie Knight,
who tallied for six baskets and
two foul shots for 14 points.
Union (26)
Rf. Choate. Caldrewood (8); If,
Kilt (2); cf, Knight < 14> Goff (2);
rg. Johnson; lg. Upham, Payson;

Ond.
CLERKS'

Cl Q7

HOUSE DRESSES

S’*1*1

LADIES— Size* 9-18

man. reported that it has been de
cided to offer sodium fl-uoride solu
tion to adults and there will be a
fee cf $1 per year for participation.
A nursing scholai-ship committee
has been fonmed, and there will be
more information available at a
later date. Those on the commit
tee are Marjorie Rascoe, R. N..
chairman; Mrs. Ethel Doughty.

eg, Torrey, Messer, Bennett.
Rockland (36)
Rf. Hooper (14), Harvey (1),
Smith; If, Ilvonen (9), Pipicello,
Cross; cf, Grispi (12), Walker,
Jackson;
rg,
Guay, Gardner,
Staples; lg. A. Peterson, S. Peter
son, Sayward; eg, Kent, Knowl
ton.
Union
8 10 19 26
Kockland
10 20 29 36

Rea 398
to 4.98

LADIES’ < OTTOX EMBOSSED

$1.97 K

DUSTERS
Size* 10-12
LADIES’

COTTON BLOUSES

$1.47

Woven strip*-* and Checks
», Knll-Up Sleeve. Size-. 32-38

’55

$3.77 J55
57c ft
67c ft

LADIES-

BIB APRONS

*4.88

LINOLEUM RUG
9 Ft. by 12 Ft.

Union Dominates

League standings are:

Both Divisions of

BOYS

Medomak League

Union
Rockport
Appleton
Bristol
Warren
GIRLS

Marjorie Rascoe reported that un
der the school health program 162 The Union boys and girls continue
pupils have been given flu shots, j to dominate the Medomak Valiey
A second shot will be given next League with a perfect tally of five
week. There is also a plan under 1 wins. The Rockport Beavers, who
way to give the inoculations to pre-' barely squeezed by the Thomaston
Clippers last week, rc-main in sec
school children.
Miss Rascoe also reported that I ond place with three wins and one
she is to! ming a first aid class and i setback.
Appleton -went into a two-way tie
anyone interested may register at
her office. It will be a two hour with Bristol, who did not play Fri
day, with a lopsided victory over
per week, five week course.
Helen Webb, dental health chair-! the winless Warren team, 71 to 15.

$1.97

DRESSES

HALF APRONS

ome set1... ifou II save!

Nurse

WwR. - •

"THRIFTEX" ENAMELED SURFACE

wumgersV\

the

Won Lost Pet.

I

Regular 6.98

i. ’

SHEET BLANKETS

60 x 76

parakeet or canary silver metal
LARGE HEAD

EA

25e

NONE PRICED HIGHER

GRAPEFRUIT SSS’S 3>29
CRESTMONT-ALL FLAVORS

ICE CREAM

Vi GAL PKG

79

N UTLEY—QUARTERS

MARGARINE

2c,ins39c

THRIFT QUALITY

IONA TOMATOES

7J£ 95c

SULTANA LIGHT MEAT CHUNKS

TUNA FISH

4

. tsti tt OMTMnO tlrarfi So>wO». Jrf. IS «rf
etna,. . UZ Sn. lUrtn, ■ an CMM..U as Oicrflo

r-icos

95c

0
1
3
3

1.000
.750
.400
.400

5

.0C

Won Lost Pvt
Union
Rockport
Appleton
Bristol
Warren

0
1

l.OC
.75

1

2
4

,6C
2(

0

5

,0C

5
3
3

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

GET AHEAD WITH A

BILL CLEAN-UP
► Pay leftover seasonal bills
and reduce high ifionthly pay
ments with a prompt loan here.
We /ike to say “Ye«!” when you
ask for a loan. Phone for your
loan in one visit, or come in.

IOAN!

Loans up ta $2500—plus life insurance at na extra cast

356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG. . Phone: 1133

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON

Inns Slid. I. ntUsats ot all sinMndin, towns • loans also Undo b, mol

BENEFICIAL FINANCE CO.

w

;•

"WESTON'S DELICIOUS"
SUGAR WAFERS
Chocolate, Vanilla or Duplex Filled

:.Z

-i$ .V

r»939c

"WESTON'S DELICIOUS"
SANDWICH COOKIES
Rich, Creamy Filling

LB.

"DERAN'S CHOCOLATE COVERED
BRIDGE MIX
Asst. Nuts ond Fruits, Chocolate Coating

IB.

"MARIETTA"
KNITTING WORSTED
4 Oz. Skein, Popular Colors
IMPORTED LACE
COTTON DOILIES
Sizes 12" ond 14"

EACH

MEN'S COTTON
HANDKERCHIEFS
Satin Stripe. 10 to Package

PKG.

MEN'S ATHLETIC SOX
50% Wool, 50% Nylon, Sizes 10-13 —2nds

PLASTIC DRAPES
Large Variety of Patterns and Colors

CAULIFLOWER

2
2
0

CHILDREN'S
COTTON DRESSES
Crisp New Styles. Sizes 4 - 6x

PLAID

SNOWY WHITE, NONE PRICED HIGHER

5
3

i

LADIES’

LB

ot

BIO discounts

NYLON UNIFORMS

or Sirloin

meeting

Building Monday evening.

SAV
Maternity

monthly

rf®

LADIES'—Sizes 10-2(1, 411-42

Porterhouse

The

Vinalhaven
Community Health
Council was held at the Medical

On Friday night, second place
Rockport should have very litle
trouble with their fourth win when
they invade Warren while the Union
Eagles should continue their win
ning streak when they play at
Appleton.

....

I.ADIES—Size- It-W. HG-2»G

STEAKS

Inoculations

loosing

Rockland Girls

Mts. Marcia Davis, Mrs. Lida
Ames and Mrs. Susan Hall.
The program of the evening was
on the nervous system, with Dr.
Ralph Earle as speaker.

Island Students

WALDOBORO CLOBBERS ROCKPORT
TO CLIMB BACK IN WIN TRAIL

BIRD CAGE

DISH CLOTHS—Pkg. of 6
STOCK UP AT THIS LOW PRICE

REG$3^9 .

JUMBO SIZE POLYETHYLENE
WASTE BASKET

*2.77

REGULAR SIZE POLYETHYLENE
WASTE BASKET

Lasting buy! Roomy,
attractively designed
cage. Easy to clean.
Will not rust. Complete
with perches, slide-out
floor. Treot your bird to
a new coge today — ot
Newberry's wonderful
laving price. Come early
while they l«»t.

80 Sq. COTTON PERCALE
Assorted Prints and Solid Colors

CREASE-RESISTANT
COTTON PRINTS

J dTlew£e/vujco

Reg. 98c
and 1.29

li

1

